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Abstract 
The commercial use of electricity began in the late 1870's when arc lamps were used 
for lighthouse illumination and street lighting. The first complete electric power system 
(comprising a generator, cable, fuse, meter and loads) was built in 1882. This was the 
beginning of what would develop into one of the largest industries in the world. 
Nowadays electrical power systems worldwide vary in size and structure. However, they 
all have the same basic characteristics: they are three-phase AC systems operating at 
constant voltage and frequency. Generation and transmission facilities use three-phase 
equipment. Industrial loads are invariably three-phase; single-phase residential and 
commercial loads, are distributed among the phases so as to try to keep the three-phase 
system as well balanced as possible. Nevertheless, a perfect balancing is impossible to 
achieve owing to the asymmetrical nature of the power network due to electromagnetic 
and electrostatic coupling between transmission lines, unbalanced loads and 
transformers. 
Most of the analysis techniques available for planning and operation of multiphase 
power systems are based upon the assumption that the network operates under 
perfectly balanced conditions. The advantage of this assumptions from the modelling 
viewpoint is that only one phase of the three phase system needs to be considered for 
analysis, resulting in a reduced size of the problem at hand. However, the phase frame 
of reference offers a more general representation for the solution of power system 
problems than the frame of reference provided by the sequences. The former can 
accommodate networks containing any degree of unbalance whilst the latter is only 
applicable to power networks exhibiting perfect or near-perfect impedance balance 
between phases. 
The thesis reports on the development of steady state and time domain models of 
Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) controllers in the natural framework of 
electric systems, Le. namely the phase co-ordinates domain. The FACTS equipment 
selected for analytical development in this research are: the static synchronous 
compensator (STATCOM), the static synchronous series compensator (SSSC), the 
unified power flow controller (UPFC) and the high-voltage direct current (HVDC). These 
power electronics-based controllers have the voltage source converter as their main 
constituent. The combined solution of both steady state and dynamic power flow 
equations pertaining to the VSC-based FACTS controllers and the power network are 
fully described in the thesis. 
The steady-state mathematical models of VSC-based FACTS controllers are formulated 
in nodal form using the frame of reference of the phases. Guidelines for their 
implementation into two distinct power flows algorithm namely, the Newton-Raphson in 
polar co-ordinates and the Newton-Raphson in rectangular coordinates are given. For 
the purpose of long-term dynamic assessment, a simultaneous solution using implicit 
trapezoidal integration method with Newton iteration is used to solve the set of 
differential-algebraic equations of generating plants and network components. In order 
to assess both the steady state and the dynamic behaviour of the models developed, a 
comprehensive, newly developed integrated software environment is used. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 
The electric power industry is undergoing major technological and organizational 
changes. The increasing presence of cost-effective, small and flexible power generating 
plants, customer automation, electronic control and the revolutionary changes in 
communications and computing all offer possibilities for safer and more economically 
run electric power systems. At the same time, the industry has moved from a top-down, 
system-wide decision making into active, decentralized decision-making [1]. 
Such a pace of change presents power systems control engineers and designers with 
the need to revise the methods by which the system is operated today and to develop 
control paradigms more amenable to a decentralized operation. 
The key objective of power system control is to balance time-varying load demand so 
that the power at the customer side is of sufficiently high quality and largely independent 
of system disturbances. The quality of the AC power is measured with respect to 
variations in voltage magnitude and frequency of its sinusoidal waveform. 
* 
More 
recently, the increased presence of higher-order harmonics in the basic sinusoidal 
waveform of voltage, current and instantaneous power have also become problems of 
much concern [2,3]. 
Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) controllers introduce additional degrees of 
freedom to control power flow over desired transmission routes, enabling secure 
loadings of transmission lines up to their thermal capacities. They also provide a more 
effective utilisation of available generation and prevent outages from spreading to wider 
areas. A FACTS controller is a power electron ic-based system, which provides control 
of one or more AC transmission system parameters [1,4-6]. 
The thyristor, the gate-turn off thyristor (GTO) and the insulated gate bipolar transistor 
(IGBT) are key basic components of the FACTS technology. High current, high voltage 
power semiconductors and control engineering have had a profound effect on electric 
power transmission over the last three decades. Example areas include high-voltage 
direct current (HVDC) and Static Var Compensator (SVC) installations. Thanks to the 
experience gained in the construction, design and operation of this technology, there 
has been rapid progress in the deployment and operation of FACTS controllers [4-13]. 
Owing to the rapid development and general acceptance of FACTS technology as 
means of alleviating a host of long standing operational problems in the electrical power 
network, the open literature has become populated with FACTS-oriented research work. 
However, most of the research reported on FACTS has been oriented to modelling and 
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simulation of power systems operating under steady-state and balanced conditions. The 
assessment of electromechanical oscillations of FACTS-upgraded power networks has 
also received attention but limited to balanced operation. 
As far as this author is aware, the more complex task of modelling the network and 
FACTS controllers in the phase frame of reference, where equipment and operational 
imbalances can be explicitly represented, has been left, to large extent, unattended. 
Only preliminary work on modelling of FACTS controllers in the phase domain has been 
reported [14-16]. The research work presented in this thesis gives a comprehensive and 
systematic treatment of FACTS models and their incorporation into power networks 
represented in itsnatural frame of reference the phases. 
Issues such as the social cost of transmission outages, problems of congestions, the 
opportunity to exercise market power and connection of independent producer to the 
grid are certainly impacted by FACTS technology. This is an additional motivation to 
explore the capabilities of FACTS in a more flexible modelling environment. 
1.2 Objectives of the Project 
The main objective of this PhD project is to conduct research on the steady-state and 
dynamic modelling and analysis of large-scale electrical power networks with embedded 
FACTS controllers. 
In this research project, an aspect of paramount importance is the development of new 
mathematical models and methods coded into software to carry out effective analysis of 
large-scale, FACTS-controlled electrical power systems. The software should be robust 
and flexible enough to model and solve power networks with any kind and number of 
FACTS controllers. It should also make previsions to cater for future additions in the 
form of added functionality and future FACTS equipment. 
The aim is to realise mathematical models and software for both steady-state and long- 
term dynamic analyses of electrical power systems. The FACTS equipment selected for 
analytical development in this research work are: the Static Compensator (STATCOM), 
the Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC), the Unified Power Flow Controller 
(UPFC) and the High-Voltage Direct Current-Voltage Source Converter (HVDC-VSC). 
All these equipment have the VSC as their basic building block [1,5,6,17-18]. 
In this project, the three-phase power systems modelling philosophy, using rectangular 
co-ordinates, will be applied to develop a method for analysing dynamic power flows 
with FACTS devices. The method take into account the characteristics of power 
systems components in the phase domain, leading to more versatile analyses than that 
allowed by symmetrical-components-based studies. The phase domain frame of 
reference allows the study of practically any abnormal network condition and the 
inclusion of multi-phase components such as power electronics equipment and 
conventional equipment, which may exhibit imbalances. 
A key goal of this project is to develop an integrated software environment for the 
solution of large-scale power networks, where long-term dynamic power flows can be 
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conducted alongside steady-state power flows and, generalised fault analysis. This 
longer-term vision is illustrated graphically in Figure 1.1. 
1.3 Motivation 
With the ever increasing complexity of electrical power networks, its planning, 
management and operation has had to rely more and more on advanced computer 
algorithms. Apart from electromagnetic transient studies and harmonic studies, almost 
any other power system study assumes that the transmission network is geometrically 
balanced. In this situation, the positive sequence frame of reference is used to model 
the entire power network. Short-circuit fault studies are the exception, where the 
negative and zero sequences are also used in addition to the positive sequence frame- 
of-reference. 
Over the years, a great deal of research work has been conducted on individual 
modelling of power plant components using the phase domain frame of reference. More 
recently, with the widespread availability of powerful computing resources, this 
modelling philosophy has been used to develop power systems application software 
such as load flows and short-circuit fault analysis. The attraction of this more 
demanding modelling approach is the ability to take into account all the natural 
imbalances and the operational imbalances that exist in the power system. So far, multi- 
phase power flows have received the most attention, with iterative solution techniques 
based on either Newton-type techniques or the current injection method [19,20]. It 
should be pointed out that so far the multi-phase software reported in the literature has 
been intended for research purposes and that no commercial power systems software 
in the phase domain seems to exist, except for DINIS which uses a multiphase. nodal 
impedance matrix and current injections method. The extensive literature survey carried 
out reveals that little representation exists for power electronics controllers suitable for 
multi-phase load flows and transient stability studies [14-16]. 
The motivation behind this PhD research is to develop an integrated, highly efficient 
software package suitable for the solution of large-scale, multi-phase power networks, 
which incorporate power electronic controllers. These are the power networks that will 
be in operation in the near future and for which there are no suitable tools for their 
planning, management and operation. The research effort will be on the mathematical 
modelling of power electronics controllers suitable for large-scale power systems 
operating under the steady-state and dynamic regimes. 
As far as the author is aware, the software developed under this research project on 
three phase power flows and three-phase dynamic power flows is the first of its kind: 
capable of solving large-scale power systems with various kinds and any number of 
VSC-based FACTS controllers. 
1.4 Achievements 
The first practical step taken in this research project has been to develop mathematical 
models for various controllers using the phase domain modelling techniques in both 
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frames of reference polar and rectangular co-ordinates and to code them. A power flow 
computer program written in C++ has been upgraded to achieve this. The software is 
fast and reliable and is entirely adequate for the analysis and control of large-scale 
power networks containing FACTS-controlled buses and transmission lines. The power 
flow algorithm is a full Newton-Raphson method exhibiting quadratic convergence 
characteristics. Sparse matrix techniques have been incorporated, for the efficient 
handling of large-scale power networks [21-22]. 
In order to carry out dynamic power flow assessments in the phase frame of reference a 
simultaneous algorithm for positive sequence networks, reported in a classical 
publications [23-24], has been adopted and coded. Moreover, models of VSC-based 
FACTS controllers have been included in the multiphase dynamic power flow algorithm 
in order to assess the impact of these controllers on large-scale electric power network. 
Three-phase database: 
Network, Generation, 
Loads and FACTS equipment 
Voltages and 
control 
settings for 
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Figure 1.1 Integrated software environment for the electronic control of large-scale 
power systems 
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The three-phase software would offer a unique and powerful tool to power systems 
designers and operators with which to assess the technical benefits afforded by the 
FACTS technology in network wide applications. Moreover, the range of power systems 
analysis offered by the three-phase software has been greatly expanded by combining 
the power flow algorithm with the dynamic power flow algorithm in a single simulation 
environment. In future this capability will be further enhanced by the addition of 
generalised fault analysis module as shown in Figure 1.1. 
Concerning large signal analysis, the standard power systems tool is termed the 
dynamic power flow. In this research the algorithm used is a simultaneous solution 
using the implicit, trapezoidal integration method with Newton iteration. Arguably, the 
trapezoidal algorithm is the most powerful and accurate means of simulating transient 
events, which has shown to produce fast and reliable solutions [25-27]. 
1.5 Publications 
The following publications have been generated as part of this research: 
Transaction-grade paper 
Angeles-Camacho, C., Tortelli, 0. L., Acha, E. Fuerte-Esquivel, C. R., 
"Inclusion of a high voltage DC-voltage source converter model in a Newton- 
Raphson power flow algorithm, " IEE Proc. -Gen. Trans. & Dist., Vol. 150, No. 
6, Nov. 2003. pp. 691-695. 
Prepared transaction-grade paper 
Angeles-Camacho, C., Acha, E., "Generalised modelling of VSC-based 
FACTS controllers in a three-phase Newton-Raphson method in rectangular 
co-ordinates", IEEE Trans. Power Systems 
Conference papers 
e Acha, E., Angeles-Camacho, C., Tortelli, 0. L., Fuerte-Esquivel, C. R., 
"Reactive Power Tracking in FACTS Upgraded Power Network" IASTED, 
Proc-of the Third IASTED International Conference on Power and Energy 
Systems, Marbella, Spain, Sep. 2003. 
Tortelli, 0. L., Angeles-Camacho, C., Acha, E., Anesio Santos, Jr., 
"Recommendations for the effective initialisation of FACTS controllers in 
Newton-Raphson power flow algorithms, " IASTED, Proc-of the Third IASTED 
International Conference on Power and Energy Systems, Marbella, Spain, 
Sep. 2003. 
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Book 
FACTS: Modelling and Simulation in Power Networks by Acha, E., Fuerte- 
Esquivel, C. R., Ambriz-Perez, H. Angeles-Camacho, C. John Wiley & Sons, 
ltd., Chichester, England, February 2004, ISBN 0-470-852712. 
1.6 Outline of the Thesis 
Apart from the introductory chapter and conclusions, this thesis consists of five 
chapters, divided in two main parts: Chapter 2 to Chapter 4 comprise the work carried 
out for steady-state modelling and simulation, whereas Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 
address aspects of dynamic modelling and simulation. 
Chapter 1 introduces the current research work where the background and motivation 
to the project are stated. 
Chapter 2 gives a general overview of power electronic equipment principles and its 
application in electric power systems. Flexible models of FACTS equipment, which use 
synchronous voltage source converters as their main constituent, are derived in the 
form of nodal admittance matrices. Control capabilities of the VSC-based controllers are 
analysed for the purpose of voltage regulation, active and reactive power flow control, 
and power quality enhancement. 
In Chapter 3, mathematical models of the most common VSC-based FACTS controllers 
are developed. The proposed models are suitable for performing power flow analysis in 
the frame of reference of the phases for both balanced and unbalanced operation. An 
existing three-phase Newton-Raphson program has been upgraded to include these 
models. Guidelines and methods for implementing the FACTS controllers as well as 
their adjustments within the Newton-Raphson algorithm are also described. Simulation 
results for the various VSC-based FACTS controllers are presented. 
A more efficient alternative to solve power flows using the Newton-Raphson is 
presented in Chapter 4. Instead of using polar co-ordinates, mathematical models of 
conventional power networks and VSC-based controllers are obtained using rectangular 
co-ordinates. A rectangular co-ordinates three-phase power flow algorithm has been 
written which include VSC-based FACTS controllers. A comparative analysis between 
polar and rectangular analysis is presented, with the rectangular co-ordinates method 
showing a superior performance, and with simulation results coinciding with each other. 
Simple models of the generating plant components, suitable for long term dynamic 
assessment of large-scale power systems in both balanced and unbalanced operation 
are given in Chapter 5. Guidelines and methods for implementing the dynamic power 
flow algorithm are described here. Case studies for different transient scenarios, which 
produce step voltages on power systems, are also given here. 
Chapter 6 reports on research carried out to assess the impact of VSC-based FACTS 
controllers on long-term power systems dynamics. The application tool termed in 
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Chapter 5, dynamic power flows is upgraded to include models of VSC-based FACTS 
controllers and several test cases are carried out, including a large power system. 
The most important conclusions of this research work are presented in Chapter 7. The 
chapter also contains suggestions for future work. 
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Chapter 2 
MODELLING OF VSC-BASED FACTS 
CONTROLLERS AND CONVENTIONAL POWER 
SYSTEM COMPONENTS IN PHASE DOMAIN 
2.1 Introduction 
Two kinds of emerging power electronics applications in power systems are already well 
defined: (i) bulk active and reactive power control; (ii) and power quality improvement 
[1]. The first application area is known as FACTS, where the latest power electronic 
devices and methods are used to electronically control the high-voltage side of the 
network [2]. The second application area is custom power, which focuses on low voltage 
distribution and is a technology created in response to reports of poor power quality and 
reliability of supply affecting factories, offices and homes. It is expected that when 
widespread deployment of the technology takes place, the end-user will see tighter 
voltage regulation, minimum power interruptions, low harmonic voltages, and 
acceptance of rapidly fluctuating and other non-linear loads in the vicihity [3]. 
The one-line diagram shown in Figure 2.1 illustrates the connection of power plants in 
an interconnected transmission system, where the boundary between the high-voltage 
transmission and the low-voltage distribution is emphasised. The former benefits from 
the installation of FACTS equipment whereas the latter benefits from the installation of 
custom power equipment. 
To a greater or lesser extent, high-voltage transmission systems are highly meshed. For 
many decades the trend has been towards interconnection, linking generators and loads 
into large integrated systems. The motivation has been to take advantage of load 
diversity, enabling a better utilisation of primary energy resources. 
From the outset, interconnection was aided by breakthroughs in high-current, high- 
power semiconductor valve technology [4]. Thyristor-based High Voltage Direct Current 
converter installations provided a means for interconnecting power systems with 
different operating frequencies, e. g. 50/60 Hz, for interconnecting power systems of 
different frequency and for interconnecting weak and strong power systems and 
asynchronized systems [5]. The most recent development in HVDC technology is the 
HVDC system based on solid-state voltage source converters, which enables 
independent, fast control of active and reactive powers, HVDC also provides a means to 
transmit power in unbalanced conditions [6]. 
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Figure 2.1 A simplified one-line diagram of a power system [3] 
Power electronics is a ubiquitous technology which has affected every aspect of 
electrical power networks, not just HVDC transmission but also AC transmission, 
distribution and utilisation. Deregulated markets are imposing further demands on 
generating plants, increasing their wear and tear and the likelihood of generator 
instabilities of various kinds. To help to alleviate such problems, power electronic 
controllers have recently been developed to enable generators to operate more reliably 
in the new market place. The Thyristor-Controlled Series Compensator (TCSC) is used 
to mitigate sub-synchronous resonance's (SSR) and to damp power systems 
oscillations [7]. However, it may be argued that the primary function of the TCSC, like 
that of its mechanically controlled counterpart, the series capacitor bank, is to reduce 
the electrical length of the compensated transmission line. Hence, the aim is still to 
increase power transfers significantly, but with increased transient stability margins. 
With reference to the schematic network of Figure 2.1, the TCSC is deployed on the 
FACTS side. 
For most practical purposes the thyristor-based Static VAR Compensator has made the 
rotating synchronous compensator redundant, except where an increase in the short- 
circuit level is required along with fast-acting reactive power support [8]. However, as 
the power electronic technology continues to develop further, the replacement of the 
SVC by a new breed of static compensators based on the use of voltage source 
converters (VSCs) is looming. They are known as STATCOMs, and provide all the 
functions that the SVC can provide, but at a higher speed [9]; it is more compact and 
requires only a fraction of the land required by an SVC installation. The STATCOM is 
essentially a VSC interfaced to the AC system through a shunt-connected transformer. 
The VSC is the basic building block of the new generation of power electronic 
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controllers that have emerged from the FACTS and custom power initiatives [1]. In high- 
voltage transmission, the most popular FACTS VSC-based equipment are: the 
STATCOM, the SSSC, the UPFC and the HVDC-VSC. At the low-voltage distribution 
level, the SVC provides the core of the following custom power equipment: the 
distribution STATCOM, the dynamic voltage restorer and active filters. 
This Chapter presents the detailed mathematical modells of the most recent generation 
of FACTS controllers based on the voltage source converter. Also a brief description of 
conventional components of the electrical power system is given. 
2.2 Phase-domain Modelling Philosophy 
In this Chapter the development of models and procedures are described which are 
used to assess the three-phase steady-state operation of electrical power systems at 
the fundamental frequency. All models may be developed from first principles, with 
strong reference to the physical structure of the equipment. Such an approach is 
amenable to flexible modelling which is useful for assessing the operation of plant 
components in network-wide applications, taking due care of equipment design 
imbalances, which are naturally present in all power plant equipment. 
The application tool used to assess the steady-state operation of power systems 
exhibiting a considerable degree of geometric unbalance or load unbalance is known as 
three-phase power flow. In this application all operations are carried out on a per- phase 
basis and all power plant components making up the power system are modelled in the 
frame of reference of the phases [10,12]. 
2.2.1 Conventional element models of an electrical power system 
Three-phase synchronous generators are used to produce most of the electricity 
consumed worldwide [3] and except for a small percentage, which is transported in DC 
form using HVDC links, all electricity is brought to the points of demand using AC three- 
phase transmission lines and cables. More often than not, long distance transmission 
circuits consist of more than one three-phase circuit, and contain series and shunt 
compensation to enable stable operation. Nevertheless, it has long been recognised 
that remote generating stations, which are mostly of the hydroelectric type, are only 
weakly interconnected and that the non-uniform nature of their rotors, i. e. saliency, 
increases the overall system unbalance. It should also be remarked that the windings of 
three-phase transformers can be connected in a variety of ways to suit specific 
requirements, and that transformer connections should be modelled explicitly when 
system imbalances cannot be ignored in power systems studies [5]. The bulk load 
points associated with transmission systems may be taken to be highly balanced but 
such an assumption is no longer valid in low voltage distribution systems, where load 
points may be highly unbalanced owing to an abundance of individual single-phase 
loads within a distribution load point. 
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2.3 Controllers Based on Conventional Thyristors 
Power electronic circuits using conventional thyristors have been widely used in power 
transmission applications since the early seventies [4]. The first applications took place 
in the area of HVDC transmission but shunt reactive power compensation using fast 
controllable inductors and capacitors soon gained general acceptance [8]. More 
recently, fast acting series compensators using thyristors have been used to vary the 
electrical length of key transmission lines, with almost no delay, instead of the classical 
series capacitor, which is mechanically controlled. In distribution system applications, 
solid-state transfer switches using thyristors are now being used to enhance the 
reliability of the supply to critical customer loads [15]. 
2.4 Power Electronic Controllers Phased on Fully Controlled 
Semiconductor Devices 
Modern power system controllers based on power electronic converters are capable of 
generating reactive power with no need for large reactive energy storage elements, 
such as in SVC systems. This is achieved by making the currents circulate through the 
phases of the AC system with the assistance of fast switching devices [1]. 
Power electronic controllers are based on an assembly of AC/DC and/or DVAC 
converters and/or high power AC switches, and supporting devices. The converters, 
switches and devices are connected in series or parallel, to achieve the desired 
Controller; a Controller in some cases may also be separated into single-phase 
assemblies. The semiconductor devices employed in the new generation of power 
electronic converters are of the fully controlled type, such as the IGBT (Integrated Gate 
Bipolar Transistor) and the GTO (Gate Turn-Off). Nominal rating of power electronics 
controllers is in the range of 8-10 KV for thyristor, 5-8 KV for GTOs and 3-5 for IGBTs. 
Their respective circuit symbols are shown in Figure 2.2 [19]. 
Cathode (K) 
Gate (G) 
Anode (A) 
(a) 
Collector (C) 
Gate (G) 
Emifter (E) 
(b) 
Figure 2.2 Circuit symbols for: (a) GTO; (b) IGBT 
The GTO is a more advanced version of the conventional thyristor, with a similar 
switched on characteristic but with the ability to switch off at a time different from when 
the forward current falls naturally below the holding current level. Such added 
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functionality has enabled new application areas in industry to be developed, even at 
bulk power transmission where levels it is now possible to re-direct active power at the 
MW level. However, there is room for improvement in GTO construction and design, 
since large negative pulses are still required to turn it off. At present, the maximum 
switching frequency attainable is in the order of 1 kHz [19]. 
The IGBT is one of the most well developed members of the power transistor family. It is 
the most popular device used in the area of AC and DC motor drives, reaching power 
levels of a few hundred W Power converters aimed at power systems applications are 
beginning to make use of IGBTs owing to their increasing power handling capability and 
relatively low conduction losses. Further progress is expected in IGBT and GTO 
technology and applications [20]. 
In DC-AC converters that use fully controlled semiconductors rather than conventional 
thyristors, the DC input can be either a voltage source (typically a capacitor) or a current 
source (typically a voltage source in series with an inductor). With reference to this basic 
operational principle, converters can be classified as either voltage source converters or 
current source converters. For economic and performance reasons, most reactive 
power controllers are based on the former VSC topology. The availability of modern 
semiconductors with relatively high-voltage and current ratings, such as GTOs or 
IGBTs, has made the concepts of reactive compensation based on switching converters 
a certainty, even for substantial high-power applications. 
A number of power system controllers that use VSCs as their basic building block are in 
operation in various parts of the world. The most popular are: STATCOM, SSSC, the 
UPFC, and the HVDC-VSC [9]. 
2.5 The Voltage Source Converter 
There are several VSC topologies currently in use in actual power systems operation, 
and some others that hold great potential, including the single-phase full bridge (H- 
bridge), the conventional three-phase two-level converter, and the three-phase three- 
level converter based on the neutral-point-clamped converter. Other VSC topologies are 
based on combinations of the neutral-point-clamped topology and multilevel-based 
systems [19]. Common aims of these topologies are to minimise the operating 
frequency of the semiconductors inside the VSC and to produce a high-quality 
sinusoidal voltage waveform with minimum or no filtering requirements. By way of 
example, the topology of a conventional two-level VSC using IGBT switches is 
illustrated in Figure 2.3 [19]. 
The VSC shown in Figure 2.3 comprises six IGBTs, with two IGBTs placed on each leg. 
Moreover, each IGBT is provided with a diode connected in anti-parallel to make 
provisions for possible voltage reversals due to external circuit conditions. Two equally 
sized capacitors are placed on the Dc side to provide a source of reactive power. 
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Figure 2.3 Topology of a three-phase, two-level VSC using IGBTs 
Although not shown in the circuit of Figure 2.3, the switching control module is an 
integral component of the VSC [19]. Its task is to control the switching sequence of the 
various semiconductor devices in the VSC, aiming at producing an output voltage 
waveform, which is as near to a sinusoidal waveform as possible, with high power 
controllability and minimum switching loss. 
Current VSC switching strategies aimed at utility applications may be classified into two 
main categories [21]: 
Fundamental frequency switching: The switching of each semiconductor device is 
limited to one turn-on and one turn-off per power cycle. The basic VSC topology shown 
in Figure 2.3. With fundamental frequency switching it yields a quasi-square-wave 
output, which has an unacceptable high harmonic content. It is current practice to use 
several six-pulse VSCs, arranged to form a multi-pulse structure, to achieve better 
waveform quality and higher power ratings [1]. 
Pulse-width modulation (PWM): This control technique enables the switches to be 
turned on and off at a rate considerably higher than the fundamental frequency. The 
output waveform is chopped and the width of the resulting pulses is modulated. 
Undesirable harmonics in the output waveform are shifted to the higher frequencies, 
and filtering requirements are much reduced. Over the years, various PWM control 
techniques have been published but the sinusoidal PWM scheme remains one of the 
most popular owing to its simplicity and effectiveness [19]. 
From the viewpoint of utility applications, both switching techniques are far from perfect. 
The fundamental frequency switching technique requires of complex transformer 
arrangements to achieve an acceptable level of waveform distortion. Such a drawback 
is offset by its high semiconductor switch utilization and low switching losses; and it is, 
at present, the switching technique used in high-voltage, high-power applications. The 
PWM technique incurs high switching loss, but it is envisaged that future semiconductor 
devices would reduce this by a significant margin; making PWM the universally 
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preferred switching technique, even at high- and extra-high-voltage transmission 
applications. 
2.5.1 Principles of VSC operation 
The interaction between the VSC and the power system may be eiplained in simple 
terms by considering a VSC connected to the AC mains through a loss less reactor, as 
illustrated in the single-line diagram shown in Figure 2.4(a). The premise is that the 
amplitude and the phase angle of the voltage drop, AV, across the reactor, X,, can be 
controlled; defining the amount and direction of active and reactive power flows through 
X,. The voltage at the supply bus is taken to be sinusoidal, of value VZOO, and the 
fundamental frequency component of the SVC'S AC voltage is taken to be V,, ZgR . The 
positive sequence, fundamental frequency vector representation is shown in Figure 
2.4(b) and (c) for leading and lagging VAR compensation, respectively. 
(a) 
ma 
IcV, 
R 
VV 
(b) 
V, 
8vR 
VvR 
(C) 
Figure 2.4 Basic VSC operation: (a) VSC connected to a system bus; Space vector 
representation for (b) Lagging operation and (c) Leading operation 
According to Figure 2.4, for both leading and lagging VAR, the active and the reactive 
powers can be expressed as 
vv 
P=, 'R S'n 15,, R 
f2- Ls 
IV Q=v-V VR COS SvR 
X, X, 
With reference to Figure 2.4 and (2.1), the following observations are derived: 
(2.1) 
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The VSC output voltage ERlags the AC voltage source V, by an angle 8,,, and the 
input current lags the voltage drop across the reactor AV, by 90". 
The active power flow between the AC source and the VSC is controlled by the phase 
angle 8,,,. Active power flows into the VSC frOM the AC source at lag. ging 
8,, (8,, 
R > 
0), 
and vice versa for leading 6, R 
(, 6,, R 
<0). 
The reactive power flow is determined mainly by the magnitude of the voltage source, 
V,, and the VSC output fundamental voltage, VR. For VR>V,, the VSC generates 
reactive power and consumes reactive power when VR <V,. 
The DC capacitor voltage VDc is controlled by adjusting the active power flow that goes 
into the VSC. During normal operation, a small amount of active power must flow into 
the VSC to compensate for the power losses inside the VSC, and 8, R is kept slightly 
larger than 0" (lagging). 
The various power system controllers that use the VSC as their basic building block are 
addressed in the next sections below with reference to key three-phase steady-state 
operational characteristics and their impact on system voltage and power flow control. 
2.5.2 The Static Synchronous Compensator 
The Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM or SSC) consists of one VSC and its 
associated shunt-connected transformer. It is the static counterpart of the rotating 
synchronous condenser but it generates/absorbs reactive power at a faster rate 
because no moving parts are involved. In principle, it performs the same voltage 
regulation function as the SVC but in a more robust manner because unlike the SVC, its 
operation is not impaired by the presence of low voltages [9]. 
The schematic representation of the STATCOM and its equivalent circuit are shown in 
Figure 2.5. The equivalent circuit corresponds to the Thevenin equivalent as seen from 
bus k, with the voltage source E,, being the fundamental frequency component of the 
VSC output voltage, resulting from the product of VDc and Ma. 
In steady-state, fundamental frequency studies the STATCOM may be represented in 
the same way as a synchronous condenser, which in most cases is the model of a 
synchronous generator with zero active power generation. A more flexible model may 
be realised by representing the STATCOM as a variable voltage source ER, whose 
magnitude and phase angle may be adjusted using a suitable iterative algorithm to 
satisfy a specified voltage magnitude at the point of connection with the AC network. The 
shunt voltage source of the three-phase STATCOM may be represented by: 
Eý = VP. 
(cos SP+j sin 8,, 0, (2.2) 
VR VR 
where p indicates phase quantities, a, b and c. 
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node k 
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VT 
v 
dý, R (a) ,R 
VvR I 8vR Y'R 
bus k 
Figure 2.5 STATCOM system: (a) VSC connected to the AC network via a shunt- 
connected transformer; (b) Shunt solid-state voltage source 
k 
The voltage magnitude, V,, R*, is given maximum and minimum limits, which are a function 
of the STATCOM capacitor rating. On the other hand, 5,, *, may take any value between 
0 and 2; r radians. 
With reference to the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.5(b), and assuming three- 
phase parameters, the following transfer admittance equation can be written: 
[Mý[KR 
-YVRI 
[ Vk ] 
(2.3) E,, 
R 
where 
17Z abbc C]T Ik' lk yi Ik ý"Yk yk (2.4) lk 
z"bb C]T cvV, 0 
C"Ok (2.5) Vk. Vka -kk -Z Ok k '- 
) vR, __ 'R 
]T 
=[Va Zgva vb czc gvb EvR VR R vR 
Z 
PR 
v i5vj (2.6) 
yta 00 VR 
yp 0 ybb 
YR vR 
0 (2.7) 
ycg 00 VRC 
17 
- (b) 
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2.6 The Static Synchronous Series Compensator 
For the purpose of steady-state operation, the Static Synchronous Series Compensator 
or Solid State Series Compensator (SSSC) performs a similar function to the static 
phase shifter; it injects voltage in quadrature with one of the line end voltages in order to 
regulate active power flow. However, the SSSC is a far more versatile controller than 
the phase shifter because it does not draw reactive power from the AC system; it has its 
own reactive power provisions in the form of a DC capacitor. This characteristic makes 
the SSSC capable of regulating not only active but also reactive power flow or nodal 
voltage magnitude. This functionality is addressed further in Section 2.8. The schematic 
representation of the SSSC and its equivalent circuit are shown in Figure 2.6. 
node F node m cR 
+ 
AVcR 
R 
p 
E, O 
T 
CR 
-T V, o V. R V. 1, 
VDC 
(a) 
bus k+ VCRISCR 
_ 
bus m 
V. 
CR L Ik LYk Y. Y, 
Vk I Ok 
"10, 
(b) 
Figure 2.6 SSSC system: (a) VSC connected to the AC network using a series 
transformer; (b) Series solid-state voltage source 
The series voltage source of the three-phase SSSC may be represented by, 
Eý = VP (cos SP+j sin t5,, o (2.8) cR cR 
where p indicates phase quantities, a, b and c. 
The magnitude and phase angle of the SSSC model are adjusted using any suitable 
iterative algorithm to satisfy a specified active and reactive power flow across the SSSC. 
Similarly to the STATCOM, maximum and minimum limits will exist for the voltage 
magnitude V,,,, which are a function of the SSSC capacitor rating. On the other hand, 
the voltage phase angle 8, R can take any value between 0 and 2; r radians. The control 
capabilities of the SSSC are addressed in Section 2.8. 
Based on the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.6 (b), and assuming three-phase 
parameters, the following transfer admittance equation can be written: 
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-Y -Y 
k 
Ik 
YCR 
CR CR V., (2.9) 
m- 
YcR YcR YcR 
EcR- 
In addition to parameters used in (2.4)-(2.7) the following quantities are defined, 
If =[ja /a 
mm ym 
Ib Zyb 
» m 
T 
lc_/ c] 
m Ym 
Vf = 
[vazoa 
mm --m 
Vb lob 
m 
CZ OC ]2, V 
m m 
=E 
[V z8a 
c, 
*R CIR 
b VcbR Z gý VccR 
'/ 
gý (2.12) 
Y, 7 0 0 
YcpR =0 yýb cR 0 (2.13) 
0 0 rcc 'cR 
2.7 The Unified Power Flow Controller 
The UPFC may be seen to consist of two VSCs, one shunt and one series connected, 
sharing a common capacitor on their DC side and a unified control system. A simplified 
schematic representation of the UPFC is given in Figure 2.7 together with its equivalent 
circuit [22]. 
The UPFC allows simultaneous control of active power flow, reactive power flow and 
voltage magnitude at the UPFC terminals. Alternatively, the controller may be set to 
control one or more of these parameters in any combination or to control none of them 
[23]. 
The active power demanded by the series converter is drawn by the shunt converter 
from the AC network and supplied to bus m through the DC link. The output voltage of 
the series converter is added to the nodal voltage, at say bus k, to boost the nodal 
voltage at bus m. The voltage magnitude of the output voltage V'R provides voltage 
regulation and the phase angle JR determines the mode of power flow control [1]. 
In addition to providing a supporting role in the active power exchange that takes place 
between the series converter and the AC system, the shunt converter may also generate 
or absorb reactive power in order to provide independent voltage magnitude regulation 
at its point of connection with the AC system. 
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VP 
Figure 2.7 UPFC system: (a) Two back-to-back VSCs with one VSC connected to the 
AC network using a shunt transformer and the second VSC connected to the AC network 
using a series transformer; (b) Equivalent circuit based on solid state voltage sources 
The UPFC equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.7(b), consists of a shunt connected 
voltage source, a series connected voltage source and an active power constraint 
equation which links the two voltage sources. The two voltage sources are connected to 
the AC system through inductive reactances representing the VSC transformers. In a 
three-phase UPFC, suitable expressions for the two voltage sources and constraint 
equation would be: 
p EP = VPR(cos. 5,0, +j sin 8,, POR) (2.14) vR 
E, OR = VRo 
(cos 8, OR +j sin, 5ýPR (2.15) 
.0+ EPR( ImP (2.16) Re(-EvP ýp R 
(I p 'P)*) 0 
vR vR m 
where p indicates phase quantities, a, b and c. 
node k 
rp 
yR 
vp k 
Ik 
node 
+ 
20 
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Similarly to the shunt and series voltage sources used to represent the STATCOM and 
the SSSC, respectively, the voltage sources used in the UPFC application would also 
have limits. 
Based on the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.7(b), and assuming three-phase 
parameters, the following transfer admittance equation can be written as: 
Vk 
Ik [(YcR + YvR) -YcR -YcR 
vm 
(2.17) I. YcR YcR YCR 0 EcR 
E L ý, R J 
where all the parameters have been defined in (2.4)-(2.7) and (2.10)-(2.13). 
2.8 The High Voltage Direct Current based on Voltage Source Converters 
The HVDC-VSC comprises two VSCs, one operating as a rectifier and the other as an 
inverter. The two converters are connected either back-to-back or joined together by a 
DC cable, depending on the application. Its main function is to transmit constant DC 
power from the rectifier to the inverter station, with high controllability. The schematic 
representation of the HVDC-VSC and its equivalent circuit are shown in Figure 2.8. 
One VSC controls DC voltage and the other the transmission of active power through 
the DC link. Assuming lossless converters, the active power flow entering the DC system 
must equal the active power reaching the AC system at the inverter end minus the 
transmission losses in the DC cable. During normal operation, both converters have 
independent reactive power control [24]. 
Based on the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.8(b), and assuming three-phase 
parameters, the following transfer admittance equation can be written as: 
Eý = V,, R* I(cos8,, 
*Rl +j sin 8, ý' vRI Rl) 
Eý =V, R2(COSSR2+jsin'5, R2) vR2 
ppp-p Re 'vR I( IYR m0 
I-Ep pl)* + EvR2 
(, A 
where p indicates phase quantities, a, b and c. 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
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Figure 2.8 HVDC-VSC system: (a) The VSC at the sending end performs the role of 
rectifier and the VSC at the receiving end performs the role of inverter; (b) Equivalent 
circuit 
Based on the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.8(b), and assuming three-phase 
parameters, the following transfer admittance equation can be written: 
Vk 
Rectifier 
station 
tt 
'WRI 5vRl 
node m 
Inverter 
station 
Rý, 
EO + + R2 T 
'0 C 
VDC AV12 
V., 
(a) 
KR 
2 
6ýR 
2 
bus m 
IvRI 
No 
YvRI 
Re 
I EvR 
I, 
Ij* + EVR 140 
ER, ER2 
[Ikj=[YvRI 
-YvRl 
00 EYRI 
(2.21) Im 00 YvR 
2 -YvR2] 
Vm 
- 
EvR2- 
where all the parameters have been defined in (2.4)-(2.7) and (2.10)-(2.13). 
2.9 Control Capabilities of VSC-based Controllers 
To a greater or lesser extent, the three "series" VSC-based controllers, namely the 
SSSC, the UPFC and the HVDC-VSC, share similar power system control capabilities. 
They are able to regulate either nodal voltage magnitude or injection of reactive power 
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at one of its terminals, and active power flow through the controller. The UPFC and the 
HVDC-VSC employ two converters and are able to regulate nodal voltage magnitude 
with one of them and reactive power injection with the other. From the perspective of 
fundamental frequency power system studies, there is little difference between the 
control flexibility afforded by the three controllers, except that the UPFC and HVDC-SVC 
do it more robustly than the SSSC. The individual control functions are illustrated in 
Figure 2.9, with reference to the operating regions of the SSSC. 
The equivalent circuit of the SSSC shown Figure 2.6(b) is used as the basis for the 
analysis. The voltage magnitude of V. 10, can be controlled at a specified value by 
injecting an in-phase/anti-phase voltage increment AV, , as illustrated in Figure 
2.9(a). Notice that for the purpose of drawing the phasor diagrams in Figure 2.9, the 
phase angle Om is taken to have a value of 0*. Series reactive compensation can be 
achieved by injecting a complex voltage, AV018, R= y. ± 900, which is in quadrature with 
the line current, I. 1y,,, , as illustrated in Figure 2.9(b). Pure phase angle control is also 
possible, as shown in Figure 2.9(c), by injecting an angular quantity, 11±8, R , to the 
otherwise unaffected voltage, V. 10.. Furthermore, all three functions can be applied 
simultaneously by injecting an incremental complex voltage AVaJ8, R to V. 10., as shown 
in Figure 2.9(d), a characteristic, which adds unrivalled flexibility in power system 
operation. 
(a) 
(c) 
V. +, 6z. 
(U) 
vm 
vm- A Vý 
Vm +A VcR +A VcR +A VeR 
(d) 
AEO 
I YA ý, 
Figure 2.9 Phasor diagram illustrating the general concept of (a) Magnitude voltage 
control; (b) Impedance line compensation; (c) Phase angle regulation; and (d) 
Simultaneous control 
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2.10 Summary 
This chapter has presented an overview of the most salient characteristics of the power 
electronic equipment currently used in the electricity supply industry for the purpose of 
voltage regulation; active and reactive power flow control; and power quality 
enhancement. The emphasis has been on steady-state operation, and a distinction has 
been made between power electronic equipment, which use conventional power 
semiconductor devices, i. e. thyristors, and the new generation of power system 
controllers, which use fully controllable semiconductor devices such as GTOs and 
IGBTs. The [after devices work on well with fast switching control techniques, such as 
the sinusoidal PWM control scheme; and, from the power system perspective, operate 
like voltage sources having an almost delay-free response. Equipment based on 
thyristors have a slower speed of response, greater than one cycle of the fundamental 
frequency, and use phase control as opposed to PWM control. From the power system 
perspective, thyristor-based controllers behave like controllable reactances as opposed 
to voltage sources. 
The STATCOM, SSSC, UPFC and HVDC-VSC use the VSC as their basic building 
block. It has been emphasised that all these power electronic controllers produce 
harmonic distortion, which is an undesirable side effect, as part of their normal 
operation. The various means of harmonic cancellation open to system engineers have 
been mentioned, such as switching control, multi-level configurations, three-phase 
connections and, as a last resort, filtering equipment. The emphasis has been on 
deriving flexible models, in the form of nodal admittance matrices that use the frame of 
reference of the phases, which is a frame of reference closely associated with the 
physical structure of the actual power system plant. A major strength of this frame of 
reference is that all the design and operational imbalances present in the power system 
are incorporated quite straightforwardly in to the model. Nevertheless, it is 
acknowledged that very often it is desirable to reduce the comprehensiveness of the 
power system solution, and to carry out the study in the frame of reference of the 
sequences, rather than in the phases. This has the advantage of speedier calculations, 
but key information becomes unavailable, since sequence domain modelling assumes 
that no imbalances are present in the plant being modelled. When such an assumption 
is incorporated in to the phase domain nodal admittance models, it yields simpler 
models expressed in the frame of reference of the sequences. 
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Chapter 3 
PHASE-DOMAIN POWER FLOWS POLAR CO- 
ORDINATES FRAME OF REFERENCE 
INCLUDING VSC-BASED FACTS 
3.1 Introduction 
The main difference between FACTS controllers and conventional power system plant 
components is that the former have time-varying topologies, which in turn interact with 
the power system to produce voltage and current distortions as well as imbalanced 
operating conditions. This together with any asymmetry in transmission lines, loads and 
sources calls for the necessity to carry out power flow analysis in the phase reference 
frame. A comprehensive theory covering the steady-state modelling and analysis of 
power systems in phase co-ordinates was developed and published in the late sixties 
[1]. From early 1970s onwards, a long list of extensions and applications of this theory 
to power flow analysis have been reported [2-15]. However, only a few papers take into 
account controllable components [6,8,16-17]. Additionally, in this context, little progress 
has been reported on power flow models taking into account power-electronics-based 
controllers [9,11,16-18]. Bearing this in mind, this chapter presents the latest generation 
of Synchronous Voltage Source Converter-based Controllers. It's include the Static 
Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM or SSC), the Static Synchronous Series 
Compensator (SSSC), the Unified Power Flow Compensator (UPFC), and the High 
Voltage DC (HVDC-VSC). 
Using the mathematical models developed on Chapter 2, the present chapter focuses 
on the extension of the controller models to be suitable to include them in a three- 
phases power flow algorithm including the whole networks components. For the 
operational point of view, the power flow analysis has been traditionally performed in the 
assumption that three-phase networks operate under perfect balanced network 
components, i. e. a single, positive sequence network is involved. Newton-Raphson 
method to solve the power flow in positive sequence has shown possesses good 
characteristics to treat with power flow analysis [19-23]. Based in these considerations 
Newton-Raphson has been adopted to solve the three-phase power flow analysis. 
3.2 General Phase-domain Power Flows 
Using the Newton-Raphson method in polar co-ordinates to solve for the power flow for 
each plant component making up the network, the relevant power flow and Jacobian 
equations are chosen based up on the types of bus to which the plant component is 
connected. These buses determine the location of the individual active and reactive 
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power contributions to the mismatch vector as well as the Jacobian terms in the overall 
Jacobian matrix. Based up on this idea, and because transmission lines are responsible 
for introducing considerable geometric unbalance, only the power flow equations and 
Jacobian terms associated to the three-phase transmission line in power flow model are 
presented in this section to illustrate the technique. Figure 3.1 shown a schematic 
representation of the three-phase transmission line, where the phases are electrically 
coupled [1-3]. 
bus k bus m 
Ra La ja Ila, 
'n 
Va. Va 
_T_ 
Ca 
Lab 
Ca 
T 
I. b 
Rb Lb Lac- 
Vý Vb 
k ýECb 
Lbc 
Cb 
TM 
11C - 
Rc Lc 
W T_ %. fcT k- 
Cc V. 
Figure 3.1 Three-phase transmission line 
Accord in Figure 3.1 the power balance equation for a three-phase transmission line at 
each node can be written as, 
Sa, b. c = pa, b, c +jQa, 
b. c = Va, 
b, c (la, b. c)* 
where 
S'-'-' is the complex power injected into the three-phase bus 
P'-', ' is the real power injected into the three-phase bus 
Qa , a, 
'-' is reactive power injected into the three-phase bus 
V', '-' are the complex voltages of the three-phase bus 
are the complex currents injected into the three-phase bus 
and a, b and c refer to the three-phases. 
(3.1) 
Assuming p=a, bandc, the three-phase currents injected into one node may be 
expressed as a function of the currents flowing in the branches connected to the node: 
p= Yf V bus bus bus (3.2) 
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Substitution of Equation (3.2) in (3.1), the complex power at bus k becomes 
Pp p0 ý- v Sk k'o +jQk kp 
1 (y (3.3) =p ki 
)* (vi )* 
J=k. m 
In polar co-ordinate analysis, the bus voltages are expressed as'a function of the 
voltage magnitude and phase angle. Hence, the voltage matrix at node k is, 
kZ k 
Vkp 
k (3.4) I Vkb ol 
b 
c Vkc Okc 
The transmission line admittances matrix is expressed in complex form [2] as 
aa b 
Am m 
mkn IZ Zb +jBLb G: + jB: Gn GZ: + JB: 
op , 
Yj 
kp7n Yýa yýb m 
Yýc 
k km 
b+ jBkbb bc + JB;: Gkbmb m 
bc+jBkm GZ GZ (3.5) 
yc YZ +jBb 
_G: 
+ jB: GLb. L GZ+JBZ_ 
3.2.1 Power Flow equations 
Substitution of equation (3.4) and (3.5) in (3.3). After some arduous algebra, the 
expressions for active and reactive powers injected into phases a, b and c of bus k, are 
arrived at, where 
p, o j 0-0,1) + B, 0 kkZZ V' 
[Gkij 
COS 
(ok 
kijsin(ok (3.6) 
ýj-k. 
m j-a, b, c 
vpp )P = vp -0, J)-Bki COS(ok -oij)] (3.7) k 
y' 
dj 
[Gkij 
Sn 
(ok 0 
ýi-k, 
m j-a. b, c 
1 
The superscript p is used to denote phases a, b and c. The complete process to 
derivate the power equations for the transmission line is show in Appendix 1. A similar 
process is used to derivate power equations for all over power plants components. 
As expected, the expressions for calculating the active and reactive powers injected 
into bus m are of the same form as (3.6) and (3.7), with the subscript m replacing k and 
vice versa: 
PP=V. P F. E Vil [G. ", J cos(O. P -0, 
J) + B. PJ sin (O. P -0, 
J)] 
m 
(i-m, 
k j-a, b. c 
1 
(3.8) 
=VP 
ý, 
E Z VJrG. PJsin(0.1-0,1)-B. lJcos(O-P-0")ll (3.9) Q. P m M, k j. a. b, c 1L 
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3.2.2 Newton-Raphson power flow algorithm 
In order to perform the Newton-Raphson method to carry out large-scale power flow 
analysis in the phase frame of reference under polar co-ordinates for a three-phase 
balanced or unbalanced network, the power flow equations given by equations (3.6)- 
(3.9) can be expanded into Taylor series [21] and the following first order approximation 
can be obtained. 
Ac AP: a, 
b, c apk' apa, b, c 
A 
--k 
apa, b, c 
k a, b. c V ' 
a oka, b. c a oma, b, c ova, b. c 
k 
k 
Apa. b. c 
m 
a b. c (9p. apa. 
b, c 
'n 
apa, b, c 
m - a, b. c k VI aoa, b, c 
k 130a. 
b. c 
m 't 
c. qVaAc 
a, b, c c A 
aQa, b. c 
k 
O'b'c aQk a a, b, c Qk 
a, b, c K G 
aoa, b, c 
k 130a. 
b. c 
m 
aVa, b, c 
k 
aQa. b. c 
ým 
a a, b, c Qm a a, b. c Qm 
a, b. c A V Ibc AQ"" 4 J a, b, c L 100k aoa. b, c m aVa. 
b, c 
k 
k 
a' b. c apk 
a b, c f" V a, 
b, c &o 
k ý_ab, c m 
m 
ap. 0 I b, c 
a' b, c V Aoa, b. c 
m aVa. b, c - 
'n 
Qka, b, c 
b , 
&Va, b, c 
k 
.c a' 
aVa, b, c 
V- 
m 
b, c Vka' 
a. b. c Q b 
b. c 
'& 
VIa I 
.c m aVa, b, c 
Va' 
mJ 
a. b. c LVi 
(3.10) 
where the elements are a 3x1 or 3x3 matrices with vectors and matrix elements. The 
various matrices in the Jacobian matrix now may consist of 3x3 elements of the form: 
01a PPI Pkpm 
'k. m Trp2 
a okp 2a vi p2 ' k, m 
.Mm 
90 lp 
k. k, 'Qk, m 
Qk, Im 2 'a 
a PZ a vi p2 
Vkpm 
ok. 
M m 
(3.11) 
where jo refers to a, b and c phases and k--l,.., nb and m=l,.., nb but omitting the slack 
bus entries. Each one of above elements is a 3x3 matrix which is symmetric if the 
network is balanced and asymmetric if matrix is unbalanced. 
Consider the i th transmission element connected between buses k and m in (3.10), for 
which self and mutual Jacobian terms are given below. 
For k0m 
app, kj = VplVp2 pl_op2)_Bplp2 p2)] [G"12 sin (ok m PI _ om a O. P, 2i km Am kin COS 
(ok 
(3.12) 
,c-0, c 
apkpil 
2= VplVp2 p2 COS 
(okpl p2)+Bplp2 '01 p2)] -0 m sin(ok m 
p [Gkl,,, (3.13) km aVp2 
Vm-l 
mJ 
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Qk. 
1 02 oi p2 "P'sin (0, J - 0. A vplvj 0' P')+Bp' 
ak m02 
[Gk 
cos (0, -0. k. (3.14) 
p 
öVP2 
Vp2 2_ Vp1Vý km 
Qk. 11 
p2 0' '01 p2)] -0P2)-BP'Pzcos(ok -om 02 
[G, 1. ' sin 
(ok 
m k. 
For k=m: 
For pl = p2 
apkpil 
I cal ) 
_QlP (v 1 '01 kk 
2 
PIPI Bk ý P kk (3.16) Tok, 
i 
apkpi' 
I cal 
P2 
Vkpil = PkP + 
(VAPI )2 
Gklk'Pl (3.17) 
i 
avk. 
1 
a PI 
)2 
Q, 
kj I cal- PkP (VAPI P PI Gkkl (3.18) 
o IP 2 ok, 
i 
(V 
aQkpi 
2= pi cal 01 
I 
P Qk 
k 
V )2B" PIP, k (3.19) k a Vk p2 
For pl 0 p2 
app, kJ = vp1q2 [GPlP2 2k kk p sin 
(Ok, " 
-Ok*2)- 
p2 p2)] p Bkkl 'o COS 
(ok 
-ok (3.20) 
(1 Ok. l 
apkpil 
p2[GkpIP2 
P2 
Vkpi2 = VkplVk k COS(okol_okp2 
o't )+Bklk'p 2 sin 
(okpl p2)] (3.21) 
1 
lovk. i 
lp '3QkJ 
=_VplVp2 P 2k Jt 
[GAP*' p 2 COS (OPI p2)+Bplp2 
(0, ol 0 p2 sin k -ok kk kk (3.22) a okp 
a PI QkJ 
P, 
2 
VA: Pil = Vkp 
I VkP2 [GLI 
P 
p2 pl 
_okp2 sin ý 
(ok )_Bkplp2 
COS 
(okpl 
_Okp2 k k (3.23) 0 Vk 
I 
The mutual elements given by equations (3.12)-(3.15) remain the same whether we 
have one transmission element or n transmission elements terminating at bus k. 
The Jacobian matrix is evaluated at V, * = (VO)" and 0,1 = (0, I)it and the generic power 
mismatch equations at bus k are: 
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'App 
(p p sp cat 
k. m ý- km 
Pkpm 
lp 'o Qk, 
m -`ý 
(QkAm )SP 
- 
(Ok,. )cat 
(3.24) 
(Pk')spand (QkO)sare the specified net power active and reactive power injections and 
are determinated by the complex generation and load power connected to the bus, 
cal. 1t 
'0 
Co. ft 
whereas (Pk'O) and (Q. ý ) are the calculated net active and reactive power injection 
vectors at iteratio 
' 
ns evaluated using (W) it and (0, *) 
it 
. Voltage magnitude and phase 
angle initialized equal to the unit and zero respectively for phase a and the unit and - 
27d3 and 2; rd3 for phases b and c, and are updated after each iteration using, 
.0*I, f it 
Vp 
Vkm 
(v 
k. m Tr kpm 
)I' 
+ Vkpm 
Vk, 
m (3.25) 
0 it+l ok. m) 
(A Okm )it + 
(ok. 
m 
Notice that, in polar co-ordinates, when the transmission line is connected to the slack 
node, A V-0 and QP are set equal to zero. Whereas for PV-type nodes, A VO is set to 
zero. Notice that for PV-type buses the reactive power generation has to be calculated 
and checked for reactive power limit violations. In the case of limit violations, the bus 
type has to be switched from PV-type to PQ-type in order to maintain the reactive 
generation within the specified limits. 
3.2.3 Three-Phase numerical example 
Digital software for analysis and control of large-scale power networks under both 
balanced or unbalanced conditions was developed. The software was written in Visual 
C++ using Object Oriented Programming (OOP). This language and technique was 
chosen because it makes easier the coding, debugging and maintenance of programs 
and because of its modularity that easily allows the incorporation of more "Objects" [23]. 
The three-phase OOP power flow program has been applied to the analysis of a large 
number of multi phase power networks of different sizes and complexity [24-25]. Power 
flow solutions converge in five iterations or less to a tolerance of le 12 , starting from a flat voltage profile. The accuracies of the solution have been tested against commercial 
software and single-phase programs [23]. 
A small traditional network [19] shown in Figure 3.2 is used as the basis for illustrating 
how the VSC-based models for three-phase power flow performs under both balanced 
and unbalanced operating conditions. This is a five-bus network containing two 
generators and seven transmission lines. Appendix 11 contains all the required data for 
the five-bus power flow solution. Notice that voltage information is provided explicitly for 
the three phases, where a balanced set of three-phase voltages means equal voltage 
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magnitude and phase angles between adjacent phases separated by 2, rd3 radians, with 
the following rotation: 0, -2; d3f 2; d3. 
As expected, the solution given by the three-phase program essentially agrees with that 
provided by the positive sequence power flow program. More specifically, the nodal 
voltage magnitudes and phase angles for phase a of the network coincide with those for 
positive sequence. The voltage magnitude for phases a, b and c have equal values, with 
the phase angles for phases b and c displaced by 240 and 120 deg, with respect to 
phase a. Table 3.1 summarises the results for the balanced three-phase solution. 
Convergence was achieved in 5 iterations to a power mismatch tolerance of 16-12. 
It can be observed from the results presented in Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1 that all nodal 
voltages are within accepted voltage magnitude limits, i. e. 100 ± 6% in the United 
Kingdom. The largest power flow takes place in the transmission line connecting the two 
generator buses: 89.3 MW and 74.2 WAR leave North and 86.8 MW and 72.9 WAR 
arrive at South. This is also the transmission line that incurs higher active power loss, 
i. e. 2.5 MW. The active power system loss is 6.12 MW per phase, this represent the 
3.57 % of the active power generation. 
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Figure 3.2 Five-bus test network and power flow results 
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Table. 3.1 Three-phase nodal voltages for the balanced case 
Network buses 
Voltage Phase North South Lake Main Elm 
Magnitude a 1.06 1.00 0.9872 0.9841 0.971: 
F 
(P. U. ) 
b 1.06 1.00 0.9872 0.9841 0.9717 
c 1.06 1.00 0.9872 0.9841 0.9717 
a 0 -2.06 -4.63 -4.95 -5.76 t, nase angie b 240 237.93 235.36 235.04 234.23 (deg) 
c 120 117.93 115.36 115.04 114.23 
The operating conditions demand a large amount of reactive power generation by the 
generator connected at North, i. e. 90.82 MVAR. This amount is well in excess of the 
reactive power drawn by the system loads, i. e. 40 MVAR. The generator at South draws 
the excess of reactive power in the network, i. e. 61.59 MVAR. This amount includes the 
net reactive power produced by several of the transmission lines. 
Since this is a case of balanced operation and design parameters - all loads are taken 
to be balanced - neither negative nor zero sequence voltages exist. An altogether 
different situation arises if imbalances are introduced into the test network, say in the 
system load. This only requires a straightforward change in the data file. At each bus, 
active and reactive power loads have been altered arbitrarily by ±15% with respect to 
the base, balanced case, as shown below. 
Table 3.2 Five-bus unbalance loading 
Network buses 
South Lake Main Elm 
Phase Active Reactive Active Reactive Active Reactive Active Reactive 
a 20 10 51.75 17.25 34.78 4.35 60 10 
b 17.39 8.695 45.0 15.0 46.0 5.75 52.17 8.7 
C 23 11.5 39.13 13.04 40.0 5.0 69.0 11.5 
T Active load in MW and reactive load in WAR 
The impact of unbalanced loading on system performance can be appreciated by 
comparing the results given in Table 3.3(a), where small amounts of negative and zero 
sequence voltages are now evident. Power system loss has increased by nearly 2% 
with respect to the balanced case. It can also be seen from the power flow results in 
Figure 3.3(a)-(c) that power flows in all three phases are unbalanced. The solution was 
achieved in 5 iterations to a power mismatch tolerance of 1 e-1 2. 
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Table 3.3 Three-phase nodal voltages in the unbalanced network-phase voltages 
Voltage Phase North South 
Network buses 
Lake Main Elm 
(a) Phase voltages 
Magnitude a 1.06 1.00 0.9820 0.9811 0.9789 b 1 06 1.00 0.9881 0.9831 - 0.9755 (P. U. ) c 
. 1.06 1.00 0.9908 0.9872 0.9599 
a 0 -2.02 -4.67 -4.84 -5.96 Phase angle b 240 238.16 235.26 234.95 235.26 (deg. ) 
c 120 117.58 115.38 114.88 113.23 
(b) Sequence voltages 
Zero 0.00 0.0030 0.0032 0.0027 0.0148 Magnitude Positive 1 06 1.0000 0.9870 0.9838 0.9713 (P. U. ) Negative . 0.00 0.0030 0.0020 0.0017 0.0070 
It should be noted that imbalance generates a fair amount of loss of active power for this 
condition, i. e. 18.72 MW, which represents the 3.62% of generation against the 3.57% 
under balanced conditions. 
It has been stated in the introduction to this chapter that VSC-based controllers intended 
for nodal voltage control could perform the role of restoring voltage magnitude balance 
at the point of connection. It was also argued that a series compensator could provide a 
useful role in balancing out power flows at the point of compensation. 
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3.3 Static Synchronous Compensator 
From the principles of operation outlined at Section 2.5, it follows that for the purpose of 
fundamental frequency analysis the Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM or 
SSC) consists of a voltage source converter (VSC) in shunt coupling with the bus via a 
series inductance and series resistance. The primary and main function of the static 
synchronous compensator (STATCOM) controller is for voltage control by injection or 
absorption of reactive power at the compensated node [26-30]. The STATCOM is 
represented in flow power studies as a synchronous generator with zero active power 
generation and reactive powers limits. Hence, the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.4 
is used to derive-the mathematical model of the STATCOM three-phase in polar co- 
ordinates for inclusion in the power flow Newton-Raphson method. 
aa ja Zm 
vR vR 
Vka 
bb Jý 
b 
ZvR 
v. R' 
cc c ZvCRC IVR c 
% 
("*m 
Vkc 
ko 
E,, R 
Figure 3.4 Three-phase STATCOM equivalent circuit 
The complex voltage sources representing the VSC station in the STATCOM in polar 
co-ordinates is expressed as, 
Eý = V-'Zg" (3.26) vR vR vR 
In the current application the voltage sources were modelled with the following voltage 
magnitudes and phase angles limits: VRO. j. :5V,, RO :! 9 V,, RO. . and 0: 5 8,, 
*R 
-: 9 2; r. 
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3.3.1 Power flow equations 
Based on the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.4, and the transfer admittance 
equation (2.3), the following may be written, 
S,, 'R 
= EýIR' I,, R E-' 
(YP, )* [(E, 
R)* - 
(Vk")*] (3.27) 
VR 
After performing some complex operations, the following active and reactive power 
equations are obtained, at converter, 
0 pp 
2 
O-Vpvp Po P -Okl) + B,, RP sin 
(SP, 
ý -Okl)] (3.28) "': 
(v p2p 
vR "' vR 
GvR 
vR k 
[G cos(t5vR RR VR 
2 'P pp PV. P G- Ok 'o-o (3.29) -V sin p BvR" COS 
(SYR 
ko OR 
(VPR) BvR' 
vR k[ VR 
p 2 
at node k 
2 
'PP (V -r -VPVP[GPRPcos(OkP-, 
5, *R)+B,, 
RPsin(OkP-, 
3, PR)] (3.30) Pkp 
-' kp) 
C 
vR k vR 
2 
Qko=-(VI) BIRI - V, V, ' 
[ G, R'sin(ok -8vR)-BPPcos(Ok -'5vR)] (3.31) 
0p 
kR JV RR vR 
3.3.2 Linearised system of equations 
An n-node power network with no voltage and power flow regulation provisions is 
described by a 2x(nb-1) non-linear system of equations. Moreover, for each STATCOM 
that exists in the power network the 2x(nb-1) system of equations is augmented by up to 
four equations to take account of the converter station. The solution of the combined 
system of non-linear equations is carried out by iteration using the Newton-Raphson 
method, enabling quadratic convergent solutions. The elements of the linearised system 
of equations for the conventional power plant components are included in same way as 
described in section 3.2. 
Although the main function of the STATCOM is for voltage control, the converter station 
is capable of having control over either the voltage magnitude or reactive power injected 
at the connecting node. It is capable of drawing real power from an energy source (large 
capacitor, battery, fuel cell, etc. ) at its DC terminals and delivering it as AC power to the 
system. When both active power and reactive power are regulated, the linearised 
system of equations for polar co-ordinates, i. e. the voltage magnitude VR*and phase 
angle 5, *R are taken to be the state variables, the system has the following structure: 
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The Jacobian elements for this application are given below: 
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(3.38) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
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dp )2 QvR 'o p 
g0 
VvPR QvR - 
(VvPR BR (3.44) Vv'R 
When the voltage magnitude is controlled at the node, where a STATCOM is 
connected, the node becomes a PV-type node and changes to the Jacobian matrix and 
the mismatches vector take place, i. e. A VkO are set equal zero. 
Upon solution of the Jacobian matrix, a new set of state variable increments is obtained. 
The increments are used to update the VSC magnitude and phase angle for each 
iteration using 
p PR it 
(A VvR (VP 
it 
(p 
R) vR 
VvR 
VIIRO 
+ 
(VvPR )it 
(3.45) 
gpp 
v, 
OR (6'gvpR 
Y+ (8vR Y 
Voltage magnitude limits are checked at the end of each iterative step, and if one or 
more limits is violated, the voltage magnitude is fixed at the violated limit. Notice that, for 
the STATCOM controlling the reactive power generation, it has to be calculated and 
checked for reactive power limit violations. For the case of limit violation, the reactive 
power has to be fixed to the limit violation. 
3.3.3 STATCOM three-phase numerical example 
The five-bus unbalanced network used in Section 3.2.3 is modified to include a three- 
phase STATCOM model. It is used to balance the voltage magnitude at Elm to 0.98 p. u. 
The source impedances are X,,, = 0.1 p. u. per phase. The power flow results indicate 
that the STATCOM generates 4.81 IVIVAR, 8.47 IVIVAR and 15.25 WAR in phases a, b 
and c, respectively, in order to achieve the three-phase voltage magnitude target. The 
STATCOM parameters associated with this amount of reactive power generation are: 
V, R=0.9849,0.9886 and 0.9955 p. u. for a, b and c phases, respectively. 
Nodal voltage magnitudes and phase angles are given in Table 3.4(a), and sequence 
domain voltage magnitudes are given in Table 3.4(b), where it is shown that the 
STATCOM is effective in regulating and balancing the nodal voltage magnitudes at Elm. 
As expected, the phase angles at that bus are still unbalanced. It should be mentioned 
that the power losses now stand at 3.58%, a result that compares favourably with the 
unbalanced case where no device is used and where power losses stand at 3.62%. 
Notice that negative sequence voltages have also reduced in magnitude. The power 
flows within the STATCOM embed are shown in Figure 3.5 
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Table 3.4 Nodal voltage in the three-phase unbalanced network with a STATCOM - 
phase voltages 
Network buses 
Voltage Phase North South Lake Main Elm 
(a) Phase voltages 
a 1.06 1.00 0.9822 0.9810 -0.98 Magnitude b 1.06 1.00 0.9888 0.9974 0.98 
c 1.06 1.00 0.9947 0.9923 0.98 
Phase a 0 -2.04 -4.64 -4.79 -5.76 
angle b 240 238.16 235.17 234.84 234.81 
(deg'. ) c 120 117.60 115.37 114.86 113.09 
(b) Sequence voltages 
Magnitude 
Zero 0.00 0.0028 0.0047 0.0050 0.0087 
Positive 1.06 1.0000 0.9886 0.9859 0.9799 
Negative 0.00 0.0028 0.0025 0.0022 0.0086 
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Figure 3.5 STATCOM upgraded test network and power flows 
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3.4 Static Synchronous Series Compensation 
In a SSSC the VSC is connected to the system in series with the transmission line 
(Section 2.6). The SSSC controller injects voltage in quadrature with one of the line-end 
voltages in order to regulate active power. However, since the VSC has its own reactive 
power provision in the form of a DC capacitor, it make the SSSC capable of regulating 
both active and reactive power flow within the limits imposed by its rating [18,31-33]. 
From the principles of operation the SSSC may be adequately represented by a 
complex voltage source in series with the transformer impedance. Hence, the equivalent 
circuit shown in Figure 3.6. 
Z'Cýa a 
a 
EcaR 
c-R 'a IcR 
'n 
Vka (YY) + KA--, va 
7bb Eb, 
A"cR 
r cR 
cR Vý Vkb 
--- 11- + 'n 
Z cc 
dcR 
KcR 
+ 
CR 
V. C 
node k node m 
Figure 3.6 Three-phase SSSC equivalent circuit 
The complex voltage sources representing the VSC station in the SSSC in polar co- 
ordinates is expressed as 
Eo =VPZ, 6, '*R (3.46) CR CR 
In the current application the voltage sources are modelled with the following voltage 
magnitude and phase angle limits: V,, * V, 'R' _-5 VO . and 0: 5 SaOR _-5 2; r. The transfer 
admittance equation (2.9) is used to derive the mathematical model of the SSSC for 
inclusion in the three-phase power flow Newton-Raphson method. 
3.4.1 Power flow model 
Based on the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.6 and the transfer admittance 
equation (2.9) the following may be written 
kpp -- 
Vio Ik, 0 v-( Ykpk)" (Eý, IR)" + (YkPm)" (Vm' k (3.47) p: X' 
[(ykpk)*(Vk 
P )* SX 
After performing some complex operations, the following active and reactive power 
equations are obtained for node k, for the phase p= a, b and c 
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pp =vp kk 
I V, [Gkl cos 
(Ok' 
- i OP 
)+ BklP sin (Of - Of 
i-k, m (3.48) 
-V 
O 
kp 
VcR p 
[GkP. 0 cos (Oko -8,0 
)+Bko,. Psin(Oko - 8,, 0, 
'o Vkp 1: Qlk VP 
[GkPP 
sin 
( lp 0, ý - k 
0,1 B 
I'OPCOS( 
ok 
-Oip)] 'o 
i-k, m (3.49) 
vkp VcRR[ Gkl, ', sin 
(Ok' 
- 
8, P 
R) Cos 
(Ok' 
-Bk - t5c' R)] 
An identical set of power equations are obtained for node m, where the sub-scripts k 
and m are interchange. 
3.4.2 Linearised system of equations 
An n-node power network with no voltage and power flow regulation provisions is 
described by a 2x(nb-1) non-linear system of equations. Moreover, for each SSSC that 
exists in the power network the 2x(nb-1) system of equations is augmented by up to two 
equations to take account of the converter station, i. e. a new node is added to the 
network. 
The main function of the SSSC is to control the active and reactive power injected at the 
connecting node or the added node. When both active and reactive powers are 
regulated, the linearised system of equations for polar co-ordinates has the following 
structure: 
k 
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k gp 0 k vip VO 
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m 
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m VP 
9pp Lm app vP Aop 
m 't9'9k ffim 
ev 
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'0 L9KR 
aa jo £9Qk gQk p v 
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gQk gQk 
Z 
A vk 
k m 
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dffl k 
,7 MM 49v k 
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(3.50) 
Notice that the voltage, magnitudes and phase angles at the new node are taken to be 
state variables. 
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The Jacobian elements for this application are given below: 
,0 
. 
ýn4 P 
-QkXO - 
(V'0)2 BkP k A* 
k 
gok 
'0 nk 
VI (3.52) nv «' [Gkpm sin 
(0, P '0) + Bk 0 ao', p, igvko 
kp « m, 
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, Opko (3.53) 
'OVk'o 
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'Opko OQP Tvp V. P H, = VkPV. P [Gk,. cos (Of - 0., l) + Bf. sin (Of - Oý)] (3.54) 
m 
Mkp 
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'T k )2 GkPk pp 
k- 
(Vkp 
(3.55) Xkj 
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Bk,,,, sin 
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p L70 P 
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The generic power mismatch equations at nodes k and m are 
App p sp 
cal 
km 
Pkpm 
k, m 
p 
(3.71) 
p I 'o . 
yal p (Qkm )SP _ 
(Qk AQk, 
m - k, 
(P,, ')' and (QP)" are the specified active and reactive powers to be controlled. 
( 
'o 
CaLft 
'0 
Cal'it P 
k and 
(Qk are the calculated net active and reactive power injection vectors at 
iteration and they are evaluated using (V-)'tand (OP)". The voltage magnitude and 
phase angle are initialized equal to the unit and zero respectively, and are updated after 
each iteration using 
il+l it (Vý, 
M) 'ýV 
(Vkpm )tt 
+ 
(Vk'om 
p it 
k, m 
( 
Vkpm 
) 
(3.72) 
il+l 0 p 
(ok. 
m) 
(A okm )it + 
(ok. 
m 
)it 
During each iteration, after nodal voltage updating, the series source converter voltage 
is also updated using 
p (VcR (A VcRPR )it + 
(VcR 
p ýp p (OcR 
cR cR 
(A OcR )tt + 
(op (3.73) 
In polar co-ordinates, when the SSSC is connected to the slack node, AV, * and Q1 at 
the slack are set to zero. Whereas with PV-type nodes, the A V-0 is set to zero. Note that 
the magnitude and phase angle for the voltage source converter has to be checked for 
limit violations. If theres is a limit violation, the VSC has to be set to the limit violated. 
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3.4.3 SSSC Three-Phase Numerical Example 
The unbalanced five-bus network is now modified to include the three-phase SSSC 
model. It is used to balance the three-phase power flow at the transmission line 
connecting the Lake and Main buses at a specified active power of 20 MW and reactive 
power of 2 WAR flowing from Lake to Main. The source impedances ' are 
X,, =O. l p. u. 
per phase. The SSSb parameters associated with this active and reactive power control 
are: V,,, =0.03565,0.01978 and 0.02829 p. u. for a, b and c phases, respectively. 
Nodal voltage magnitudes and phase angles are given in Table 3.5(a), and sequence 
domain voltage magnitudes are given in Table 3.4(b), where it is shown that the SSSC 
is effective in regulating and balancing nodal power flows from Lake to Main. As 
expected, the phase angles at that bus are still unbalanced. It should be mentioned that 
power losses now stand at 3.62%, the power flows within the SSSC embed are shown 
in Figure 3.7. 
Table 3.5 Nodal voltage in the three-phase unbalanced network with a SSSC - phase 
voltages 
Voltage Phase North 
Network buses 
South Lake Main Elm 
(a) Phase voltages 
Magnitude a 1.06 1.00 0.9728 0.9926 0.9834 
(P. U. ) 
b 1.06 1.00 0.9957 0.9737 0.9721 
c 1.06 1.00 0.9942 0.9827 0.9578 
Phase a 0 -1.87 -5.21 -3.96 -5.55 
angle b 240 238.11 235.11 235.05 235.28 
(deg. ) c 120 117.50 115.93 114.04 112.86 
(b) Sequence voltages 
Magnitude Zero 0.00 0.0028 
0.0047 0.0050 0.0087 
(p. U. ) 
Positive 1.06 1.0000 0.9886 0.9859 0.9799 
Negative 0.00 0.0028 0.0025 0.0022 0.0086 
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Figure 3.7 SSSC upgraded test network and power flow 
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3.5 Unified Power Flow Controller 
The basic principle of UPFC operation has been discussed in Section 2.7. It follows 
from that discussion that an equivalent circuit consisting of two coordinated 
synchronous voltage sources per phase should represent the three-phase UPFC 
adequately for the purpose of fundamental frequency steady-state -analysis. Such an 
equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3.8. The synchronous voltage sources represent 
the fundamental Fourier series component of the switched voltage waveforms at the AC 
converter terminals of the UPFC [34-37]. 
Assuming that the equivalent circuit of a three-phase UPFC consist of three single- 
phase UPFC equivalent circuits, with no couplings between them, as shown in Figure 
3.8, and each phase consists of one shunt and one series complex voltage source. The 
complex voltage sources in polar co-ordinates are expressed as 
Eý = V" Z8p (3.74) VR VR vR 
E' = V" ZS, * cR cR CR (3.75) 
,, 
are controllable: VO V,,, RI 
:5V, -RO 
.. and 
0: 5 8,0ý :5 ;r where V,,, P and 8,0 RR2 for the voltage 
source of the shunt converter. The magnitude V,, R' and phase angle 8,, P, of the series 
converter voltage are controlled between: V., R* .,.: g 
VPR VaP 
. and 
0 8,0 2; r, 'R 
respectively. 
k ziýa jr , C-R rR m Vka 0+a 
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Figure 3.8 Three-phase UPFC equivalent circuit 
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The phase angle of the series injected voltage determines the mode of power flow 
control. If 8,,, PR is in phase with the nodal voltage angle OkO, the UPFC regulates the 
terminal voltage. If 8.0 is in quadrature with respect to Oko, it controls active power flow, 
acting as a phase shifter. If 8, ORis in quadrature with the line current angle then it 
controls active power flow, acting as a variable series compensator. At any other value 
of 8,, ' , the UPFC operates as a combination of voltage regulator, variable series 
compensator and phase shifter. The magnitude of the series injected voltage 
determines the amount of power flow to be controlled. 
3.5.1 Power flow model 
From Figure 3.8 and the transfer admittance equation (2.17), the power balance 
equation for the three-phase UPFC at the node can be written as 
Skp 
k'If V! 
[(Ykk* 
Vk)* + (Yk. )* (V., P)* + (YkP. )* (Eap + 
(Y,, 
Ro)* 
(E,, *R)*] (3.76) V-4 kk :R 
.0 p= Vp If* -"ý V, + 
(V. ')* + (Y. P. )* (E6, pR)* 
] smm ko 
[( 
Ympk Vk ) (3.77) 
After performing some complex operations, the following active and reactive power 
equations are obtained for node k, for phase p= a, b and c: 
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For the series converter: 
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For the shunt converter: 
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Assuming lossless converter valves, the active power supplied to the shunt converter, 
PvR, equals the active power demanded by the series converter, PcRv i. e. 
p +p =o (3.86) YR cR 
Furthermore, if the coupling transformers are assumed to contain no resistance then the 
active power at bus k matches the active power at bus m. Accordingly, 
P +P =P. +P. =O '(3.87) VR cR k 
The UPFC power equations, in linearised form, are combined with those of the AC 
network. For the case when the UPFC controls the voltage magnitude at the shunt 
converter terminals (bus k), the active power flowing from bus m to bus k and reactive 
power injected at bus m (assuming that bus m is a PQ-type bus), is described by a 
linearised system of equations, 
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where APbb* is the power mismatch given by equation (3.86). 
(3.88) 
If voltage control at bus k is deactivated, the third column of (3.88) is replaced by partial 
derivatives of the bus and UPFC mismatch powers with respect to the bus voltage 
magnitude Vk". Moreover, the voltage magnitude increment of the shunt source 
A V,,, ' / VRO is replaced by the voltage magnitude increment at bus k, AVkl / Vk, * . 
If both buses, k and m, are PQ-type then the linearised system of equations is 
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is maintained at a fixed value within the prescribed limits In this case, V,, ' 
V0 
v'R min 
< VvRo :5 VvRP max 
The Jacobian terms in equations (3.88) and (3.89) are given in Appendix 111. 
(3.89) 
Upon solution of the Jacobian matrix, a new set of state variables increments is 
obtained. The increments are used to update the series VSC voltage magnitude and 
phase angle for each iteration using equation (3.45): 
il+l A Vý Y it pp it 
p 
(VCR 
+ 
(VCR) (V. RR ) 
F" ) 
( 
CR (3.90) 
it+l ppp 'p 
(A 
t5cR 
)it 
+ 
(45cR )it ((5cR ýR 
CR 
and equation (3.46) for shunt VSC: 
11+1 'o 
it 
p vR (VvR) 
v (VPR)" 
+ 
(V,, AR)" 
p V, 'R 
it+l (5, PR )= (A '5, PR + (gPR 
Voltage magnitude limits are checked at the end of each iterative step, and if one or 
more limits are violated, the voltage magnitude is fixed at the violated limit. 
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3.5.2 Numerical example of power flow control using a UPFC 
In order to assess the effectiveness of the UPFC controllers to regulate active and 
reactive power flow and to control voltage magnitude in one of the UPFC connecting 
buses, the five-bus network is modified to include a three-phase UPFC model to 
compensate and to balance the transmission line linking buses Lake and Main. The 
modified network is shown in Figure 3.9. The UPFC is used to maintain the active power 
leaving the UPFC, towards Main, at 30 MW in each phase. The reactive power flowing 
towards Main is controlled in such a manner that balanced voltage magnitudes of 0.98 
p. u. are obtained at the bus connecting the UPFC and compensated transmission line. 
The reactive power injections are set to inject 7.13 MVAR, 2.47 WAR and 6.05 WAR 
for phases a, b and c, respectively; voltage magnitudes at Lake bus are fixed at 1 p. u. 
The three-phase nodal voltage magnitudes and phase angles are given in Table 3.6, 
where it is shown that the UPFC is effective in regulating voltage magnitude in both of 
their connecting buses. Figure 3.9 shows the power flow results when the UPFC 
regulates reactive powers at the above values. It is clear that the UPFC is an effective 
device for restoring power balance. Table 3.6 shows the nodal voltage magnitudes in 
the phase and sequence domain. 
Table 3.6 Nodal voltages in the three-phase unbalanced network with a UPFC - phase 
voltages 
Network buses 
Voltage Phase North South Lake Main' Elm LakeUPFC 
(a) Phase voltages 
Magnitude a 
1.06 1.00 
(P. U. ) 
b 1.06 1.00 
c 1.06 1.00 
Phase a 0.00 -1.74 
Angle b 240.00 238.27 
(deg) C 120.00 117.65 
(b) Sequence voltages 
Zero 0.00 0.0036 Magnitude 
(P. U. ) Positive 
1.06 1.0000 
Negative 0.00 0.0036 
1.00 0.980 0.979 0.98 
1.00 0.977 0.973 0.98 
1.00 0.978 0.957 0.98 
-6.05 -3.04 -5.19 -2.49 
234.80 235.90 235.67 236.41 
114.83 115.36 113.39 115.98 
0.0050 0.0087 0.0161 0.0077 
1.0000 0.9782 0.9695 0.9799 
0.0050 0.0073 0.0090 0.0078 
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Figure 3.9 UPFC upgraded test network and power flow 
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3.6 High-Voltage Direct Current VSC-based 
The HVDC-VSC consists of two VSC stations, one operating as a rectifier and the other 
as an inverter. The two converters are connected either back-to-back or joined together 
by a DC cable, depending on the application [38-40]. 
From the principles of HVDC-VSC operation outlined in Chapter 2, it may be argued that 
for the purpose of fundamental frequency analysis each converter station may be 
adequately represented by a complex voltage source VR behind the transformer 
reactance XR (impedance ZR). In a similar manner to the STATCOM, SSSC and 
UPFC, the synchronous voltage sources represent the fundamental Fourier series 
component of the switched voltage waveforms at the AC converter terminals of the 
HVDC-VSC [38- 44]. 
The two voltage sources work in a co-ordinated fashion and this fact is taken into 
account by the mismatch power equation in the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.10. 
This circuit is used to derive the mathematical model of the HVDC-VSC for inclusion in 
the power flow Newton-Raphson algorithm. 
In polar co-ordinates the complex voltage sources representing the two VSC stations in 
the HVDC-VSC are: 
Eý = V" Z45' (3.92) vRI vRI vRI 
E" =V" ZSP (3.93) vR2 vR2 vR2 
In this application the two shunt voltage sources used to represent the rectifier and 
inverter stations have the following voltage magnitude and phase angle limits: 
.01PPPP 0< 
SRj <2z; 0 vR .. and < 
2; r. Where jo 0 
VvP 
min 
<V0 V, 'R1 
min 
< VvR1 < VvR 
..; R vR2 
<V O< 8vR2 
refer to the three-phases, a, b and c. 
The constraining power equation for the back-to-back HVDC-VSC, i. e. RDc=O, is: 
PpPP0 Reý E.., ( IYRI 
)* 
+EYRZ 
( IvR2 (3.94) 
and for the case when both VSC stations are linked by a DC cable, i. e. Roc >0, is: 
Re I Eo pp 'o 0 (3.95) vRI 
(IvRI) 
+EvR2(IvR2) +PDCloss 
)= 
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Figure 3.10 Three-phase HVDC VSC-based equivalent 
3.6.1 Power flow model 
Va 
M- 
m 
vc 
m 
rc 
VR 
YR2 
Ec 
Based on the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.10 and the transfer admittance 
Equation (2.21). If it is assumed that the power flows from the station connected at bus 
k (rectifier) to the station connected at bus m (inverter), the following power flow 
equations injected at bus may be written as, 
Skr = Vkýf If = VkP(YkPk 
)* [(VkP)* 
-(EP , R, 
)*] (3.96) 
After performing some complex operations, the following active and reactive power 
equations are obtained at node k, 
2- 
vpvp pp P-8, p, 
ýR + 
BPRIIP sIn( Oko - 8, PR Pkp = 
(Vkp ) GvR 
k vR 
[GvR 
COS 
(ok p 
2 
'[Gll sin (01 - 8, "R) - B, 11., 1 c os 
(Of 
- gPß k «z 
Vkp ) BvpRp - Vkp VvpR VR k x)] 
Qp 
The powers flowing into the rectifier are described by the following equations: 
(3.97) 
(3.98) 
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p2 pr P pp pj pp p I 
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I sin(gR - 
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The power equations for bus m and for the inverter are obtained by exchanging the 
subscripts k and vR1 for m and vR2, respectively. 
Moreover, one further equation is required to represent the power constraint given in the 
form of either equations (3.94) or (3.95), depending on the application. For the case of 
the full HVDC-VSC, the relevant power equation is: 
p +p +p =o vR1 vR2 DC (3.101) 
As described in Section 3.1, an n-bus power network with no voltage and power flow 
regulation provisions is described by a 2x(nb-1) non-linear system of equations. For 
each HVDC-VSC that exists in the power network the 2x(nb-1) system of equations is 
augmented by up to three equations to take account of the two converter stations and 
the power constraint equation that exists on the DC side of the converters. The solution 
of the combined system of non-linear equations is carried out by iteration using the 
Newton-Raphson method, enabling quadratic convergent solutions. 
Both converter stations are capable of controlling the amount of active power injected at 
their respective Ac buses. In a given power flow solution, one of the converters is 
designated to be the master station, and with the other converter being the slave 
station. Both stations have control over either voltage magnitude or reactive 'power 
injected at their connecting buses. 
For the HVDC-VSC, when active power is regulated at the rectifier end and voltage 
magnitude is regulated at the inverter end, the linearised system of equations has the 
following structure: 
.0 Ap 
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APP - APP (3.103) 
AMDC 
vRI vR2 
is the active power flow mismatch for the DC link. Notice that since active power is 
regulated at the rectifier end, i. e. AP,,,, = PsPel - P,: Ral'c, the corresponding active power 
equations for the inverter become redundant, i. e. APR2 and APm, and are not used in 
equation (3.102). However, since the voltage magnitude at bus m is kept constant the 
reactive power equations of the inverter also become redundant, i. e. AQR2. The 
relevant Jacobian elements are given in Appendix 111. 
It should be remarked that for the purpose of power flow studies the equivalent circuit of 
one leg of the HVDC-VSC shown in Figure 3.5 is closely related to the equivalent circuit 
of the STATCOM (see Section 3.3), and they both share the same power flow 
equations, i. e. Equations (3.28) - (3.31). 
3.6.2 Numerical example of power flow control using a HVDC VSC-based 
In order to assess the effectiveness of HVDC-VSC controllers to regulate active and 
reactive power flow or to control voltage magnitude in one of the HVDC-VSC connecting 
buses, the five-bus network is modified a three-phase back-to-back HVDC-VSC model 
replaces the UPFC used in Section 3.5.2 test case, i. e. the controller is used to 
compensate and to balance the transmission line linking buses Lake and Main. As 
expected, the power flow results for both simulations coincide in this case. The HVDC 
station parameters associated with this conditions are VRI=1.0206,1.0097,1.0123 p. u. 
for a, b and c phase at inverter station (Lake) and V,, R2=0.9707,0.9726 and 0.9705 p. u 
for a, b and c phase at rectifier station (Main), respectively. 
However, a different situation will arise if a full HVDC-VSC model replaces the UPFC 
and transmission line Lake-Main since the DC cable will contain neither the inductance 
nor the capacitance of transinission line. In this example, the cable resistance in the DC 
system is taken to have the same value as the transmission line resistance in the AC 
system. In the case of study, both source impedances are taken to have a value of 
X,, =O. lp. u. and have the following, per unit limits 0.9 and 1.1 p. u. The Newton- 
Raphson algorithm maintained its quadratic convergence characteristics. Figure 3.11 
shows the power flow results. It is clear that the HVDC-VSC is an effective device for 
restoring power balance. Table 3.6 shows the nodal voltage magnitudes and angle in 
the phase and sequence domain. 
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Figure 3.11 HVDC upgrade test network and power flows 
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3.7 Effective Initialisation of VSC-based FACTS Controllers 
Owing to its quadratic rate of convergence, the Newton-Raphson method has become 
the preferred choice of power systems engineers for solving the non-linear system of 
equations that describe a power network during steady-state operation [45]. However, 
the effectiveness of the Newton-Raphson method in achieving -feasible iterative 
solutions is dependent upon the selection of suitable initial values for all the state 
variables involved in the study. For cases of power networks that contain only 
conventional plant components this is not an issue, for this problem was solved in the 
early seventies [46]. 
The modelling of FACTS controllers for application in power flow analysis results in 
highly non-linear equations which should be suitably initialised to ensure quadratic 
convergence when using the Newton-Raphson method. Satisfactory solutions for 
FACTS controller initialization have been available for quite some time for most FACTS 
components. However, research experiences over many years and the large number of 
enquiries received from users of their models indicated that further research work in this 
direction was required [34-35]. It has since found that initialization of the series 
components, as the UPFC and SSSC may be an even more critical issue. 
As part of this investigation, it was found that voltage-type, shunt elements such as the 
STATCOM and the two shunt sources representing the HVDC-VSC were suitably 
initialised by selecting per unit voltage magnitudes and phase angles of 1 and 0, 
respectively [30]. 
The approach taken to remedy the situation concerning the vulnerability of the UPFC 
and SSSC to unsympathetic initial conditions consists of simple analytical equations 
which have been shown to be very effective in aiding the Newton-Raphson method in 
retaining quadratic convergence. 
3.7.1 UPFC modelling 
A standard way of representing the UPFC, for the purpose of fundamental frequency 
network-wide studies, is shown in Figure 3.6. Equations (3.78) and (3.79) for active and 
reactive powers injected by the source were derived using the complex power equation, 
S= VI* and are used to obtain adequate magnitude and phase angle initial conditions. 
For the case when active and reactive powers are specified at node m, and assuming 
Vk= V. =I p. u. and Ok= 0. = 00 in equations (3.78) and (3.79), leads to the following 
simple expressions: 
%p )2 s] 
2 
(3.104) VcR 
mp «2 XcR 
ý(p' 
+ (QM 
'%P 
Or "p 
, R= arctan -L-- 
(3.105) 
( 
Q. SP 
) 
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These equations are used to initialise the parameters of the UPFC series voltage source 
within the Newton-Raphson power flow solution. These parameters are referred to as 
(0) 0). andO. R 
Vv, 'R (0 
Similar expressions may be derived to provide initial values for the parameters of the 
shunt voltage source. However, extensive testing has indicated that the parameters of 
the UPFC shunt voltage source are suitably initialised using the following per phase 
values: V,, ") =1p. u. and 0, (, RO) = 0. 
3.7.2 SSSC modelling 
Similarly to the case of the UPFC model, the active and reactive powers injected by the 
source were derived using the complex power equation, S= IT; based on the 
equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.6 and equations (3.48) and (3.49). If active and 
reactive powers are specified at node k, and assuming Vk= V. =I p. u. and Ok = 0. = 00 
in equations (3.48) and (3.49), equations similar to (3.104) and (3.105) are arrived at 
which may be used to initialise the SSSC series voltage source within the Newton- 
Raphson power flow solution. 
3.8 Summary 
Most of the analysis techniques for the steady-state operation of multiphase 
conventional power systems are based upon the assumption that the network is 
operating under balanced conditions. The advantages of this assumption is that only 
one phase of a three phase system need to be modelled and analysed, resulting in a 
reduced size of the modelling and analysing problem. However, the phase frame of 
reference offers a more general representation for the solution of power system 
problems than the frame of reference provided by the sequences. The former can 
accommodate networks containing any degree of imbalance whilst the latter is only 
applicable to power networks exhibiting perfect or near-perfect impedance balance 
between phases. Bearing this in mind, the work in this chapter has been concentrated 
on tackling the steady-state, phase domain of the latter generation of FACTS devices 
based up on the Synchronous Voltage Source Controller. 
An existing Newton-Raphson based poly-phase power flow program has been upgraded 
to include the described FACTS models. The power flow equations pertaining to the 
FACTS controllers and the power network are solved in a single frame of reference 
which exhibit quadratic or near-quadratic convergence characteristics, regardless of the 
size of the network and the number of controllable devices. Guidelines and methods for 
implementing the FACTS controllers as well as their adjustments within the Newton- 
Raphson algorithm have also been described. The new models have been amply tested 
for reliability towards the convergence and accuracy of results using a wide range of 
power systems with different levels of complexity and different control requirements. It 
should be mentioned that the VSC-based models performed satisfactorily over all the 
control options mentioned in the open literature, e. g. constant power, constant current. 
The power flow results indicate that VSC-based devices are very versatile in power 
systems transmission control. Using the developed program, an extensive number of 
simulations using real-life and standard networks have been presented in order to 
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demonstrate the interaction between the VSC-based controllers and the transmission 
network. 
A comprehensive research study into the initialisation procedures of VSC-based models 
within the context of Newton-Raphson power flows has been undertaken and the main 
findings have been reported in the chapter. These studies have shown that analytical 
equations are required for the effective initialisation of the controllers and the associated 
equations were presented in full. 
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Chapter 4 
PHASE-DOMAIN POWER FLOWS 
RECTANGULAR CO-ORDINATES FRAME OF 
REFERENCE INCLUDING VSC-BASED FACTS 
CONTROLLERS 
4.1 Introduction 
The basic formulation of the three-phase power flow problem is well known. Nodal 
analysis is almost universally preferred in this application, using the nodal admittance 
matrix. The Newton-Raphson method in polar co-ordinates is the most widely used of 
all formulations to solve power flows; this method has been adopted in Chapter 3 for the 
implementation of VSC-based FACTS controllers in power system networks. 
Alternatively, using rectangular co-ordinates a more efficient version of the power flow 
method can be developed [1-3]. 
The rectangular co-ordinate version uses the real and imaginary parts of the nodal 
complex voltages as state variables rather than the magnitudes and phase angles. In 
polar co-ordinate analysis, the calculated real and reactive powers are expressed as a 
function of voltage magnitude and phase angle, whereas in rectangular or Cartesian co- 
ordinates these are expressed as a function of real and imaginary voltage components. 
Despite the fact that the number of equations and variables are greater in the 
rectangular method by the number of PV-type buses, when sparsity programming is 
used, such an increase in size is of little significance. Indeed, each iteration in the 
rectangular method is marginally faster than in the polar co-ordinates method because 
there are no trigonometric operations to carry out [2-5]. 
An exhaustive literature search indicates that no works seem to be have been reported 
so far on power flows in rectangular co-ordinates taking into account power electronics 
based controllers, in particular in the phase frame of reference. Hence, this chapter 
presents a method to solve three-phase power flows using the Newton-Raphson 
technique based in rectangular co-ordinates with provision to include models of VSC- 
based FACTS controllers. 
4.2 Power Flows using Rectangular Co-ordinates 
Power flow analysis in polar co-ordinates is carried out using nodal complex voltages 
suitably accommodated in the polar frame of reference, and the calculated active and 
reactive powers are expressed as a function of voltage magnitudes and phase angles, 
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whereas in power flow analysis using rectangular co-ordinates, the nodal voltages are 
expressed as a function of their real and imaginary parts. 
4.2.1 Power flow equations 
With reference to Figure 3.1 and Equation 3.1, the power balance eqdation for a three- 
phase transmission line component can be written as, 
Sa, b, c = pa, 
b, c +j Qa, b, c = VaAc 
( Ia. b. c )* 
where 
S', '-' is the complex power injected into the three-phase bus 
P'-', ' is the active power injected into the three-phase bus 
Q4b. c 
ka, is the reactive power injected into the three-phase bus 
Va. b. c is the complex voltage at the three-phase bus 
is the complex current injected into the three-phase bus 
and a, b and c refer to the three phases. 
In rectangular co-ordinates analysis the bus voltages and admittances are expressed as 
a ei + ifka 
eb Vkp kb +yk (4.2) 
ec + yc k 
and 
yfa yab ac y 
km km km 
'+jBýb, G;: +JBZ G: +JB: G: 
YZP = km yba 
bb bc 
km 
y 
k 
ba bb bc C+ JBZ G;: + JBZC GA'. +jB:. k. (4.3) 
m 
bc 
L 
rk: Ykc YZj bb G: + B: GL BL Gz + JBJZ LJ +J J 
Separating the real and imaginary parts of equation (4.1), in expanded form, leads to 
the nodal active and reactive power expressions for phase "p": 
0Z (GkiJfiJ + BkiJe/) p7G k pl 
Z (GkiJeJ - BkoiJfJ) +fk, 0 (4.4) ek 
j-k. m j-a. b, c J-k, m j-a, b, c 
p 'o f oj k ko 
(Gklj 
- BkOJfJ) -e 
(G +B JeJ) (4.5) 'J eij k Jk ki 
flj 
ki 
QA 
i-k, m j-a, b, c i-k, m J-a, b, c 
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where p is used to denote phases a, b and c. Expressions for the active and reactive 
powers injected at node rn are similar in form, with subscript rn replacing k and vice 
versa. 
4.2.2 Form the Jacobian matrix 
The linearised power flow problem using rectangular co-ordinates is constructed 
similarly to equation (3.10). Using the real and imaginary parts of voltages to form the 
Jacobian matrix and the mismatch voltages vector, equation (3.10) becomes 
API a 
Ac pnbus 
AQI' 
A Ic Qnbus 
, apa qp a apa apa 
ae, ' L9ecbus aa fl af. cb., 
ccc apc apnibus apnibus apnbus 
'nbus 
10fa 9enbus I ae, n 
'fnbus c 
aQl, aQj. aQl, aQl, 
ae, ' a ae,, b,, af a I Of. lb 
cccc C'Qnbus 'Q7, bus 'Qlbus 
'Qnbus 
naaac 
ýeja eeebus fl fpn b u, 
Ael 
Ac e,, b,, 
Afla 
Af? 
C 
nbus. 
(4.6) 
Each element of the Jacobian matrix in rectangular co-ordinates may take one of the 
following forms: 
appl ; Ippl k. m k, m 
a P2 p2 
ei.. afi. m 
(4.7) 
'o PI loQk. M 
I OQk. 
M 
a02 ek, 
m 
'fkpm2 
where p1l and pI refer to the a, b and c phases. Each one of the above elements is a 
3x3 matrix; with the matrix being symmetric if it represents a geometrically balanced 
network element, otherwise it is an asymmetric matrix. 
Consider the io transmission element connected between buses k and m in (4-6), for 
which self and mutual Jacobian terms are given below. 
Fork$ m 
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apkptl 
= 
(Gplp2 pl +Bplp2 pl) k- ei kni 
A (4.8) 
apkpil 
1P2fkpl- B ""e (4.9) (GbPn' km k 0 pl) 
aQkpi 
p " "0 2 fio 1- Bkl. "2ei 
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, ol 4 L9Qk, i =-(GP', 02 Pl+BP', 02 Pl) -if--pi, k. ei k. 
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For k=m, with pl = p2 
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, 02 De l 
k +Bkk kP' 
l2ek 0 '01 (Gk, 0 )+ Re (IkP') (4.12) 
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apioil 
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'0 '01 
(Gio*1'02fk'01 
-Bkklp'et 
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Opf ax1 
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For pl 0- p2 
pi apk. 
1 P p2ekpl +BUplp2fpl) 'o 1 P2 
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kk (4.16) aekj 
apkpi 
p2 pl (GAP*' 
p2 
fAk 
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lp2epl) BkA p (4.17) a fAk 
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aýI p QkJ 
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(Gpip2fpl 
_ A P2 kh k ae 
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kj 
a PI 0j 
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pt + ei -ýfkpj 2 kk Bplp2 
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where the current (IP, ) is: 
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1p2eo2 p1p2 o2)+j(Bplp2eip2 +GkpIp2fpl 1 fi 
kl 11 
p 
-Bkl 
p Ikj [(Gki (4.20) 
1-k, m o2-a, b, c 
The Jacobian matrix and mismatch vector are evaluated at each iteration. The generic 
power mismatch equations at bus k are: 
App p sp -( p 
1.11 
k, m 
(p Pk. 
m)ca k. m 
) 
l'o lp 
yal. it p 
-'2 (Qk (4.22) AA AQk, m - km 
)SP 
- 
(Qkm 0 
,. 
)" are the specified active and reactive power injections where (P, ' -0 and (Q,. 
determined by the net amount of power generation and load connected to the bus and 
al. it P cal, it Pk'pm)c and (Qk. m) are the calculated active and reactive power 
injections at the bus 
using the corresponding nodal voltages (V, *) it . Likewise in polar co-ordinates, the nodal 
voltages in phase a may be initialised at one and zero for the real part and the 
imaginary part, respectively, while phases b, and c are initialised at, - /X -AY, and 
respectively. At each iteration the nodal voltages are updated using 
(p 1+1) 'o 
GO it (4.23) k 
[(ei 
+ (Aek +J 
[(fkp 
+ (Afkjp vk) P)( 
The process is repeated until complex power mismatches are within a specified 
tolerance, e. g. le-12 . 
4.2.3 Voltage controlled bus 
In the Newton-Raphson method using polar co-ordinates, for the PV-type buses, where 
the voltage magnitudes and the active powers are specified, APO is set equal to zero. 
However, in the Newton-Raphson method using rectangular co-ordinates, a nodal 
voltage magnitude mismatch equation is needed for each PV-type bus [3]. The 
equations for a voltage-controlled bus become 
nb 
), o o2 *2 ljo2f *1,2f, *2 ol, 2e.,, 2 " (Gk. ' e. B 10 '02 +f 01 
(Gkl. ' pi P' =I: 
Iek 
km m km 
+ Bkm 
M-1 
(4.24) 
(Vkpl )' 
= 
(ekpl )2 
+ 
(fkpl )2 (4.25) 
Accordingly, new types of Jacobian elements are needed for the Jacobian matrix in 
rectangular co-ordinates where : 
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)2 
m 13 
(vkm 
and 
13 
( Vkpm" 
2 
(4.26) 
0 p2 ! nro2 ei, UJ k', m 
For the Ih element connected to a PV-type bus, say k, the Jacobian elements are 
L9 ( 
=2e P (4.27) p aek. 
1 
k 
a( Vkpi 
2 
- = 2fkP 
(4.28) 
afkpi 
(p vk. 
1 
2 
0 (4.29) 
ae. P,, 
13 
(Vkpj ) 2 
=0 (4.30) 
Changes in voltage magnitude for the PV-type buses at iteration it are calculated as 
follows: 
A 
[(Vkp )2 [(VkP(Scheduled) )2 
[(Vkp )2 (4.31) 
At iteration it the reactive power at each voltage controlled bus is reviewed using 
equation (4.5) to calculate reactive power and to check its limits. If the source of 
reactive power exceeds the limits the bus changes to a load bus with fixed reactive 
power, equal to the violated limit. 
The process is repeated until complex power mismatches are within a specified 
tolerance, e. g. 16-12. 
4.3 Static Synchronous Compensator 
The Static Synchronous compensator (STATCOM or SSC) is represented as a voltage 
source. The STATCOM enables a robust voltage support at the bus where it is 
connected to. The STATCOM equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3.4. A mathematical 
model of the STATCOM for inclusion in the power flow algorithm in rectangular co- 
ordinates is carried out, assuming that the three Th6venin equivalents representing the 
three-phase STATCOM are decoupled. 
The three-phase complex voltage sources representing the VSC element of the 
STATCOM, in rectangular co-ordinates, are expressed as: 
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Eý =VP p .0p+0 (4.32) vR VR 
( 
cos 3,, + jsin 3voR e,, YI, 
where p refers to the phases a, b and c. 
4.3.1 Reactive power flow model 
Based on the shunt connection shown in Figure 3.4, nodal power equations where 
derived in Section. 3.3 for the STATCOM and at its connecting bus, say k, 
'0 pp p 
vR - 
YZR 0 (4.33) SvR-- M lR -EvR 
[(EvR)" 
- 
(vk f] 
0 (4.34) pk lk =Ekio r '0 Sk -4 vR 
[( 
Vk'o (EvR 
After performing some arduous operations, the following active and reactive power 
equations are obtained for the converter: 
p/ 1 lef p P =eP le, 0 'OR 'R 
f P fi 'OR kp vR vR[(GYR vR- B, - 
(G 
- B, 1 (4.35) 
+ fR' GJRP fPR+ BJRPej )- 
(GvPR, fkP +BP, ýP ef 
vR 
PP P, f p-0 [(GPRI 
- Bv' 
(G e -BP 
PPe, 0 
R 
f%R 
', 
pp'p QvR ý- fvR YR RkR kp)] 
+ e, R[ - 
(G, "Rf, R' + B, ReIR) + 
(G7Rfk, ' + BJR' ef) . 
(4.36) 
To obtain the power flow equations at the bus, the subscripts in equations (4.35) and 
(4.36) are swapped, i. e. vR for k and vice versa so that: 
P. p = ei 'ek, ' - 
BPRPfkP) 
- 
(Gr. 
e, 0 - BvPRI k 10 
[(GR 
vR 
'fPR 
(4.37) 
+ fkp[(GýRlfkl + BvPR, ekP G rR fIRI + BPR" ePR 
fP [(G p pp (G, ep - Bpp k 
ýRp 
k 
fj pp 0e- BIR k'o) A YR 
fvR 
(4.38) 
+ ef [- (G, Rfkl + B, 
'Rlekl') + 
(G, 
RfIR + Bv'R"el )] vR 
Using these power equations, and assuming that a power source is available on the DC 
side of the converter, the linearised STATCOM model is given below, where the real 
and imaginary components of the nodal voltages are taken to be the state variables. 
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p i AQk 400 
p 
100 'o '00 1600 
7ek' io k .0 Ofk p deR 
"fvR 0 
'6p, 'R 
gp, 'R 0 
'op, 'R 
gp, 'R 
Tep 
ek 
p ýfkp Te fR "fvpR 
p AQvR p tTPR 
- 
p tQvR 
- 
p "QvR p "QvR 
5ýe 
ko L 'Ofkp de" vR 'ofPR j 
Ai eio 
Afk p 
p Aej, 
AfvPR 
(4.39) 
The linearised set of equations of the STATCOM model, for the case when the 
controller regulates voltage magnitude at bus k are: 
App k 
Ip 
k A (Eý 
)2 
Ap pvR 
Po AQvR 
gpkp L9pk'o 
p t9pk P t9pk 
i9e. P aff gePR gfp £R 
Aekp 
i9(Eko)2 
0)2 
'9 
(Ek 
0 0 Afj io 
di eio L9fkp 
p '9pvR p 8p p ,0 A - 
p 49pVR 2 p apýR äe, -R J 
gei C 7f 
kl P ,R 
Je, 0 p dfvR 
, t9QVR 
P gQVR p 2QvR 
vR 
"QvR A fvR 
p gekl 
Tf;, o gep vR 
gfvpR 
j 
The Jacobian elements are, 
ap'p 
= 2G,, 'ROek' - 
(G,, *R e, R - B, 'R'f,, R) p I Te. 
ap*p 
= 2G, "Rl fk' - 
(GIRP fl Pe, * 
afkp R+ B, R vR 
Pfj 0 k 
=-(GpRpekp + 
BZ io 
ap 
TZ 
YR 
apk p 
"e, 0) Gp0- Bpý p/ k vR 
fj 
YR k FP fvR 
'o 190 
= -2BlRel + 
(G, ',, 
RofRR' + B,, Oý'e* 
'9ekp 
kR vR 
Q 40 *2B PP fkl - (G,,, ORP eo - BORO f,, no OK p VR vR 
(4.40) 
(4.41) 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
(4.45) 
(4.46) 
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aQX ko 
= p -BP le, 0) 
fjk'o 
PR k -(GvpR1 2eP YR 
Q ý'o k= - 'Rleio + Bvpi p fk P (G eR p Ff 
vR 
, 
p apvR0 
=- 
2 
ep +B ý -0) (Gvp 
P'OfvR 
R vR R 8eio , 
P apvR 
=- 10 
(Gv'OR 
vR - 
BPRI /0 50fi PPevR 
afkp 
ap'p' 
=2G, *Re, '*R- (G, R*ek'* - 
B, *Rfk, * 
ae,, 'R vR 
apvoR= 
2G, *R"f,,, ' - 
(GvORI fko + Bv"'I'eko 'fvpR R 
N 'o 
vR O'of 0 
VR io 
= -(GvR 'R- BrRe* aek 
'320 vR= (G Ie+B, 'ORI fvRo afk'p YR vR 
p aQ"-R 2 BJ PeP+ GJ P fkP + BPRPekp 
, De, ' 
R vR R 
vR 
'9QP cR= p -2BIRI 
f 
R GJP ef- BJRP 
fkP 
R P ÖfYPR Y v , 
For voltage magnitude control, 
aekp 2ek 
a( =2 fj * afk'o k 
At each iteration, the complex voltage source is updated using 
(AE, ', ) it (Ae * )it +J (Af,, R* 
)it 
vR 
it (E, 'R) EvPR + (A E,,, *R ) 
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
(4.49) 
(4.50) 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
(4.53) 
(4.54) 
(4.55) 
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
(4.60) 
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Voltage magnitude limits are checked at the end of each iterative step, and if one or 
more limits are violated, the voltage magnitude is fixed at the violated limit. Notice that if 
the STATCOM is controlling reactive power then the STATCOM generation of reactive 
power at each iteration is calculated and its limits checked. In case of limit violations, 
the reactive power is fixed at the limit violated. 
4.4 Static Synchronous Series Compensation 
The SSSC model in rectangular co-ordinates is based on the principles of operation 
outlined in Section 2.6. and the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.6, where it is argued 
that the SSSC is adequately represented by a complex voltage source in series with the 
transformer impedance [11-15]. 
The three-phase complex voltage sources representing the VSC element of the SSSC, 
in rectangular co-ordinates, is expressed as 
Ed' a 
(cos, 6,, 'R+ J sin 8,, *R ePR + YR* (4.61) R= KR 
In the current application the voltage source is modelled with the following voltage 
-P magnitude and phase angle limits per phase: VR* 
VO-* :5V,, R1 . and 0R2 '58, CA C 
Equation (4.61) is used along with transfer admittance equation (2.9) to derive the 
mathematical model of the SSSC and its inclusion in the three-phase power flow 
Newton-Raphson method using rectangular co-ordinates. 
4.4.1 Power flow model 
Substituting Equation (3.46) into (3.47) and expanding leads to the following active and 
reactive power equations for node k and for phases p= a, b and c 
P, " = eio 
[(G, *ROek' - Ba*fkl) - 
(GI"el 
- Balf., 
) 
- 
(G, *Re, *j - B,, *Ifao k CR mPRRR (4.62) 
+ fko [ (G, 
Rfk" + B, 'OR'o ek'o) - 
(GrRf., * + B,, *, *e, *) - (G, "Of,,, * ,RR R+ Br m Re 
lR)] 
'*[-(GPPfk'+B, 'Rlekl)+(GPR*f. P+BIRPe")+(Gflf, '+Bco"*eP)] Qkl ei cR ;RmRRRc. R (4.63) 
Pý pp pp0 lef - BcPR' - 
(Gc' I e, -. - Bl Bl 
'e PR 
ka 
[ (Ge iR 'p fcR +f PR TAP) R 
f1m (GcR 
cR 
A similar set of power equations is obtained for node m, by interchanging the sub- 
scripts k and m. 
4.4.2 Linearised system of equations 
For the SSSC when both active and reactive powers are regulated, the linearised 
system of equations in rectangular co-ordinates has the following structure: 
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APIO k 
APP 
m 
AQk 
A 'o Qm- 
APwp 
AQ, p 
pp 
k gpp k app k app k 0 
apk apo k Ae, ' 
p 
49f ge:, 
p 
£9pp epp ge app opp app Ae` 
i9e ge'* af af. ' gec, R 
fck 0 
gQe k gQk k Qk k e k ag k 't99 gQe k äfk 0 
de, 0 ge' m £9fk" gep rýR gfp cR 
&Q. P gQmp 9Q. P 9Q. P emp äf p 
de k p i9e, 0 gp 
fk af P m geo cR p 
gfcR m 
9pA 0 9P, p gplp apko» 99pIP» 49pbp. . . Aep 
gp ek '0 ge: p 
afk j i9fm '0 ee, p p 
gfcR 
gQc gQlp. gQlp. 9Qp. 
' 
4 
ge. A p geo 
m 
gp fk p af 4 M 0 de cR '9f cR 0 L 
The Jacobian elements for this application are detailed below. 
For kO m: 
For k =m: 
. 
ýPk OQk Opp= OQk k_- (GP" eo + BPOfkP) 
el p _R 
kR 
oe. cR 
'fcR pp 
apkp 
= 
220 fj ýTeP) 
af. P 8e. ' ilfIR' d9eIj 
(-GM 
k'o +Bk 
:. q 
apk p= 
(G, "e p+ BPRl fko +Re 
(If 
cleklo 
Rk 
apkp 
p P) 
-= 
(GcPRP fkp 
-BcRpekp + 
IM (I'k 
-ýfkp 
p k 
=(Gop 0_ Bop jo Iln (I, 0 CR 
fj 
CR 
ek k PRkA ek 
Q, 
' (G. P. P e. P + BJIRP ff +Re 
(IkP 
afk P 
, 01) are Where the real and imaginary parts of the current (1.0, 
(4.64) 
. 
(4.65) 
(4.66) 
(4.67) 
(4.68) 
(4.69) 
(4.70) 
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0, p Re (I, ' PPeP - Bl Of 'o 
(GcR 
kRk 
Pp IM (Ik )= (GcRp fio +BcpRp ekp 
Z[ (G, 'R'ell - 
B, 'R' fl, * 
1-m, cR 
E[ (BIRI ell + Gc'Rlfl" 
1-m, cR 
(4.71) 
The Jacobian matrix and mismatch vectors are evaluated at each iteration. 
The power mismatch equations at a generic bus k are 
p sp cal APP km Pkpm k, m 
(p 
'o AQk, om (Qkm )sp - 
(Qkm )c 
(4.72) 
where (Pk, )"'and (Qk*)sare the net specified active and reactive powers to be 
CaUt P cal, it controlled and (PP) and (Qk ) are the calculated active and reactive power 
injections at node k for iteration it, using (VP)'. In polar co-ordinates, the nodal 
voltages of phase a may be initialised at one and zero for the real part and the 
imaginary part, respectively and phases b, and c are initialised at, J and 
J3 
respectively. Nodal voltages are updated during each iteration using equation +J 
Y2 
(4.23), and the complex source voltages are updated using: 
p ;R+J Afc'R' AE,,. OR = Aeo 
(Ec* 1+1 =* 
it + (Ed' , R)l 
(AER) 
zR 
(4.73) 
If the SSSC is connected to the slack node, AW and Q, 1 are set to zero, whereas if 
connected to a PV-type node, a voltage magnitude squared mismatch equation is 
needed for each PV-type bus. It should be noticed that the magnitude and phase angle 
of the voltage source converter are checked for limit violations, and if limit violations do 
occur, the VSC voltage is kept at the exceeded limit. 
4.5 Unified Power Flow Controller 
Assuming that the equivalent circuit of a three-phase UPFC consists of three single- 
phase UPFC equivalent circuits, with no couplings between them, as shown in Figure 
3.8, the complex voltage sources in rectangular co-ordinates are expressed as 
EP = V,, PR 
(cos 5p+j sin 8, PR) = e, * + Jf,, R* (4.74) vR vR vR 
E, PR 
RP 
(cos 8,0, +j sin 8, P p = VO R)= eR + 
YR (4.75) 
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The magnitudes and phase angles of the voltage sources representing the series and 
shunt converters are controlled between limits V,,, * .,,, :5V,, R* :5 VR* . and 0: 5 8, 'R' :52; r, 
and VIR . i,, :5V,, R* :5V, R' . and 0: ý 2; r, respectively. The magnitude of the injected 
series voltage determines the amount of power flow to be controlled. 
4.5.1 Power flow model 
From Figure 3.8 and using the rectangular voltages given by puffing equations (3.74) 
and (3.75) into (3.76) and (3.77), the nodal active and reactive power equations for the 
UPFC for phases p= a, b and c at bus k for the series and shunt converters can be 
obtained. 
At bus k 
PP + BP, 0)fj PkP = ei k- (B, 1 P) e, 0 '0 
ý[(GrR 
+ GfR R vR k'o 
- 
(GIRI e, ' - B, 'Rlf. 
) 
- 
(Gc'Rlel 
-BcRfc'R) - 
(G, 'Rlel -B, 'R'* 
f,,, 
R* m cR zR vR 
P+ GvPý + (BI + Bpo) eo] 
(4.76) 
fko 
j[(GcPZ 
Rp 
) fik'o 
cR vR k 
- 
(G, 
Rf. 0 + BcRemo) - 
(G, 
Rf,, Ro + B, 'Ieo (G, 'Rlflo le, )) cR R+ BIR vR 
QI pp f=elý-[(G +G, ")fkP-(B, 'P+BfRP)ekP] k cR RR 
1 R+ 
BrR +(GcpRp fý P, + BIRPe,, 
) + 
(GfRPf 
+ B, 1 PpfvpR 
p 
cpR ýR 
eOR +( GP, ePR 
'(4.77) 
P)e -(B'P+B' 
2 '0 m P)f Z 
ý[(GcR 
'OX + GYR kR YR kp 
- 
(GIR'e'-BfRf 1 (GPRP ePR - BfR' fPR 
(G, 1. P eP-B IP fPR m YR YR 
At bus m: 
PP=e,. [(Ga"e. "- B, Rf. 
) 
- 
(GIle, * - Alfk, 
) 
- 
(G. e, * - B, "R*f,, R)] k it CR 
+ f. ** [ (Gc"Rf. ' + Ale, *) - (GcRPfk' + B, *Rek*) - 
(G"lfck 
(4.78) 
,R+ 
Bc, *, ec', rR m cR R R)] 
Q. ' = e. ' 
(GcR* f. * + Bc*Ro e. * + (G, R 
fk" +BI ek + (GcR f PR + BcRl e cR J CR (4.79) 
+ f. * 
[(Gc*Rle'* 
- B,,, 'R*f. 
) 
- 
(Gc'RlekP 
- Bc'Rlfk") - 
(G, 
RPec*R - 
Bc, *, Ifc, *)] 
mRR 
For the series converter: 
Pp' [(Gle' 
- 
B, "R"fk, ) 
- 
(GPR"e. P - B, R"f. ") - 
(G. P. "e, * - 
BppfýPR)] 
cR0 = e. R cR k 
pp 
cR c* 
0 
(4.80) 
p[ (Gcl j+B. 
IR' eio Pfp, 0 + B7R e., ) - 
(GcR1 0+ Bc, R'llec'jR)] 
, 
Pf - 
(Gz 
m 
f£cR + fcR PR io k 
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,0" [- (G' + B, 'Rlekl) + 
(GPRPf. P + B. IRPel) + 
(G, 'RlfPR + B. IPel', )] cR 
= e.. 
cR 
fio 
m Qp 
+ fcR' 
[ (G'RI 
ef - BJRI 
fk, 1 (Gc'RI e1- BjR1 f. ) - 
(G, 
Re, "R - 
BjR' f, 
R 
(4.81) 
m 
For the shunt converter: 
Pý, 'Ro = e, ' G, R" ef - 
B,, 
R, 
fk) - 
(GP, 
e, ' -B 'f, ** Vj? R VR VR R 
(4.82) 
+ fvR' 
[(GP-'f, * + BvRPekl) - 
(GPR'f,, 
Rl 
+ BPPe, ' 
,Rk vR W? 
Qp '= eP 
[- (G ff + BPPekP) + (G, RfPR + 
BJ. PeP )] 
vR vR 
plo 
vR VR 
f P, 
(4.83) 
Pei j 'e', - BYPRPf Rk vPR + 
fl"R 
R4 - B, 
Of 0 [(G, 2 'OR J- 
(G, "R 
Assuming a loss-less converter, the active power supplied to the shunt converter, P, *, O, 
equals the active power demanded by the series converter, P., RI, i. e. 
pp PUR + pcpR '2 
0 (4.84) 
Furthermore, if the coupling transformers are assumed to have no resistance then the 
active power at bus k matches the active power at bus m. Accordingly 
p, o + pp = p" +p vR cR k Pm (4.85) 
The UPFC power equations, in linearised form, are combined with those of the AC 
network. If both buses k and m are PQ-type, the linearised system of equations in 
rectangular co-ordinates is 
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19pbb 
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The Jacobian terms in equations (4-86) are given in Appendix 111. 
Aekp 
A e., P 
Afk'o 
Af. 10 
(4.86) 
A ef 
:R 
Af,, 'OR 
Ae, o 
VR 
Af"RP 
Upon solution of the Jacobian matrix, a new set of state variable increments is obtained. 
The increments are used to update the real and imaginary parts of the voltage sources 
at each iteration where: 
'o *)it (AErR (Ae, 
, R)" 
+J(Afc'R 
(4.87) 
(AE, OR)il+' 'o = 
(AeR )it +J (AfvR 
(E, *R) R)il + 
(EOR)il 
(4.88) (EvR) (AEPR)II + (ER 
)it 
Voltage magnitude limits are checked at the end of each iterative step, and if one or 
more limits are exceeded, the voltage magnitude is fixed at the violated limit. 
4.6 High-Voltage Direct Current VSC-based 
Assuming that the equivalent circuit of a three-phase HVDC VSC-based consists of 
three single-phase equivalent circuits, with no couplings between them, as shown in 
Figure 3.10, the complex voltage sources in rectangular co-ordinates representing the 
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two converters in the HVDC VSC-based controller are expressed as 
E,, *R, = V,, R, 
(cos, 5,, *R 
I 
+jsin. 5, PRl)= e,, +YO,, (4.89) vR 
pp 
, R2 
= VvPR2 
(CoS, 6vR2 + Jsin 8, PR2)= e, 2 (4.90) E, vR 
+ YvR2 0 
Both sources have voltage magnitudes and phase angles limits of the form: 
P :: g KPR 
.; 0: 5,5vOR :5 2)r; where p refers 
to the three VvPR min :ý Vv'Rp' 0 -phases, a, b and c. 
The constraining power equation for the back-to-back HVDC-VSC, i. e. RDc=O, is: 
Re 
I EPRI (IP 
1) + 
E, 0 VR VR2 
(IPR2) 
and for the case when both VSC stations are linked by a DC cable, i. e. RDc > 0, 
is: 
,pp Re ERl(,, PRI)* ,o +p 0 (4.92) + E,, *R 2( 
IvR 
2 DC. Ioss 
1 
'o 
4.6.1 Power flow model 
Based on the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.10, and the transfer admittance 
equation (2.21), the following nodal power equation was derived in Chapter 3 (equation 
(3.96)). 
k =V, "(Yf)*[(W)*-(E, ', 
Sk'o vo Ik 
kk k Rj" (4.93) 
This expression assumes that a three-phase complex power is injected at node k. 
Moreover, if it is assumed that the power flows from the station connected at bus k 
(rectifier) to the station connected at bus m (inverter), using rectangular co-ordinates to 
represent the voltages sources and after performing some complex operations, the 
following active and reactive power equations are obtained at node k 
P. 10 = ek' 
[ (GIRP, ekP - BPRIl fkP 
(GrR 
Ie"- 
BPRPI fPR 
I k VRI (4.94) 
,R+ 
BPP eP + fkp GPR, fko + BPP, e kP 
G'f, *j, 
VRI VRI VR 
Qf=ep[(GI -BIRIeP)+(GI*R"lf,, R'I+Br k Rlel 1)] vRlfkp k VR 
'0'0 0 
(4.95) 
+ A" [ (G7R, ek' - B, R, 
fk, * (G I e, * I- 
BvRI fvR 
I vRI vR 
The powers in the rectifier are: 
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Ppp L71 = eR I[ 
(G, "R' 
IeP1- 
BIIRI 
I 
f,, 
R*I) - 
(GPR", e B, RI, fkp vR VR 
+ f,, R* I 
GýRlj fPR 
I+ 
BvPRP, e,, R 
GPRII fkl + BfRPekP)] 
(4.96) 
Q 'o p PP fvPR I+ 
BvPRI 11 e, * +( GvPRP, fkP + BPRP, ef 
vRj = evRI 
[- (GVRI 
vR (4.97) 
p Po p pp mo + ARI 
[(GRleR, 
- BvRplfvoRl) - 
(GvRei 
- 
BRlfkp)] pi I 'o I 
The power equations for bus m and for the inverter are obtained by exchanging the 
subscripts k and vR1 for m and vR2, respectively. 
One further equation is required to represent the power constraint given in the form of 
either equations (3.94) or (3.95), depending on the application. For the case of the full 
HVDC-VSC, the relevant power equation is: 
p +p +p =o (4.98) vR1 YR2 DC 
It should be remarked that for the purpose of power flow studies the equivalent circuit of 
one leg of the HVDC-VSC shown in Figure 3.10 is closely related to the equivalent 
circuit of the STATCOM. 
Likewise the polar method for each HVDC-VSC that exists in the power network the 
2x(nb-1) system of equations is augmented by up to three equations to take account of 
the two converter stations and the power constraint equation that exists on the DC side 
of the converters. 
For the HVDC-VSC, when active power is regulated at the rectifier end and voltage 
magnitude is regulated at the inverter end, the linearised system of equations in 
rectangular co-ordinates has the following structure: 
Ap. 0 k 
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caalc AP P-ý Notice that since active power is regulated at the rectifier end, i. e. MI=P, RI - VR I 
the corresponding active power equations of the inverter become redundant, i. e. AP.. 2 
and AP.. Aýýc = AP,, R01 -AP, 
'R 
2 is the active power flow mismatch for the DC link. The 0 
relevant Jacobian elements are given in Appendix Ill. 
At the end of each iteration, both voltage sources are updated using 
(AE,, 'R, )" = 
(Ael',, )" + j(Af,,, )il (4.100) 
(AE, *Rl) (Ae-, ) it +j (Af,,, R* I) VR 
and 
il+l (4.102) 
! 1+1 it (E, 'R2 (EO +A (E,, (4.103) , R2 
) *R 
2 
4.7 Evaluation of Power Flow Algorithms in Polar and Rectangular Co- 
ordinates Including FACTS VSC-based Controllers 
To show the effectiveness of the power flow models developed for VSC-based FACTS 
equipment, new software has been written in C++ using the Oriented Object 
Programming (OOP) philosophy. The software has been tested for robustness and full 
functionality. Similarly to the Newton-Raphson polar-based algorithm, the newly written 
Newton-Raphson algorithm using rectangular co-ordinates retains the efficiency and 
quadratic convergence characteristics of the Newton-Raphson method. 
After testing the proposed algorithm with several power systems, meaningful 
comparisons can be drawn between the two formulations; as expected both programs 
arrive to the same power flow results. The systems used to compare the performance of 
both algorithms are the IEEE 118 buses, the 1080 buses and the Mexican system 
comprising 2172 buses [29]. 
Their respective CPU time requirements recorded on a desktop computer are shown in 
Table 4.1. The PC system used in this study has an IntelO PentiumS 4 processor 
(1.5GHz) with 256MB RAM Memory. Generally speaking, the CPU time depends on the 
programming techniques used as well as the power system under study. The CPU 
times shown exclude input/output and the admittance matrix set-up time requirements. 
The CPU time for constructing the Jacobian matrix and solving of sparse equations 
using LU decomposition and forward/backward substitutions are shown. 
Ordering of the sparse Jacobian using second the Tinney scheme [31] is carried out 
only at the first iteration; after that the elimination order remains the same throughout 
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the solution process. It is verified that the ordering process is the time consuming part of 
the solution. Table 4.1 shows the CPU times for all relevant stages of the solution. 
Table 4.1 CPU times in seconds 
Test system . 
IEEE 118 IEEE 1080 Mexican 
buses buses 2172 buses 
Process Polar Rect. Polar Rect. Polar Rect. 
Jacobian ordering 0.08 0.07 0.90 0.90 4.58 4.30 
Power calculations 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.12 0.04 
At each Jacobian 0.03 0.01 0.24 0.03 0.57 0.11 iteration construction 
LU and Solution 0.02 0.02 0.14 0.14 0.85 0.82 
Overall time 0.98 0.96 6.58 6.13 24.43 23.32 
From the CPU times reported in Table 4.1, it can be seen that overall times for the polar 
method are longer than for the rectangular method. Notice that the differences are 
basically in the parts of the process where calculations involve trigonometric operations, 
i. e. power calculation and Jacobian build up. Jacobian ordering, LU factorisation and 
solution process show little difference between the two methods. In both algorithms 
these functions are implemented using sparsity techniques with pointers pointing to 
structures [30]. As expected, CPU time differences increase with increasing sizes of 
networks. 
The total number of iterations needed for both algorithms to converge is the same: 6,5 
and 7 respectively. For all three systems the convergence rates of active and reactive 
powers show a similar profile, as seen in Figure 4.1 (a) and (b) 
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4.8 Solution of Large-scale Multiphase Power Network with Embedded 
VSC-based FACTS Controllers 
4.8.1 IEEE 11 8-node sYstem 
The three-phase power flow program written in C++, with the VSC-based FACTS 
models incorporated, has been used to solve a wide range of test systems, giving in 
each case very robust solutions. To illustrate this point, the IEEE 118-node system was 
modified to incorporate three different kinds of VSC-based FACTS controllers. 
Four STATCOMs, two back-to-back HVDC-VSCs and two full HVDC-VSC links were 
embedded in different parts of the network. The STATCOMs were connected at nodes 
28,53,58 and 75 in order to control voltage magnitude at 1 p. u. at those nodes. One 
back-to-back HVDC-VSC was added at the sending end of transmission line connecting 
nodes 20 and 21 to increase the active power flow from 28.7 MW to 32 MW at node 21. 
The voltage magnitude at node 20 was kept at 1 p. u. The second back-to-back HVDC- 
VSC was connected in series with transmission line 37-33 to increase active power flow 
by 25% at node 33. Also, voltage magnitude was kept at 1 p. u. at node 33. 
Transmission lines 96-97 and 114-115 were replaced by full HVDC-VSC links. Both DC 
links are used to control voltage magnitude at 1 p. u. at nodes 96 and 114, respectively. 
The first DC link is used to keep unchanged the active power flow, as in the base case, 
in node 96. The second DC link is used to double the active power flowing from nodes 
114 to 115. The Newton-Raphson method algorithm maintaing its quadratic 
convergence characteristic and the solution is achieved in six iterations for a power 
mismactch tolerance of le-12. 
The DC cable resistance in both links is taken to be 1%. Figure 4.2 shows the nodal 
voltage profile for both cases: the base case and the modified case, when eight VSC- 
based FACTS controllers are incorporated in the network. Table 4.2 shows the final 
values of the voltage sources representing the eight FACTS controllers. 
Table 4.2 Source voltages in the IEEE1 18-node system 
Devices Converter Va (P. U. ) 6, R(deg) station 
28 1.07447 13.39 
53 1.05323 13.73 STATCOM 58 1.05298 14.80 
75 1.09606 22.46 
20 1.02248 13.90 
Back-to-back 20' 1.01707 9.40 
HVDC 33 1.02787 12.19 
33' 1.01175 8.82 
96 1.03945 28.04 
Full HVDC 97 0.97025 27.36 
Link 114 1.04284 13.95 
115 1.05375 14.45 
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Figure4.2 Nodal voltage profile in the 118-node IEEE test system 
4.8.2 New England test system 
The IEEE New England test system is used to assess further the FACTS models in 
rectangular co-ordinates developed in this chapter. The test network shown in Figure 
4.3 consists of 10 generators, 12 transformers and 34 transmission lines connecting 39 
buses. In addition to the solution of the network with no controllers, three other cases 
are assessed: 
One STATCOM is placed at bus 17 in order to increase the nodal voltage 
magnitude from 0.9836 p. u. to 1.0 p. u. 
A Static Synchronous Series Controller is installed at bus 17 and an additional 
node, to reverse the active power flowing from bus 17 to bus 16, and to keep it at 
100 MW instead of 94 MW. Also, reactive power flowing from bus 17 to bus 16 is 
set to be controlled at 20 MVAR. 
A Back-to-Back HVDC-VSC is installed between buses 16 and 17 to invert the 
active power flowing from bus 17 to bus 16 and to keep it at 100 MW arriving to 
bus 16, and with a nodal voltage magnitude in bus 16 of 1 p. u. 
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Figure 4.3 New England test network 
The proposed FACTS VSC-based models achieve their intended control functions. The 
power flow results indicate that in order to keep the nodal voltage magnitude at 1 p. u. at 
the bus where the STATCOM is connected to, it injects 67.81 WAR of reactive power, 
with the following STATCOM parameters: voltage source VR= 1.05 p. u. at each phase 
and . 5, R= 2.85,242.85 and 122.85 degrees for phase ab and c, respectively. Use of the 
STATCOM results in an improved network voltage profile, especially at buses 
electrically close to the controller. Figure 4.4 shows the network voltage profile for the 
three cases and for the system with no controllers. The HVDC-BTB is used to keep a 
unitary voltage magnitude at bus 16, having an effect on voltage similar to that of the 
STATCOM, however, at bus 17 where the other unit is connected to, whose function is 
to regulate active power flow, the voltage drops slightly. In general, an improvement can 
be seen in the network's voltage profile. The SSSC, which has no di * rect control over voltage regulation, has a small impact on the network voltage profile, as can be seen 
from Figure 4.4 the main impact of the SSSC is on power flow regulation. 
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Figure 4.4 Network voltage profile 
Active power flows are only marginally affected by STATCOM equipment; and it is no 
surprise to see that the STATCOM placed at node 17 has little impact on the power flow 
in transmission lines connected to bus 17. A different situation arises at points where 
the SSSC and the HVDC are connected, since both controllers are used not only to 
control a specified active power flow, but to even reverse the flow of active power, now 
flowing from 17 to 16. From Figure 4.5, it can be seen the drasfic changes in power flow 
caused by both controllers. Due to the power flow reversal, transmission lines 
electrically close to the controller are also affected and their power flow is also reversed 
or increased. Transmission line 20 experiences the biggest increase with almost a 
100% increment. Figure 4.5(a-b) show the active and reactive power flows at the 
sending end of all transmission lines. 
As can seen from Figure 4.3, the test system being studied can be seen to consist of 
two grids joined together by three transmission lines, L1, L5 and L21. FACTS 
controllers were selected to be installed in transmission line L21 connecting bus 16 to 
17. The power exchanged between both systems, for the four previous cases is shown 
in Table 4.3. For completeness, Table 4.4 shows the internal voltages of the controllers. 
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Table 4.3 Power flow exchange between the two subsystems in p. u. 
Flowing from: Flowing to: 
Network System A System B 
Active Reactive Active Reactive 
Without 0.0756 -2.3368 0.0608 1.1467 
STATCOM 0.0748 -2.8007 0.0589 1.9342 
SSSC 0.1567 -2.5965 0.0518 1.4759 
BTB HVDC 0.0678 -2.6233 0.0541 1.7616 
Table 4.4 Internal voltage sources parameters 
Voltage 
System Magnitude An-gle 
(P-u) (deg) 
a 1.067 2.855 
STATCOM b 1.067 242.85 
c 1.067 122.85 
a 0.2681 -84.18 
SSSC b 0.2681 -204.18 
c 0.2681 35.82 
a, 1.1962 17.99 
b, 1.1962 257.99 
BTB Cl 1.1962 137.99 
HVDC a2 0.88 -9.09 
b2 0.88 230.01 
C2 0.88 110.91 
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FACTS controllers may be used to change the power flow distribution in a power 
system, and depending on specific conditions, changes can either increase or decrease 
active power losses. For the above three cases only the STATCOM is used to boost the 
voltage magnitude, resulting in reduced total active power losses. On the other hand, 
the BTB HVDC-VSC is used to force drastic increases in power flow in addition to 
voltage magnitude boost at one of the buses. It should be borne in mind that optimal 
placement of the controllers may reduce losses by improving the system voltage profile, 
beyond the research reported in this chapter. 
4.9 Summary 
, 
This chapter presents an alternative modelling approach to the way FACTS controllers 
are currently modelled in Newton-Raphson algorithms. Instead of using polar co- 
ordinates to obtain the mathematical model of conventional power networks 
components and VSC-based controllers, the models are realised using only rectangular 
co-ordinates. The VSC-based models have been incorporated along with the network 
components in a three-phase power flow algorithm in rectangular co-ordinates in which 
the real and imaginary parts of the nodal voltages are used as state variables. 
Models of VSC-based FACTS controllers in rectangular co-ordinates have been tested 
using several power systems of different sizes and degrees of operational complexity. 
The results obtained showed that the rectangular models have strong convergence 
capabilities, equal to their polar counterparts, and can be used to simulate with 
accuracy large-scale power networks. 
Rectangular power network modelling avoids using trigonometric expressions in key 
functions of the algorithm. It should be remarked that extensive testing has been 
conducted over a period of time, using a large number of test networks and the polar 
version seems to be slightly more time-consuming than the rectangular version, and the 
results presented in this chapter form a basis for comparison. 
Many power system applications involve the repeated solution of power flows solutions, 
with modifications to the network and/or nodal constrains in each case. Dynamic power 
flows, optimal power flows and outage assessments are some examples where 
repetitive power flows solutions are used. The rectangular co-ordinates formulation has 
been applied very successfully in dynamic power flows analysis, as presented in the 
next two chapters. 
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Chapter 5 
DYNAMIC PHASE-DOMAIN MODELLING OF 
POWER PLANT COMPONENTS 
5.1 Introduction 
The location of energy resources in many countries is remote from population centres 
and industrial development, and large blocks of electrical energy are transmitted over 
long distances. Moreover, load growth has increased to an all-time high during the past 
decades. Thus, significant increases in network generation and transmission capacity 
has been required to accommodate the load growth and maintain systems reliability. 
Another happening affecting power networks is deregulation of the industry and the 
creation of energy markets. This has promoted the expansion of large interconnected 
electricity highways, which are no longer constrained by national and political 
boundaries. Because of the coupling between power systems, disturbances that occur 
in one part of the system may affect the operation of the interconnected systems. 
Increasing demands on generation and transmission systems and interconnectivity have 
created the need for a better understanding of system stability margins. In order to study 
the behaviour of today's and future's power systems it is necessary to continue 
developing dynamic simulation models, methods and software to enable more realistic 
analysis of large-scale power systems. The three-phase transient stability approach 
adopted in this research project is a step forward in this direction. 
Many power systems are experiencing increased loadings at localised points of the 
transmission system, which may lead to lightly damped, low frequency (0.2-0.8 Hz) 
inter-area oscillations. Such oscillations can severely restrict system operation by 
requiring the curtailment of electric power transfers. These oscillations can also lead to 
widespread system disturbances if cascading outages of transmission lines occur due to 
oscillatory power swings. It is also common for many generators throughout the 
interconnected system to participate to some degree in inter-area oscillations since 
every generator connected to the system operates in synchronism with every other 
generator in the interconnected system [1-4]. 
5.2 Power System Stability 
Power System Stability may be defined as the ability that an electric power system has, 
for a given initial operating condition, to regain a state of operating equilibrium after 
being subjected to a physical disturbance, with system variables bounded so that 
system integrity is preserved. Integrity of the system is preserved when practically the 
entire power system remains intact with no tripping of generators or loads, except for 
those disconnected by the isolation of the faulted elements or intentionally tripped to 
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preserve the continuity of operation of the rest of the system. A key issue in the control 
of large-scale power network operation is to maintain stability. 
If following a transient disturbance the power system is stable, it will reach a new 
equilibrium state with practically the entire system remaining intact, i. e., with all 
generators and loads connected through a single contiguous transmission system. The 
actions of automatic controls and possibly human operators will eventually restore the 
system to normal state. On the other hand, if the system is unstable, it will result in a 
run-away or run-down situation; for example, a progressive increase in angular 
separation of generator rotors, or a progressive decrease in bus voltages. An unstable 
system condition could lead to cascading outages and a shutdown of a major portion of 
the power system [4-11]. Power systems are continually experiencing fluctuations of 
small magnitudes. However, for assessing stability when subjected to a specified 
disturbance, it is usually valid to assume that the system is initially in a true steady-state 
operating condition. 
An IEEEXIGRý joint task force has recently published a classification of power system 
stability and definitions, classification is based in identifying causes of instability, 
applying suitable analysis tools and developing corrective measures [1]. Figure 5.1 
show the proposed classification of power systems stability, using it and accord with the 
proposed terminology the present work can be situated in the shadow of the graphic, 
where the study period of interest may extend from few seconds to tens of minutes and 
with appropriated assumptions, systems and power plant equations are linearised. 
Frequency stability and voltage stability are concern with loss of loads or generation. 
As far as this author is aware, stability analysis of large-scale power system with 
embedded FACTS controllers has not received much research attention, certain 
' 
ly, the 
phase domain dynamic aspects of the topic have not yet been tackled anywhere. 
The main objective of this part of the research work is the realization of simple 
mathematical models of conventional power system components to assess the three- 
phase dynamic operation of electrical power networks. These models should be easily 
coupled with the dynamic models of FACTS equipment to be developed in the next 
chapter to perform a simultaneous solution of the network and dynamics equations 
using the implicit trapezoidal method and the Newton-Raphson method [12-14]. 
The first step in the project concerning transient stability is the development of 
conventional power plant component models in the phase domain. The novelty of the 
task in hand being the suitability of the transmission network models for large-scale, 
three-phase dynamic power flows analysis. 
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Figure 5.1 Classification of power system stability 
5.3 Dynamic Modelling Philosophy 
Small- 
Disturbance 
Voltage Stability 
I Liong-term I 
As discussed in previous chapters, power networks can be modelled as a set of non- 
linear equations corresponding to active and reactive nodal power injections, these are 
linearised around a base operating point determined by generation and load powers, 
and nodal voltages. On the other hand, models of active power plant components, such 
as generators, are described by a set of first order differential equations. By suitable 
combination of both sets of equations the complete power system model, aimed at time 
response calculations of large-scale power networks, can be reduced to an algebraic- 
differential initial value problem of the form, 
dy 
= F(y, x) dt 
O=G(x, y) (5.2) 
where y and x are vectors of integrable and non-integrable algebraic variables. In 
general, F and G are non-linear vector functions and thus the non-integrable network 
variables cannot be eliminated algebraically. The initial conditions for a stability study 
are determined by a steady-state power flow solution. Thereafter equations (5.1) and 
(5.2) must be solved simultaneously as a function of time [12-13]. 
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Consequently the objective of the dynamic power analysis is to solve y and x as a 
function of time. Set (5.1) comprises the differential equations of all synchronous 
generators, since each generator is coupled to the other power plants only through the 
network, set (5.1) is a collection of separate subsets. Set (5.2) comprises network 
equations and the stator equations of each machine, transformed into the network 
reference frame. This set of equations is interdependent and therefore the solution 
technique must provide a simultaneous solution. The open literature offers a wide range 
of numerical methods to solve them. B. Stott [12] reviews the basic requirements of 
numerical methods used to compute the system dynamic response, and concludes that 
they should be as fast as possible within the boundaries of accuracy, reliability, 
economy of computer storage, flexibility, and ease of maintenance. Furthermore, Stott 
reviews the advantages and disadvantages of the most popular integration methods. In 
his work the integrations methods are classified into two main techniques, partitioned 
and simultaneous. A partitioned solution is one where the differential and algebraic 
portions of the equations are not solved at the same time. Whereas, the simultaneous 
approach is where the differential equations are transformed into algebraic equations 
and combined with the network algebraic equations for all variables to be solved 
simultaneously. The partitioned solution is the traditional method, used in nearly all- 
present day industrial programs. 
5.4 Power Plant Components Dynamic Modelling 
Power-generating plants or generating stations comprise the various devices involved in 
energy transformation from mechanical to electrical; generators, voltages regulators, 
governors, turbines and auxiliary equipment. The main components of the generation 
system are shown in Figure 5.2. In terms of water turbine the unit governor receives 
information on the system frequency and power, which together with pre-defined set 
values, is used to control the turbine guide vanes to regulate the water flows through the 
penstock in order to match the system power requirements and regulate the grid 
frequency. The governor also receives a power reference signal, which is used to 
provide a feed-forward estimate of the gate opening needed for a given change in 
generated power. This signal gives a rapid initial response after which the final gate 
position is determined by governor action [15]. 
Dynamic models of the power-generation plant components are normally described by 
ordinary differential equations. This section illustrates the procedures used to create 
typical models, suitable for dynamic power flows and steady-state stability in time frame 
of reference. IEEE task forces have periodically issued recommendations for the 
modelling of the various power plant components [16]. 
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Figure5.2 Power plant block diagram [12] 
5.4.1 Synchronous generator model 
Generators are devices that convert mechanical energy to electrical energy. Every 
generator or synchronous machine connected to the system operates in synchronism 
with every other generator in the system. The characteristics of generators have a 
considerable influence on the stability limits of a system. Synchronous generators 
undergo electrical and mechanical phenomena when seen from a dynamic perspective, 
resulting in components which are not straightforward to model. Its dynamic behaviour 
can be described by a set of non-linear differential equations [16-17]. 
In general, when a power system is in steady-state, the electrical power output of each 
generator is equal to the power applied to the rotor. However, and because the 
operation of the power system is quite susceptible to disturbances (load changes, short 
circuits and equipment outages), such power balance could be lost resulting in a power 
mismatches between the input and output power of generators, and therefore the rotors 
depart form steady-state operation. To study this phenomena and the impact on the 
whole system, dynamic models of generators are required. Complexity of the model 
depends on a number of factors such as the kind of disturbance being studied, location 
of the disturbance and time duration of the even [16-21]. 
Electromechanical equations: the starting point for developing comprehensive 
electromechanical models of the power system is the schematic representation of the 
basic power balance of the generator, shown in Figure 5.3. The equation of motion of 
the turbine is derived using Figure 5.2 along with Newton law's for rational motions. 
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pm 
Figure 5.3 Diagram of the power balance of a generator 
The power balance equation for each generator node is given by the following 
expression 
d, 3 
Md2'5+DT P -P dt2 t 
(5.3) 
where 9 denotes the rotor position relative to a certain rotating frame. The term d8ldt 
represents the angular velocity and d'Sldt' is the angular acceleration of the rotor. In 
this expression P. is the mechanical input power which counters the electrical power P.. 
This second order differential equation known as the swing equation, can be 
decomposed into two first order differential equations by a change of variable (i. e. 
setting 
dS 
= (cq -wo)) dt 
dw 
=; 
rf(, [P. 
- P, -D (w - w1j)] (5.4) dt H 
dS 
dt = 0) _ O)o 
where 
M is the inertia moment, 2HIwo 
H is the inertia constant, kW/KVA 
P. is the mechanical power of the generator, p. u. 
P, is the electrical power of the generator, p. u. 
D is the damping coefficient, s/rad 
WO is the synchronous speed, 2; rfo, rad/s 
fo is the synchronous frequency, Hz 
8 is the load angle, rad 
(5.5) 
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Electromagnetic equations: virtually all synchronous machine models used for routine 
large-scale studies are based on Park's transformation [22-23] of the machine three- 
phase quantities relating the flux linkages into components along direct (d) and 
quadrature (q) axes. A generator model with three stator windings and in the rotor one 
field winding and two hypothetical short-circuited winding (Figure 5.4(b)). This level of 
representation normally is adequate to represent most transient effects. 
ia 
e 
\ea 
d 
lkd 
ikd 
% ---b. lb 
eb 
/ 
q-axis 
d-E 
xiic-/ý 
Figure 5.4 Synchronous machine: (a) Schematic representation and (b) equivalent five 
winding model 
With reference to Figure 5.4, assuming a balanced design of the machine and operation 
at near synchronous speed, the algebraic equations that describe generator voltage 
relations can be written by a set of equations based on direct and quadrature 
parameters, 
E-rI- jxdId - Jxq Iq aaa 
I. = Id + Fq 
where 
vI 
E. 
r. 
Xd 
Xq 
Id 
Iq 
I. 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
is the terminal voltage of phase a 
is the excitation voltage or voltage behind the generator's impedance at phase a 
is the armature resistance for phase a 
is the direct reactance 
is the quadrature axis reactance 
is the direct axis current 
is the quadrature axis current 
is the phase a current 
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It should be noticed that the following simplifying assumptions are made in this model: 
a. saturation is neglected 
b. permeance harmonics do not exist 
c. frequency conversion effects are disregarded 
Differential Equations (5.4)-(5.5), representing mechanical moti6n, together with 
Equation (5.6) for voltage behind the generator's impedance are the minimum required 
to study synchronous generator dynamics [18-19]. 
5.4.2 Automatid voltage regulator model 
In the control of synchronous generators, automatic voltage regulators (AVRs) have 
been used over many years. AVRs have evolved from the early electromechanical types 
to the solid state AVRs controlled with analogue circuits found most commonly in 
service today. With recent advances in microprocessors technology making faster and 
more powerful processors readily available it is now possible to implement more 
complex forms of adaptive and fixed parameters based controllers [24]. A variable- 
voltage exciter whose output is controlled by the voltage regulator supplies field current 
to a synchronous generator. Modern excitation systems are very fast and reliable. The 
exciter and its voltage regulator are collectively referred as the excitation system. 
Several general-purpose models for excitation systems have been published [25-27]. 
AVRs have a local voltage control system in a feedback loop that aims to keep the 
voltage at the machine terminals at a set level. The exciter produces the field voltage, 
Efd based on the reference voltage, V,, f and the machine terminal voltage, V, When a 
disturbance occurs in the system, and as a result, V, drops, the AVR boots up the field 
voltage; this action increases the terminal voltage. 
The present work uses a simplified AVR model, similar to the one used by other 
researchers [28-30]. The excitation system is the IEEE type 1 [28], but with no 
saturation representation. Figure 5.5 shows the block diagram of the AVR. 
Efd max 
VIle AV 
+0-ý'a 
v 
Efd mim 
j '+STdIC 
E 
GTni-er-at-o-r-ý 
Figure 5.5 Automatic Voltage Regulator block diagram 
The differential equation for the AVR is linear, and its state variables and control input 
quantities can be arranged as follows: 
,&V= V"f - V7. (5.8) 
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Efd=KAAV Efd min :5 Efd :! ý Efdff" (5.9) 
dE KA 
(V,,, 
f - VT)-E 
Tt Tdo 
where 
E is the open-circuit terminal voltage magnitude or excitation voltage 
Efd is the applied voltage 
Td 0 is the open-circuit field transient time constant 
V, f is the pre-specified reference voltage (magnitude) 
KA is the excitation gain 
The voltage reference, V,,. f , may be calculated as 
V"f = 
EO 
+V0 KA T 
where EO and VO are the initial excitation and terminal voltages of the generator. 
5.4.3 Governor model 
(5.10) 
The turbine speed governor is one of the most important piece equipment in a power 
station. The governor system should be capable of controlling the speed of the turbine 
at all power outputs and operation modes. Its performance plays an important. role in 
power systems operation [29]. The governor system receives information on the 
system's frequency and power demand, and acts to correct any frequency deviation 
from the base operating frequency by mean of valves adjustments. This is done by 
varying the amount of steam flow in the case of a steam turbine, water in the case of a 
hydro unit, and fuel in the case of a combustion turbine or diesel engine. Depending on 
the governor control parameters, the turbine may either add or subtract damping from 
the natural damping [32-34]. 
Two governor models are used in the present work. Both models are simplified 
representations of those given in the IEEE report in reference 35 and 36. The block 
diagram in Figure 5.6 gives the model for the speed governor system used in steam 
turbines. 
PGV(max) 
P", &P ý CU PC , /- -I Turbine and 
I+sTc J Generator 
PGV(m1n) 
Aw 
Figure 5.6 Steam turbine block diagram 
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The mathematical equations for the adopted steam turbine model are. 
Aw = co -coo 
AP = P,,, - KAw (5.12) 
dPGv 
= 
Ap - 
PGV 
(5.13) dt T.: 
where 
K is the governor gain 
T, is the governor time constant 
P", is the power set point 
A typical hydraulic speed governor system produces a position that is assumed to be 
linear. It gives an instantaneous indication of speed, and is represented by a gain K 
which is the reciprocal of droop. The present work uses the model recommended in 
references [28,35] for hydro speed governors undergoing slow transients, and it is 
shown in Figure 5.7. 
PGV(max) 
P., PGV 
Turbine and 
+ Uenerator 
PGV(min) 
AP Ac 
I+S1. c 
Figure 5.7 Hydro governor block diagram 
Based on Figure 5.7, the mathematical equations for the adopted hydro speed governor 
model are 
Aw =WO -w 
dAP KAw - AP 
dt Z, 
Pp 
GV set - 
Ap 
where: 
K is the governor gain 
T" is the governor time constant 
P", is the power set point 
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5.4.4 Turbine model 
The element of a generating unit, spun by the force of water or steam to drive the 
electric generator, is the turbine. A turbine usually consists of a series of curved vanes 
or blades on a central spindle. For dynamic power flow studies or dynamic stability 
studies, the turbine model need to be represented in some detailed. 
Steam turbines, the model adopted in the present work is the so-called tandem 
compound, double reheat type as defined by the IEEE [35-36]. The tandem compound 
type has only one shaft driving the generator, on which three turbines, high pressure 
(HP), intermediate pressure (IP) and low pressure (LP) turbines are mounted. The 
simple model adopted in the present work is based on the block diagram shown in 
Figure 5.8. 
Reheater II Crossover 
valve Control 
position valves P 
steam 
chest 
pu 
F FHýP FFýjp FýLp 
PG 
V11 
PHP 11111 PLP 
. 0. - 77 -s -TcI 
0 1+ sTcu 1+ sT., 
(b) 
Figure 5.8 Steam turbine; (a) System configuration, (b) approximate linear model 
The mathematical equations that represent the steam turbine are given as follows: 
dPHp P -P GV HP = 
dt TCH (5.17) 
dP, 
p Ptp - Plp = dt TRH 
(5.18) 
dPLp Pip - PLp 
= 
dt TCO 
(5.19) 
Pm = PHpFHP + PpFlp + PLpFLp (5.20) 
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where 
PGV is the output power from control valve 
is the steam chest time constant (including the high pressure (HP) stage of the TCH 
turbine time constant) 
TRH is the re-heater time constant (including the intermediate-pressure (IP) stage of 
the turbine time constant) 
TCO is the steam storage of the cross-over time constant (including the low-pressure 
(LP) stage of the turbine time constant) 
FHP is the HP turbine power fraction 
Fn, is the IP turbine power fraction 
FLp is the LIP turbine power fraction 
P. is the equivalent generator input mechanical power 
Hydraulic turbines, transient characteristics of hydro turbines are determined by the 
dynamics of the water flow in the penstock. Appropriates hydraulic turbine models have 
been proposed by the IEEE task forces [35-36] for dynamic studies. The simple model 
adopted in the present work is based on the block diagram shown in Figure 5.9 and its 
corresponding mathematical equation is: 
dP. PGV -TWPGV -P. 
dt Tw /2 
where 
TW is the water time constant 
PGV is the equivalent input power to turbine 
P. is the equivalent input power to generator 
PG 
V1- STV 
] P. 
W 
1+sTwl2 
Figure 5.9 Simple linear model for hydro turbines 
5.5 Power System Components Dynamic Models 
(5.21) 
For dynamic power flow assessment, conventional models of the power system 
components are modelled with algebraic equations that are essentially the same as 
those used in steady-state operation, i. e. the fast dynamics associated with the 
synchronous machine stator, transmission lines, and loads are neglected. Algebraic 
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equations of the network derived from the power plant component models developed in 
previous chapters are coupled to the ordinary differentials equations. Three-phase 
transmission lines are modelled by standard nominal r-models. Mutual couplings 
between phases are considered. Loads are typically modelled as passive components, 
which are functions of voltage and frequency. In this work, a constant load power 
representation is used. Conventional shunt compensation is modelled as constant shunt 
admittances. 
5.6 Dynamic Power Flow Algorithm 
A general three-phase dynamic power flow algorithm using the implicit trapezoidal rule 
and the Newton-Raphson iterative method has been developed. The numerical method 
is shown in Appendix IV [12,14,28]. The algorithm takes advantage of the three-phase 
power flow algorithm in rectangular coordinates presented in the previous chapter. 
Figure 5.10 shows the overall structure of the dynamic power flow algorithm. 
5.7 Differential Equations Discretization , 
The ordinary differential equations developed in previous sections for the power plant 
components need to be transformed into algebraic equations, something that can be 
achieved by applying the trapezoidal method given in Appendix IV. The ensuing 
algebraic equations are solved, simultaneously, with the algebraic equations 
representing the network. 
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Figure5.10 Dynamic power flow algorithm 
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5.7.1 Synchronous generator 
Section 5.4.1 provides the dynamic model of the generator. The swing equation, 
represented by Equations (5.4) and (5.5), is the differential equations to be 
algebraisized, and used in the simultaneous-solution method. The electrical power 
supplied by the generator to the network can be obtained using the generator equivalent 
circuit in the frame of reference, as shown in Figure 5.11. 
node k 
TI" 
vb 
k 
vc k 
Some modelling assumptions are made; first we assume that the phase angle* (8) of 
the voltage behind the transient reactance coincides with the mechanical angle relative 
to the synchronous rotating reference. Moreover, saliency is neglected, i. e. (Xd = Xq 
The three complex voltages behind the transient reactances are assumed to be 
displaced from each other by 120', 
cos 46 +j sin J- cos 9' +J sin 8' 
- 
E=IEI cos(45-2' +jsin(S-2, lL =JEJ cos, 5b+jsingb 3)3) (5.22) 
cos (, 5 + I-) +j sin (. 3 + -2x)_ cos 8" +j sin S' 33 
In rectangular co-ordinates nodal voltage at bus k becomes: 
ei + jfk' 
b +jfb j 
Vk= 
e, k 
eic + jfjc 
(5.23) 
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With these assumptions, and using Figure 5.11 along with Equations (5.22) and (5.23), 
the expressions for the three-phase complex electrical power may be written as 
-v k- ký 
If* io Y'o VJ, E)* (5.24) S f-Vk a- 
SýP = EPIkß* = EPYP* (EP Vf (5.25) 
After performing some complex algebraic operations and collecting real and imaginary 
parts, the three-phase active and reactive powers at bus k supplied by the generator 
become: 
2 
aa n 
Pk -'ý 
ra2 + Xda2 
[-r. a (eka COS 6a + fk' sin 5') + Xýda 
(fka COS ga - eka sin, 5,, + 
ra2 'a2 a+ 
Xd 
brb 
+b (eb + fkb sin, 5b) + Xd" 
(fkb 
cos. 5b - ei' sin, 5')] + 
(vk )2 
it 
b2 b2 
[-ra 
k COS 
8b 
b2 , b2 ra + Xd ra + Xd 
(c )2 
rc Vk, 
a + ;c COS 8' - ec sin 45c + 
rc2 + Xdc2 
[-ra (ek' 
COS 5c + fkc sin t5c + Xdc 
(fk' 
rc2 c2 + Xd 
(5.26) 
2a 
I 
JEJ 
5a + _(. 
Vka ra 
Qk 
-,,: -+ ., 
[r. ' (eka sin P- fka cos 8) - Xd" 
(eia 
cos t3a + fka sin 'a2 ra2 a ra2 
+ Xd Xd 
2 
IEI b)]+ r. 
++,, [r,, ' (ek'sin, 5' -fk' cos 5') - Xd" (ei' cos 8' + 
fk' 
Sin 8 rb2 +X b2 Xd d 
)2 
rc 
+ [r,, c (ei sin t5c - fkccos Sc Yc 
(ekc 
cos 8c - 
fkcsin 8c)] + 
Vk, 
a c 
2 c2 kd rc2 C2 r, c + Xd 
a 
+Xd 
(5.27) 
Whereas the powers at the terminal of the synchronous generator become, 
p 
JEJ [-r. ' 
(ek' 
COS 5' + fk'sin8')+Xd"(ei'sin, 5'-fk' COS 8')] + e ra2 ra2 xda2 + Xdli, 
a+ 
JEJ F_rb (ei COS. 6b + fkbsin . 5b) (e'sin 5b b COS gb)] + 
JE12 
r. 
b 
+bi 
b2 b2 ak+ 
Xdb Ak 
12 b2 ra + Xd ra + Xd 
+ [-r(e (eic sin 8c fk c COS'5c )]+ 
JE12 
r,, ' 
c2 
" COS'5c + fkc S""5') + Xd 
rcz c2 
k 
rc2 
17 
+ Xd 
a+ 
Xd 
(5.28) 
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'a JEJ IEI'Xd [ra (ek' 
sin c5' - 
fka COS o5') + Xd' 
(ek' 
COS 5' + fka sin 8')] + Qe 
ra2 a2 ra2 a2 a+ 
Xd 
a+ 
Xd 
JEJ 
fl COS Sb) + Xd COS. 5b 
JE12 Xd b 
-ýýT k"b 
(e' + fkb sin ')] + 
rb2 + rb2 . V. 
2 
[rab (ekb sin, 5b dk 45 , b2 
a+da 
Xd 
JEJ "' (e' COS 8' - fo sin 8c)] 
.+ JE12 Xd c 
-- ' (ek'sin8c -fk' COS 
5') + Xd 
c2 k c2 k c2 c2 r, c2 + Xd ra + Xd 
(5.29) 
Substituting the active power equation (5.28) and the mechanical power equation 
((5.20) in the case of a steam turbine) into the speed differential equation (5.4) of the 
generator, it becomes: 
dw ; rf, 
dt =H 
'IPHpFHP+ Pjp FH, + Puý FLp 
JEJ 
ga a COS 5a)] -- ' a2 
[-r,, ' (ea Cos 8' + fk' sin ga + Xd' (eka sin 
fkl 
72 +Xd ra 
IEI fb bb COS, 5b 
rb2 b2 
[-r. sin t5b +Xd ki Igb A (5.30) 
b COS8' + (eb sin k b 
(ek 
k 
a+ 
Xd 
rc2 
IEI 
' c2 
[-rac (ekc 
COS Sc + fk' sin 8') + Xdc (ei' sin ff - 
fkc COS 43C 
a+ 
Xd 
31EI'r,, ' 
D (o) - wo) ra2 a2 
a+ 
Xd 
Based on practical designs, equal armature resistance and admittances can be selected 
for all three phases so that equation (5.30) can be reduced to: 
dw 7rfo JEJ 
-= -i--IP dt I 
Hp FHp + Plp FIp + PLp 
FLp 
+ x 
[(e. ' cos S' + fk' sin 8') + 
(ek' 
Cos d5b + fk'sin '3b) + 
(e. ' cos S' + fk' sin S" )] 
5b 
(5.31) 
+ Xd f(ek' sin 5' -fka cos 5'2 
)+ (ek' 
sin - 
fkb cos 15' 
)+ (ek'sing' -fk' cos, 5" )]) 
2X2 -D(co-wo) 
Application of the trapezoidal rule to differential equations (5.31) and (5.5), yields explicit 
expressions for the synchronous speed and rotor angle. These are derived as follows: 
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COG) co(I-Al) + 
At dro 
+ 
dco 
(5.32) 
2( dt dt 
. 3(, ) + 
At( d8 
+ 
dS 
(5.33) 
2 dt dt 
Substitution of equations (5.30) and (5.6) into equations (5.32) and (5.33) and grouping 
term together gives 
+ F(, 
-A, ) 
(w) + k(. ) 0 (5.34) 
F(, ) 
(8) + F(, 
-A, ) 
(8) + k(8) 0 (5.35) 
where 
, 
At ; rfo f IEI(, ) F(, ) 
(w) = w(, ) +--- 2H+ Xd' 
I-r,, [(ek(, 
) COS d5(', ) + fk(, ) sin d5(, ) 
)+ (ekb(, 
) COS 45(6, ) + fk6(, ) sin 8(', ) 
+ (eic(, ) cos g(c, ) 
+ Akc(l) sin t5(c, ))] 
+X* [(ei(, ) sin 5(, ) - fk(, ) c'o 
(5.36) 
dS 
6(, 
) + 
(e, '(, 
) sin 
8(6, 
) - 
fk(, 
) COS 
9ý'6) 
+ (eic(, ) sin 5(c, ) - 
fkc(, 
) COS (5(c, ) 
)] 
+2'2+ Do)(, ) - 
FHpPHP(, ) - FpPp(, ) - 
FLpPLp(, 
) 
r. + Xd 
and 
At ; Tfo f IEI(, -&) F(, 
-At) 
(w) -w(, _) 
jr2 
+Xd2 2Hl 
I-ra [(ei', 
(, -Al) 
coS, 5(a sin t5(, t5, & , _&) 
+ fk*(, 
-, U) -, )) + 
(ek(, 
-I) 
COS (- )+ 
fk(, 
-,,, ) sin, 6('-,,, )) 
+ 
(ek 
sin, 6, c, ic(, -,, ) COS 
g(cl-, 
W) 
+ fkc(t-&) 
-,, ) 
)l 
+Xd [(ek7(, 
-, ) sin. 
6(a, 
-, ) - 
fk(, 
-,,, ) 
COS J(a, 
(5.37) 
+ (ei 16, t- )-f, (- )COS k(, -, ) 
sin k'l At '66 A, 
+ 
(eic(, 
-,, )sin 
fk(t-Al) COS 8(cl-m 
)] 
+ Dw(, - F. -A, ) 2"2 lipPHp(, _ä, ) - 
FpPlp(, 
-ä, ) - 
FLpPLp(, 
d 
+ Xd 
1 
At)rfo 
Doo 
H 
For the rotor angle: 
(5.38) 
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RO (9) = 9(, ) - 
At 
tow (5.39) 2 
F(, 
-&) 
65) - 
At 
(5.40) 
2 
k(, 5) = 2At; rfo (5.41) 
It should be noted that equations (5.38) and (5.41) are constants. Terms relating to time 
(0 and equations (5.36) and (5.39), are used to derive the terms in the Jacobian matrix 
to be evaluated in, each iteration. 
The Jacobian elements relating to the generator synchronous speed w are, 
aF(w) 
= 
At; rfo JEJ(t) ' sin, 6) 2 
(-r. 
cos 8+ xd 
2 
, Deia 
1 2H r,, + Xý 
W(w) Abrfo JEI (r,. sin 8+ xd' cos 5) 2 2 aa f + Xd, 2H r, 
aF (co) 
b 
At; rfo 
IEI(, 
) (15 
- 25/3) + Xd' sin (8- 25/3)] 2 ,2L r-- Cos Te 
k 2H r +x d 
aF (w) At; rfo JEJ 
3 3)+X COS 
2y 
,2 
[r,, sin (8- 2y d3 2 afk 2H r + Xd 
aF(o)) Atzfo 
2 
IEI(1)7 
sin (8 +2 Y3 . COS 
(g + 2%) + Xý 
2 2 Oek 2H + Xd r,, 
aF(o)) 
c 
At; rfo JEI COS (8 + 25/3 
,2 
[r. 
sin (8 + 25/3) + xý 2 afk 2H +x r 
.d 
aF (w) 
=I+ 
At; rfo D 
aw 
( 
2H 
) 
aF (w) Atxf, 0 (r. f[etsing-f«cost5] 
,t r2 +Xd2 c19 2H 
. 
3 3)]+[ek kv 
COS + 23/3 " fe, ' sin (8 - zy, ) - f, ' COS 
(8 
- 2y c sin (8 + 25/3) -f 
" X, 
J[eka 
COS 8+ fka sin 5] + [e, ' COS (8 - 
25/3) + fk' sin (8- 2y3)] 
" rec COS (, 5 + 2y) + fO Sin (8 + 2y)])) k3k3 
(5.42) 
(5.43) 
(5.44) 
(5.45) 
(5.46) 
(5.47) 
(5.48) 
(5.49) 
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aF W At; rf, 02 (-r. f[e,, COS 8+ fk sin 8] alEl 2Hr,, ' + Xd 
+ 
[ek' 
COS (15 - 25/3) + f'sin 
(6-25/ COS (8 + 25/3 )+ fk' sin (, 5 + 2y3)]l ,t 3)] + 
[e,, ' 
-2y3)-f 
(5.50) 
3 +X' 
f[ek'sin, 5-fkcosg]+[etbsin(i5 kb COS 
(8 - 2y d 3)] 
+ [e. ' sin (8 + 2y COS (15 + 2% 
61EIr,, 
3 3)-f k+r. 2z j+ Xd 
aF (w) 
=_ 
Abrfo FHp 
(5.51) OPHP 2H 
OF (w) 
=_ 
At; rfo Flp (5.52) 
apip 2H 
aF (co) At; rfo FLp (5.53) apLp 2H 
While the Jacobian elements for the angles are 
aF(S) At 
(5.54) 50) -T 
cis 
=1 (5.55) 
5.7.2 Automatic voltage regulator 
The algebraic form of the AVR differential equation (5.10) is 
E(, 
-A, ) 
+ 
At 
+ 
dE 
(5.56) 
2 dt dt 
Substitution of equation (5.10) into equation (5.56) and grouping terms together gives 
F(, ) 
(E) + F(, -, ) 
(E) + k(, s) =0 (5.57) 
where 
F, (E) ät 
[ 
-KA 
(e(2, 
) + 
f(1) )y2 
- (5.58) 
2 Td0 
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(2 
2- E(I 
F(t-At) (E) = -E(, -At) - 
At -KA + f, 
, 
I-W))y _At) (5.59) 
2[ Td 01 
k(E) 
= -At 
[ 
Td'O 
1 
(5.60) 
The Jacobian elements for the Automatic Voltage Regulator are 
OF (E) AtKA 
(5.61) ae 2Tdo (e2 +f 2 )Y2 
OF(E) AtKA f 
(5.62) 
clf 2Tdo (e 2+ f2)y2 
W(E) 
=1+ 
At 
(5.63) OE dO ýT' 
5.7.3 Governor 
The algebraic form of the governor equation (5.13) is 
At dPGv dP p+ Gv PGV(I) 
' GV(t-&)+ 2( dt 
I(, 
) dt (, -A, )) 
(5.64) 
Substitution of equation (5.13) into equation(5.64) and grouping terms together gives 
, ) =0 
F(, ) 
(PGJ + F(t + k(p -A, ) 
(PGV) 
G 
where 
At [ -Kw(, ) -p GV(t) F(, ) 
(PGV) = PGV(I) -2 
1 
At [ -Kw( -P F(I-Al) (PGV) "ý -PGV(I-Al) - I-At) GV(t-At) 
2 T, 
k(p ,, + 
Kwo 
.,. ) _ _At[ 
P 
T, 
The Jacobian elements for this governor model are: 
(5.65) 
(5.66) 
(5.67) 
(5.68) 
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aF(PGV) 
=AtK (5.69) aw 2 T, 
aF(Pr, v) =1+ -ý-, (5.70) apG 
v2T, 
The governor equation (5.15) for cases of slow transients, in algebraic form is: 
AP(, ) = AP(, -&) 
+ 
At dAPI dAPI 
2( dt 1(, ) 
71 1(, 
-&)) 
Substitution of equation (5.15) into equation (5.71) and grouping terms together gives 
F(, ) 
(AP) + F(, -, u) 
(AP) + k(Ap) =0 (5.72) 
where 
F(, ) 
(AP) = AP(, ) - 
ät [ Kw(, ) - AP(, ) (5.73) 2Z1 
ät [ Kw(1 - AP F(, 
-, w) 
(AP) -&, ) (, -A, ) (5.74) 
2' Zý 
k(Ap) 
Ka 
(5.75) 
Z, 
The Jacobian elements for the governor model, assuming slow transients, are: 
OF (AP) 
_At _L (5.76) 
cl co 2 T, 
OF(A. P) 
=1+ 
At 
(5.77) aAp 2 T, 
5.7.4 Steam turbine 
The differential equations of the steam turbine model can be written in algebraic form for 
the steam turbine high-pressure: 
At dPHp dP. PHP(t) ý-- PHP(I-At) ++ HP (5.78) 
2( dt (1) dt 
1(1-&) ) 
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Substitution of equation (5.17), which corresponds to the steam turbine high-pressure, 
into equation (5.78) and grouping terms together gives 
F(, ) 
(PHP)+ F(, 
-, ) 
(PHP) 
+ k(p, (5.79) Hp ) 
where 
t) - 
At p GV(t) -p HP(t). 
) 
(5.80) F(, ) 
(Plip) 
--- PHp( 2 TCH 
At PGV(t-, Nt) - 
PHP(t-At) 
F(, 
-At) 
(PHP) 
« -PHP«-ät) 2 TCH 
(5.81) 
k(pý 
, up) 
=0 (5.82) 
For the steam turbine intermediate-pressure 
At (ýLPp I dP 
P, + lp (5.83) lp(') plp('-Al) dt (1) dt (, -A, )) 
Substitution of equation (5.18), which corresponds to the steam turbine intermediate- 
pressure, into equation (5.83) and grouping terms together gives 
F(l) (Pjp) + F(, -A, ) 
(Plp) + k(jj, ) =0 (5.84) 
where 
F(, ) 
(Plp) = Plp(, ) - 
At ( 
PHP(t) - PIP(t) 
(5.85) 2 TRH 
. 
ýt PHP((-Al) - PIP((-At) 
F(t-Al) (Plp) = -Plp(t. At) -2_ TRH (5.86) 
k(pý 
") =0 (5.87) 
Finally, for the steam turbine low-pressure: 
At dPLp dP. 
PLP(t) ý PLP(I-Al) ++ LP (5.88) 
2( dt (1) dt (, -A, ) 
) 
Substitution equation (5.19), which corresponds to the steam turbine low-pressure, into 
equation (5.88) and grouping terms together gives 
F(, ) 
(PLp )+ F(, 
-A, ) 
(PLp )+ k(, 
pLp) =0 (5.89) 
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where 
At p -P F(, ) 
(PLp )= PLp(t) -2( 
W(t) 
Tco 
LP(() 
) 
(5.90) 
F(I-Al) (PLp) = -PLp(I. At) - 
At 
( PIP(t-At) -p LP(t-At) 
T Tco 
k (PLP) =0 (5.92) 
The Jacobian elements for the three-stage steam turbine model are: 
OF(PHP)= 
_ 
At 
(5.93) apGV 2 TcH 
W (PHp 
+ 
At 
(5.94) apHP 2 TcH 
OF (Pjp) At 
apHP (5.95) 2 TRH 
aF (Plp) 
+ 
At 
(5.96) 
CIPIP 2 
TRH 
aF (PLp At . 
L9pip 
5.97) 2Tco 
aF (PLp) 
+ -L, - (5.98) apLp 2Tco 
Dynamic Power Flow Formulation 
In order to apply the Newton-Raphson method using the simultaneous approach, to 
solve the system equations representing the power network and the algebraic equations 
of generating plants, the dynamic power flow formulation is expressed by the following 
relationship: 
[X] it 
=[X 
] "-'_[A B] (-i: -i F(X) 11-1 
(5.99) 
YI YI CD, 
[F(Y)], 
where X and Y are the variables to be updated at each iteration, it. The variables X are 
formed from the real and imaginary parts of the nodal voltages, i. e. X=[ei fkp] q 
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whereas Y is formed from the generating plants variables, i. e. 
Y= [w, 8, Ej PGII PH,, PI,, PLp, DP, ]"when steam power plants are present. 
Alternatively, the following state vector is used Y=[w, 8j Ej g P. JT for hydro 
plants. The matrix 
A BI is the Jacobian matrix, formed by sub matrices A, B, C and 
[C 
D 
D. 
5.8.1 Jacobian matrix formation 
The Jacobian matrix may consist of up to two times the number of nodes plus eight 
times the number of steam plants and five times the number of hydro plants. 
Sub-matrix A only contains Jacobian entries representing the transmission network, 
whereas D only contains Jacobian entries of generating plants. Submatrices B and C 
are made up of Jacobian terms corresponding to the coupling of the transmission 
network and generating plant components; these entries are interfacing entries between 
the static and dynamic elements. Jacobian submatrices for steam power plants have the 
following structures: 
10 _a4 P apk P apk p apk 
aek' 0 afý 0 ae. 
b 
p p a fnb 
dQkP dQkl dQkP 1 k dQo 
dek' d' N p  de' b dfý 
lb 
A=l 
0p 
. 
Pnb lapn'ob 
... 
Opnpb '9pnpb 
'o M, Ofk'o aen Oe, L k, ' 'ob b 
pp 
. 
d0--b dQnPb dQnpb dOb 
P dej, de, ', de kl' dfý 
J 
B=l 
a4p_ apkp apkp 
1945, aE, 
aQk 190 a Qkp 
awi M, aE, 
pnb apn'ob Opnpb 
aw, W, 49Ei 
ap Qnb 0 Ni'ib p IoQnb 
awi 08i aE, 
ap pk p apk p apA P apk (340 
ÖPGVI ÖPHPi i9pipi apLpi aDP, 
p L9 0 ao 0 aQk p 00 'DQkp 
apGVi apHPI apIpi apLpi aDPi 
apn'ob p apnb p apnb apn'ob p apnb 
DPGVI apHPi apipi apLpi DDP, 
Q -0 nb t'Qnb 
0 p x L'Qnb 
- 
P 
loQnb 
P 
C'Qnb 
'3PGVi apHPI 
, ", 
ip ULpi WPj 
(5.100) 
(5.101) 
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C=l 
D=l 
aF v) OF, (o» aF i (E) t9Fi P. 9v) i( c9F 
PH. 
1, 
) 
i( 
aF PIp) (P aFi 
Lp) L9F, 
(DP) T 
&kp 0 a4 p &k cleio k p ae k t9e, ' doe" k e. 
P 
aF, (w) U, (w) aF, (E) aF, (P) L9F, (Pqp) aFi (Pjp) bFi (PLp) aF, (DP) 
aP fk p afk p afk ap fk p Ofk P 9fk p aft 
(5.102) 
aF, OF, (8) aF, (E) L9F, (Pc, ) 2F, (P ., p) 
aF, (P) aF, (Pp) aF, (DP) 
ee. ", cle., b 
aeýpb 
aF, (w) ilFi, (9) ilF, (E) LIF, (Pv) ilF, (P) aF, 
(P, ) öF, (PLp) ilF, (DP) 
19f. 110 9f. Pl Df. 
lb 9f., ob '9f. pb 
Df. "P Cf»pl 9f. lb 
aF, aF, (m) aF, (w) aF, (co) aF, aF, (W) aFj (w) 
-- - 
aF, (w) 
aw, a, 5, -TE, 
-TPGVI 
'FPHP 
i aplji 
5p 
Lpl aDP, 
aF, (5) aF, (8) aF, (8) aF, (8) 
- 
aF, (43) aF, (8) 
- T 
aF, (5) aF, (J) 
aw, as, aE, ýp 
TGVi 
ap. P, 
FHP 
I 1p j 
apLpi aDPj 
aF, (E) aF, (E) aFj (E) aF, (E) 
- - - 
aF, (E) 
- 
aF, (E) aF, (E) aF, (E) 
aco, a8i 
_7E-, 5p 
,G Vi 
FaPHPI apip, apLpl aDPI 
aF, (PGV) aFj (PGV) aF, (PGV) aF, 
(PGV) aF, (PGV) aF, (PGV) aF, 
(PGV) aF, (PGv) 
aw, a8, aEj apGVi aPHPJ apip, apLp, aDPj 
aF, (PHp) aF, (Pffp) aF, (PHP ) aF, (PHp) aF, (PHp) aF, (PHp ) aF, (PHp) aF, (PHP 
aco, 0.5, aEj apGvi apHPI apip, apLpi aDPI 
aF, (Plp) aF, (Plp) aF, (Plp) aF, (Plp) aF, (Plp) aF, (Pip) aF, (Plp) aF, (Plp) 
aw, as, aE, apGVi apHPI apip, apLpi aDP, 
aF, (PLp) aF, (PLp) aF, (PLp) aF, (PLp) aF, (PLp) aFj (PLp) aF, (PLp) aFj (PLp) 
aco, a(5, aE, apGVi apHPI apip, apLpl aDPj 
aF, (DP) aF, (DP) aFj (DP) aF, (DP) aFj (DP) aF, (DP) aF, (DP) aF, (DP) 
aw, as, clE, apGVI CIPUP I apip, apLp, aDPj j 
(5.103) 
5.8.2 Mismatch vector 
The mismatch vector comprises entries of active and reactive nodal powers and 
algebraic functions of power plant components, i. e. F(X) = [APk, * AQk, *]r and 
Lpj 
)F (DPj )]T for the steam F(Y)=[F(w, ) F(5, ) F(E, ) F(PGvj) F(PHpj) F(Plp, ) F(P 
plants or F (Y) = [F F (8j )F (Ej )F (APj )F (Pl )]T for the hydro plants. In these 
vector expressions T denotes the transpose operation. 
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The vector F(X) is formed by the generic network active and reactive powers injected 
at bus k, due to the contribution of all the power plant components terminating at this 
bus; e. g. for the generator, transmission lines, loads, etc, where: 
n 
F(Pk)=PGk - 
PLk- P,,, Ik= 0 
(5.104) 
F(Qk)=QGk 0 (5.105) - QLk Q. lk 
The vector FM is formed by the generic dynamic equations of a generating plant 
connected at a given bus so that: 
F (w) = F(, ) 
(w) + F(, -w) 
(0» + k(. ) 0 (5.106) 
F (8) = F(, ) 
65) + F(, -, w) 
(9) + k(s) 0 (5.107) 
F (E) = F(, ) 
(E) + F(, -ä, ) 
(E) + k(E) 0 (5.108) 
G') =0 F(PGJ = F(, ) 
(PGJ + F(, -, u) 
(PGJ + k(p (5.109) 
,) =o , up) 
= F(, ) 
(PHp) + F(t-At) (PHP) + k(P, F(P (5.110) 
F (Plp) = F(, ) 
(Pjp) + F(, 
_, ) 
(plp) + k, () =O 
,) =o 
F (PLp) = F(, ) 
(PLJ + F(, 
_w) 
(PLj, ) + k(p, 
Terms with the subscript (t -At) are calculated using initial values obtained from power 
flows results and remain constant for the whole of the iterative process at time (t), 
whereas terms with the subscript (t) are updated at the end of each iteration step 
(it) using: 
(X)i, +, = Wi, + C6LXY 
(Y)" + (AY) It 
(5.113) 
(5.114) 
Repetitive solutions at time (t) are carried out until changes at each nodal voltage and 
12 generators' state variables are less than a prescribed small tolerance, say le- . Updated values of power flows are obtained for time (t) along with a new set of values 
for the state variables at each generating plant. The new set of state variables is used to 
obtain an improved solution at time (t+1). The whole process is repeated until the 
maximum time scheduled for simulation is completed, or up to a time when loss of 
system stability become apparent. 
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5.9 Power Disturbances and Network Topological Changes 
The dynamic power flow enables the study of different kinds of disturbances, which may 
occur at any point in time during simulation time. Among these are load 
increments/decrements, switching in and out of transmission lines, short-circuits faults, 
and loss of generation. Simulation of each kind of disturbance is handled differently 
within the software. Load changes only effect the power mismatch equations; 
transmission line changes result in modification to the Jacobian matrix for the buses 
involved. Loss of generation has an effect in both Jacobian and power mismatches. 
Simulation of short-circuits faults require additional functions to deal with fault 
calculations. 
The software extension has been carried out following the OOP philosophy, and new 
classes have been written to incorporate generating plant variables and constants. In 
addition, a loop for time has been inserted in the main program. For the first step time, 
steady-state power flow results are used to initialise generating plant variables and to 
set the required references values. An auxiliary file is used to read the scheduled 
transient events. The extended software has been tested for functionality and 
robustness; exhibiting quadratic convergence characteristics. 
5.10 Case Studies for Dynamic Power Flows 
The New England network used in Chapter 4 and shown in Figure 4.3 was used for 
testing the dynamic power flow algorithm. For the purpose of this test case, the 
generators were selected to be steam power plants. Gains and time constants were 
adjusted to maximize dynamic effects. Appendix 11 gives the parameters used for the 
thermal power plants. Values for the speed governing system and turbine parameters 
are also given at Appendix 11. Generating plants were assumed to be equipped with 
AVR, governor and a three-stage steam turbine. The dynamic response of the network 
was assessed by simulating major disturbance events and less severe events causing 
only voltage step changes of different magnitudes. Both balanced and unbalanced 
events have been studied. The three-phase power flows are shown in Figure 4.5 and 
the nodal voltage given in Figure 4.4 for the case of balanced conditions. These values 
are taken as the base case for all the simulations that follow in this chapter relating to 
the New England reduced network in Figure 4.3. 
The system used is a very robust one so, the dynamic effects exhibited by this system 
are somewhat exaggerated, compared to those exhibited by a more realistic system 
with a large number of lines and generating plants. Nevertheless, it still provides a 
reasonable basis for comparison of the various scenarios. The commercial software, 
ETAP' Power station 3.0.1 [6] was used to validate and compare balanced cases. This 
is done by comparing the three-phase balanced solution given by the dynamic power 
flow algorithm with the positive sequence of ETAPO. The results obtained with ETAPO 
show a slight difference due to the fact that ETAPO software uses more elaborated 
models than the ones used in the present work. Nevertheless, they are in good 
agreement. As far as the author is aware there is no commercial software available to 
carry out unbalanced transient or dynamic studies of large-scale power systems with 
embedded VSC-based FACTS equipment. 
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5.11 Load Related Transient Events 
This case study is a sudden reduction of three-phase power system load following by a 
restoration to its normal level. The per phase load connected to buses 26,27 and 28 are 
139,281 and 206 MW and 17,75.5 and 27.6 MWAR, respectively. Active and reactive 
powers are disconnected at the end of the first minute and restored two minutes later. 
With reference to equations (5.104)-(5.105), it becomes apparent that any step load 
perturbation in power network loads have an effect on the outputs of all generating 
plants in the interconnected system. Power generation is altered by the regulatory 
action of the speed governor and turbine; hence, frequency and nodal voltages are 
deviated from schedule values. The remaining variables at each generator are also 
altered. Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show the response of the generating plants to a 
step load disturbance whereas Figure 5.14(a) and (b) show the nodal voltages 
magnitudes and phase angles of the system, respectively. 
Figure 5.12(b) shows load angle differences per phase for both synchronous 
generators. It should be noticed that the maximum departure now reaches 35 degrees, 
suggesting that the systems would return back to the steady-state, without loss of 
synchronism. 
From the generating plant variables behaviour shown in Figure 5.13(a-d), the response 
of the speed governor and turbine is clearly appreciated. The control system attempts to 
ride through the disturbance by adjusting the various parameters in the generating plant 
to bring these values back to their previous steady-state values. 
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Figure 5.12. Generating plant responses to a three-phase load disturbance; (a) 
frequency; (b) load angle difference; (c) excitation voltage; (d) active power 
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Figure 5.13 Generating plant responses to a three-phase load disturbance; (a) 
governor power; steam turbine (b) HP; (c) IP; (d) LP 
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By observing Figure 5.12(d) and Figure 5.14(a) and (b), it is noticed that a load 
disconnection causes a decrease in the generator power output, together with a step 
increase in nodal voltage magnitudes and phase angles. Conversely, a positive effect is 
noticed following reconnection of the load. 
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5.12 Unbalance Load Disturbance 
For the purpose of studying an unbalanced disturbance phase a of the load at selected 
buses is disconnected and reconnected at equal times as in the previous section, i. e. at 
one and three minutes. The responses of the power plants are shown in Figure 5.15 
and Figure 5.16, whereas nodal voltage magnitude and phase angles, are shown in 
Figure 5.17(a) and (b), respectively. As expected, since the disturbance is a single- 
phase event it induces imbalances in all the generating power plant parameters as well 
as in the three-phase nodal voltages. In this case study, the load that tripped out is one 
third of the total three-phase load. 
Unbalanced load disturbances are more difficult cases to solve since these cause 
imbalances on the active and reactive power outputs of the synchronous generators 
connected to the system. It can be observed from Figure 5.15(d) that the greater active 
power fluctuation takes place in the phase which has a tripped-out load causing an 
opposite effect in the remaining phases, the imbalances experienced by the output 
powers are transmitted to the remaining parameters, excitation voltages and load angle 
differences. It should be noticed in Figure 5.15(a) that frequency fluctuations are slightly 
lower than in the balanced three-phase case. Figure 5.15(b) shows that the load angle 
differences are unbalanced, with the greater fluctuation occurring in phase c. 
Fluctuations in governor powers and steam turbines powers as shown in Figure 5.16(a- 
d), are fairly small, as expected, because the tripped-out power is less significant than in 
the balanced three-phase case and so is the mechanical power. 
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5.13 Transmission Line Outages 
In general, disturbances in transmission lines lead to smaller voltage steps than those 
caused by load tripping. However, transmission line disconnections produce topological 
changes in the system and a new steady-state is reached. In order to assess dynamic 
effects due to transmission line outages, the transmission line connected between 
buses 16 and 17 is selected. The increase in active power generation produces voltage 
steps at all nodes of the network. Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19 show the generating 
plants responses to a transmission line outage, whereas Figure 5.20 shows the nodal 
voltage magnitudes and phase angles. 
From Figure 5.18(a), it can be seen that transmission lines outages have a negligible 
impact on frequency fluctuations. Also, the displacement between phase angles is 
minimum, as shown Figure 5.18(b). Excitation voltage and active power outputs are 
shown in Figure 5.18(c-d). Increases in generated power have an impact on the 
mechanical components of the generating plants. Figure 5.19(a-b) show the outputs of 
the various mechanical components of the generating plant, it can be seen to have a 
minimal effect in the speed governors and in the three steam stage turbines. 
Figure 5.20 shows nodal voltage fluctuations, magnitudes in (a) and phase angles in (b). 
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5.14 Unbalanced Transmission Lines Events 
To assess the effect of unbalanced transmission lines outages, phase a of the 
transmission line connected between buses 16 and 17 was selected. The generating 
plant responses are shown in Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22, whereas Figure 5.23 shows 
the nodal voltages. It is noticed that apart from frequency fluctuations which do not 
seem to be significant, all other generating plant parameters are not only unbalanced 
but the fluctuations are smaller than for the balanced case. The mechanical parameters 
show larger fluctuations than in the balanced case, leading to a slower recovery. 
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5.15 Generator Transients Events 
Further to the balanced and unbalanced loads and transmission line simulation outages 
carried out in previous sections, the effect of generator disconnection on power system 
dynamics is now assessed. Synchronous generators are the main source of power, and 
tripping out one generator normally involves a large amount of power [7-8]. 
In this case study the generator G8, connected to bus 37, is assumed to trip out. Due to 
the large amount of power involved, the generator disconnection time was taken to be 
only one second. It was noticed that the system becomes unstable if longer 
disconnection times are simulated. 
Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25, show generating plant responses, whereas Figure 5.26 
shows nodal voltages. It can be seen from these figures that a generation switching 
event has a very large effect during the first swing. Figure 5.24(a) shows the frequency 
response where the first swing effect is evident, however, from Figure 5.24(b) it can be 
seen that the highest angular difference between generators at the first swing is less 
than 60 degrees, enabling the system to recover to the steady-state. The excitation 
voltage observes minimal fluctuations after the first swing. From Figure 5.24(d) it can be 
appreciated that active power of the generator G8 connected to bus 37 reaches zero at 
the time of switching out and the generator connected to North increases its active 
power share to compensate for the system lost power (120 MW). Figure 5.24(e-h) show 
the impact of the first swing in all the mechanical variables, as well as their fast recovery 
process. 
The nodal voltages following the generator disconnection are shown in Figure 5.26, and 
as expected, they have high fluctuations. This applies to both magnitudes and phase 
angles. It can be inferred from the results in Figure 5.26(a) that if the generator 
continues to be disconnected for longer than the one second the voltage magnitude will 
continued increase, and with the recovery process starting at a higher voltage 
magnitude, more taxing requirements will be imposed on the system, leading to a loss 
of system stability. 
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5.16 Summary 
This chapter has presented several mathematical models of power plant components. 
The dynamic power flow algorithm is aimed at the solution of large-scale power systems 
and hence, these models have been selected to be as simple as possible. 
Nevertheless, they have been judiciously selected to carry out, with a sufficient degree 
of accuracy, three-phase dynamic power flow analysis. Differential equations of the 
various models have been algebraically represented using the trapezoidal rule. A set of 
non-linear equations for the network elements and the generating plant components 
have been assembled in a unified frame of reference to study the dynamic behaviour of 
large-scale three-phase power systems. 
The three-phase Newton-Raphson algorithm in rectangular co-ordinates proposed in 
Chapters 4 has been expanded to include a time dimension grid, hence making it 
possible to carry out dynamic studies of large-scale power networks. Partial derivates of 
the power plant model equations have been derived. Also the relevant mismatch vector 
equations have been given. 
The simultaneous-solution approach adopted in this part of the research takes 
advantage of the three-phase steady-state software developed in the first part of the 
research project. 
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Chapter 6 
DYNAMIC PHASE-DOMAIN MODELLING OF 
VSC-BASED FACTS CONTROLLERS 
6.1 Introduction 
Recent power system "black-outs" in North America and Europe have highlighted the 
vulnerability of today's power networks and has given renewed encouragement to 
power systems researchers to develop new models and methods with much improved 
functionality aimed at preventing widespread outages [1-3]. The versatility of the steady- 
state three-phase power flow algorithm with provisions for VSC-based FACTS 
controllers has *already been demonstrated in both polar and rectangular co-ordinates. 
Building on these research developments, this chapter presents dynamic models of the 
VSC-based FACTS controllers in the phase frame of reference suitable for direct 
incorporation into a dynamic power flow algorithm. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, VSC-based controllers employ inverters whose operational 
characteristics resemble those of synchronous voltage sources [9-101. If employed as 
shunt devices, they behave analogously to synchronous condensers, except that VSCs 
have no mechanical inertia, and are therefore capable of responding much more rapidly 
to changing system conditions; they do not contribute short circuit current, they have no 
moving parts, and they have a symmetric lead-lag capability [11-16]. Theoretically, a 
VSC-based controller can go from full lag to full lead in fractions of a cycle. In the 
present research work, relating to power system long-term dynamic assessment, VSC- 
based controllers are modelled as having a quasi-instantaneous response to the set 
voltages and powers. From this perspective the controllers may be assumed to be ideal, 
with an almost instantaneous speed of response. The justifications for this modelling 
approach are the very small time constants that VSC-based FACTS controller have, 
which use IGBT devices, and the very long time constants associated with long-term 
dynamics. 
6.2 Static Synchronous Compensator 
The performance of the STATCOM is analogous to that of the rotating synchronous 
condenser, but its response time is much faster, it can be used in a similar way to the 
synchronous condenser to provide dynamic compensation to a transmission system 
[15]. Its speed of response enables increased transient stability margins, voltage 
support enhancements, and damping of low frequency oscillation. The three-phase 
voltage generated by the STATCOM is adjusted with little delay by virtue of 
semiconductor device switching [9-10]. 
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The main operational objective of the STATCOM is to increase power transmission 
capability by voltage control at the point of connection of the power network. The 
dynamic behaviour of the compensator, in the normal compensating range, is well 
characterized by the transfer function block diagram shown in Figure 6.1. In standard 
control mode, the STATCOM is operated as a voltage regulator; when a disturbance 
occurs, and as result Vb. drops (or rises), the voltage source V,, is adjusted. This 
enables the set voltage to be kept by supplying or absorbing reactive power to the 
system. 
KR 
max Vlef AV l VvR 
Vbus 
1--pp. 
Er-P. 
+1+ sT,, R 
VvR 
mlin 
Figure 6.1 STATCOM linear model for voltage magnitude control 
Due to the very fast response of the VSC, values of T,, are in the order of Ps. The 
STATCOM can be seen as a ideal voltage regulator for long-term dynamic power flows. 
In other words Vb. is maintained at the set value V,, f in the face of disturbances, causing 
voltage variation, and the STATCOM dynamic model should not be necessarily included 
in the algorithm. Instead, the steady-state model developed for the power flow solution 
is used. 
The differential equations, state variables and control input parameters can be arranged 
as follows 
'AV ý-- 
Vef - Vbus 
dV, R 
AV-V,, 
R 
dt TvR 
where 
"ý 17 VvR 
min vR 
ý5 17 
vR max 
Vb,,., is the nodal voltage magnitude 
V, 
R is the voltage source converter 
T, R is the transient time constant 
V"tf is the pre-specified reference voltage (magnitude) 
The ordinary differential equation of the STATCOM 
algebraic equation, to be solved simultaneously 
representing the network and the generating plant 
available in algebraic form. Applying trapezoidal ru 
STATCOM differential equation becomes 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.2) is transformed into an 
with the algebraic equations 
equations, which are already 
le, the algebraic form of the 
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KR(I) -, - KR(I-At) + 
At[dVvR 
() 
+ 
dVR 1( 
(6.3) 
2 dt 
II 
dt t-Al) 
] 
Substitution of equation (5.10) in (6.3) and grouping terms together gives 
f(l) (VvR + f(I-At) (VvR )+ k(v 
ý') =0 
(6.4) 
where 
f(l) ( VVR KR 
(1) + 
At 
[ Vbus 
(1) + 
KR 
(t) 
(6.5) 
2 TvR 
-V + 
At 
[ Vbus 
(I -A/) 
+ KR (I -At)_- (6.6) f(I-At) (VvR 
vR(I-Al) - 2 TvR 
K (VvR At Vref (6.7) TvR 
The Jacobian elements for the STATCOM are 
af ( VvR ) At 
(6.8) Oe 2 TR (e 2+ f2)y2 
At f 
Of 2 TR (e 2+ f2)y2 (6.9) 
I+ At (6.10) a VR 2 TR 
In this research it is assumed that the STATCOM have a delay-free impact on the 
network control, hence the dynamic equations of the closed loop controls are not used. 
Instead, the steady-state model developed for the power flow solution is used. 
6.2.1 Voltage magnitude control using STACTCOMs in dynamic power flows 
The New England test system shown in Figure 4.3 and used in the previous chapter for 
disturbance analysis is used to investigate the effectiveness of the STATCOM model to 
maintain stability following a three-phase load trip. Using the software developed, a 
dynamic power flow analysis was carried out. The STATCOM is connected at bus 17 
and set to maintain the nodal voltage magnitude at one per unit. The objective of this 
simulation is to assess the capability of the controller to keep a constant voltage 
magnitude at the connecting bus and to improve transient stability. The scenario 
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considered in this simulation is the same as in Section 5.10, where the power system 
has no STATCOM. The balanced three-phase load trips out for two minutes and then 
becomes reconnected. 
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show the generating plant responses to the three-phase load 
trip. Figure 6.2(a) gives less than 0.1 % frequency fluctuations during týe first swing; and 
an even smaller frequency following load reconnection. From (b), it can be seen that 
angular differences are also fairly small. In (c), the excitation voltages exhibit, at first, 
variations and then settle to their pre-load-trip values. The active power outputs, shown 
in (d), exhibit very little change other than a power reduction following the load tripping, 
(d). The mechanical parameters are shown in Figure 6.3(a-d), where it can be observed 
that the most significant changes take place in the governor HP steam turbine 
parameters during the connection and disconnection of the load. In contrast very little 
changes is exhibited by the IP and the LP steam turbine parameters. 
Analyses of Figure 6.4 show that significant changes occur in nodal voltage magnitudes 
when the STATCOM is present in the network compared with the case study where no 
STATCOM is included. For one the voltage magnitude in the STATCOM bus is 
maintained at its set value of one per unit. Keeping the voltage magnitude at the 
STATCOM bus at one per unit smooths out the recovery of the system after a 
disturbance has occurred, moving the system away from the possibility of voltage 
instability. 
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The results shown in Figure 6.5 indicate that the STATCOM exerts voltage control in the 
AC power system by supplying reactive power. Figure 6.5 shows the voltage source 
magnitude (a) and phase angle (b) required to keep the one per unit voltage magnitude 
at the STATCOM bus following load tripping. In (c), the reactive power injected by the 
STATCOM at the bus is shown, where it is quite clear that it follows the profile of the 
voltage. 
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Figure 6.5 STATCOM internal parameters following a load disturbance; voltage (a) 
magnitude, (b) phase angle and (c) reactive power 
From Figure 6.5(a) it can be seen that the initial source voltage is higher than the target 
voltage. However, after the load trips the STATCOM increases its voltage magnitude. 
From Figure 6.5(b), it can be noticed that the STATCOM phase angles follows the nodal 
phase angles pattern. This is an expected result since the converter has no energy 
storage capacity for exchanging active power with the AC system. Hence, there is no 
control over the phase angle of the voltage source converter. 
6.3 Static Synchronous Series Compensator 
The SSSC resembles a STATCOM, which generates a controllable AC voltage source, 
except that the SSSC is connected in series with the AC system, as opposed to being a 
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shunt-connected controller. As a result of this the SSSC series voltage is in quadrature 
with the line current and acts like an equivalent inductive or capacitive reactance to 
control power flow in the compensated transmission line. The SSSC, just like the 
STATCOM, works as a voltage regulator, which computes the converter voltage ER 
required to obtain the desired injected voltage; the voltage regulation is assisted by a 
feed-forward type regulator that measure the injected voltage. General applications of 
the SSSC are power flow control, and voltage and phase angle stability enhancement 
[16-17]. In the present research, the SSSC is used to control active and reactive power 
flowing in the compensated transmission line. Figure 6.6 shows the SSSC block 
diagram. 
E, 
R max S. 
-ef AS 17 Ea : 
-i + -L+ ST j ýcR 
ER 
mim 
Figure 6.6 SSSC linear model for active and reactive power flow control 
The SSSC differential equations, state variables and control input parameters can be 
arranged as follows 
AS = S. f - Sh., (6.11) 
AE, R= AS 
( 
IFI) 
(6.12) 
dE, R = 
AER- ER Eangn 
:: 5 EcR :: 5 Ea mm (6.13) dt TO 
where 
su,, 
ý is the complex power flowing in the transmission line 
S, f is the target complex power 
I* is the complex current 
To is the transient converter time constant 
EcR is the voltage source converter 
6.3.1 Power flow control using SSSCS in dynamic power flows 
The New England test system is used to investigate the effectiveness of the SSSC 
model in a three-phase dynamic power flow solution. The study is carried out for the 
case when a SSSC is connected between bus 17 and an auxiliary bus, aiming at 
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controlling active and reactive power flows, leaving bus 17 towards bus 16, at 100 MW 
and 20 WAR per phase, respectively. 
The objective of the study is to assess the effectiveness of the SSSC in maintaining 
power flow control at set values during a non-steady state. The disturbance is assumed 
to be the same as in Section 5.10: a three-phase load tripping out for time duration of 
2s. 
The response of the generating plants to a three-phase load tripping out, with an SSSC 
embedded in the system, is shown in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8. From Figure 6.7(a), it 
can be seen that during the first swing the frequency increases by almost 0.05 Hz; in (b) 
some generators increase the difference load angle by a few degrees, but then they 
remain constant. In (c) the excitation voltage of some generators decrease during the 
first swing and an increase in recovering time of those generators can be appreciated. 
In (d), there are no significant changes in active power generation other than those done 
to the reduction of active power during load tripping. As shown in Figure 6.8, changes in 
the mechanical parameters are confined to the governors and there is gradual reduction 
in the values of these parameters following the load tripping and then a gradual increase 
once the load has been reconnected. 
From Figure 6.9 (a), it can be noticed that there is a steep voltage magnitude increase 
during the first swing, only to be following by a voltage decrement once the load is 
reconnected. From then on the recovery is steady but long. The phase angles on the 
other hand, are rapidly stabilised. 
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Figure 6.10 (a) and (b) show the series voltage source parameters, magnitude and 
phase angles, respectively. The SSSCs, as expected, keeps the active and reactive 
power flows at the specified values for the time duration of the study. To achieve control 
the source output is adjusted to inject the right amount of series voltage to the line. 
During the disturbance, the series voltage source demands a significant increase in its 
voltage magnitude by a significant margin, although it returns to its initial values 
following reconnection of the load. It can be noticed from Figure 6.1 O(b), that the voltage 
source phase angles are in quadrature with the nodal voltage phase angles; the voltage 
steps influence the voltage source phase angles, however, their recovery process 
follows that of the nodal voltage angular pattern. 
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Figure6.10 SSSC parameter responses to a load disturbance; Voltage (a) magnitude 
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6.4 High-Voltage Direct Current VSC-based 
The HVDC VSC-based can be represented by two shunt-connected voltage 
sources (rectifier and inverter) and an active power constraint equation. The main 
characteristic of the HVDC-VSC controller is its ability to independently control 
active power and reactive power or voltage magnitude at their connecting AC 
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systems buses. In the present research both converter controllers are considered 
to be identical. The two controllers act independently from one other with no 
communication between them. They are used to control active and reactive 
powers at the rectifier side and nodal voltage at the inverter side. It should be 
remarked that voltage control at the inverter Ac bus is carried out in the same 
way as for the STATCOM (Section 6.3) and one feedback loop for active power. 
The rectifier uses a feedback loop for complex power in the same way as for the 
SSSC. 
LA r 
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Figure 6.11 HVDC-VSC block diagrams for the two converters stations (a) inverter and 
(b) rectifier 
The differential equations and control input parameters of the HVDC-VSC can be 
arranged as follows: 
For inverter voltage control: 
AV ý- Vef - Vbus 
dV, R, 
(V,, 
f - 
Vbm KRI 
v 
TF ý-- - T"I vRI min 
:5 VvRl :5 VvRI max 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
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For active power control: 
AP = P. f - P.,, 
A VcRI ý- Ap (-T,!. -,, 
) 
dVvR, 'AV -VvRI vRI VvRl 
min :5 
VvRI :ý VvRI max dt TvRI 
For rectifier complex power control: 
AS = S. f - Sjj. ý 
A VvR 
2 '-ý 'IýS 
dVvR2 AKR2 -V 
dt TvR2 
vR2 VvR2 
min :: 
ý VYR2 < VvR2 
n= 
where 
Vb. is the nodal voltage magnitude 
V, 
R1 is the voltage source converter (rectifier) 
VvR 
2 is the voltage source converter (inverter) 
V,, f is the pre-specified reference voltage (magnitude) 
PW, is the complex power flowing at the transmission line 
P& is the complex power to be controlled 
I* is the complex current 
T, 
RI is the rectifier transient time constant 
TvR2 is the inverter transient time constant 
6.4.1 Power flow control using an HVDC-VSC 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
The HVDC-VSC test case involves a back-to-back HVDC replacing the SSSC 
used in Section 6.41 connected at the sending end of the transmission line 
linking buses 16 and 17. An auxiliary bus is used to connect the HVDC-VSC, 
which is used to keep the nodal voltage magnitude in bus 16 at one per unit and 
to maintain active power flowing from the auxiliary bus towards bus 17 to 100 
MW per phase. The HVDC-VSC is set to keep the control parameters at their 
reference values for the whole of the simulation study. 
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The generating plant responses to the load tripping event, for this test case, are 
shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13, whereas Figure 6.14 shows the nodal 
voltages. 
From Figure 6.12(a), it can be seen that the frequency response increases during 
the first swing by about 0.05 Hz; In (b), the phase angular differences are given 
and show little sign of perturbation. In (d), active power generations show very 
little change other than the power drop in response to the load trip event. In (c) 
the excitation voltage of some generators drop during the first swing and then 
recovering to their pre-disturbance values. From Figure 6.13(a-d), it can be seen 
that the governor and the HP steam turbine powers drop as required in the 
system following the load tripping. The LP and IP steam turbine parameters show 
little change. 
By comparing the results in Figure 6.14 and Figure 5.13, it can be seen that 
major changes take place in nodal voltage magnitudes when the system contains 
an HVDC-VSC controller. The most important change, with respect to network 
with no HVDC-VSC controller, is that the voltage magnitude in the bus supported 
by the HVDC-VSC controller is maintained at the established value of 1.0 p. u. 
Keeping the voltage magnitudes at the HVDC bus constant smooth out the 
recovery process back to the steady-state thus enhancing transient stability. 
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magnitude and (b) phase angle 
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As is the case with the STATCOM, the HVDC-VSC is able to compensate for the 
voltage in the AG system by injecting/drawing reactive power to the system. 
Figure 6.15 show the parameters of both converters in response to voltage 
magnitude control at bus 17 in the presence of a load connection/disconnection. 
Figure 6.15(c) shows the reactive power injected by both converter stations. 
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Figure 6.15 VSCs parameters to a load tripped out; voltage (a) magnitude; (b) phase 
angle and (c) reactive power 
6.5 Unified Power Flow Controller 
The UPFC consists of two voltage source converters, one shunt-connected and the 
other series-connected. The former injects current to the connecting bus and the latter 
injects voltage in series with the transmission line. The UPFC is as a compound 
controller comprising one STATCOM and one SSSC sharing a DC capacitor and a 
common control strategy arrangement. This allows the UPFC to have several operating 
control modes. In practical applications the shunt converter is normally used in voltage 
control mode. The automatic voltage control uses voltage feedback signals, usually 
representing the magnitude of the positive sequence component of bus voltage. The 
series converter controls the magnitude and angle of the voltage injected in series with 
the line. The series converter has many possible operating modes. Automatic power 
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flow control mode is used in most practical applications. Figure 6.16 shows the block 
diagrams of the UPFC. 
V, 
R max V. f AV l VvR 
Vbus 
E No 
+ T+ -STV , VvR 
mim 
v 
(a) 
VR 
max S. 
f AS 11 va F 
+ 1+sTR 
J 
VO 
inim 
(b) 
Sline 
Figure 6.16 Block diagrams of (a) shunt-connected and (b) series connected 
converters of the UPFC 
The differential equations and control input parameters of the UPFC can be arranged as 
follows: 
For the shunt-connected converter 
AV ý Vref - Vbus 
dV, 
R AV-V,, R 
dt TvR 
v :5v :5 VR.. 
vR min VR 
and the series converter 
AS = S. f - SI.., t 
A VcR AS( 
1* 
I 
dVcR AV -V CR cR 
dt TCR 
where 
V, 
R ndn 
ý5 VeR :5 VcR max 
Vbus is the nodal voltage magnitude 
VIR is the voltage source converter (Shunt) 
Kýf is the pre-specified reference voltage (magnitude) 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
(6.26) 
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She is the complex power flowing at the transmission line 
S"f is the complex power to be controlled 
I* is the complex current 
KR is the transient time constant for shunt 
T,, 
R is the transient time constant for series converters 
KR is the voltage source converter (series) 
6.6 Dynamic Power Flow Analysis of a Larger Multiphase Power Systems 
with VSC-based Controllers 
To show the ability of the newly developed software to solve large-scale power 
networks, it has been used to solve a number of test networks of different sizes and 
degrees of operational complexity. 
To illustrate this point, the IEEE 57-node system was modified to incorporate VSC- 
based FACTS controllers. Two STATCOMs were embedded in different points of the 
network. They were connected at buses 19 and 50, respectively; both controllers are 
used to control voltage magnitude at 1.01 p. u. which were originally at 0.9989 and 
1.0314 p. u. respectively. Both converters are taken to have reactance values of 0-1 XVR 
and 0 resistance values. 
Two disturbances, including transmission lines and loads outages, are simulated in a 
*total study time of 30 minutes. The first event takes place at the end of minute one, 
being the tripping of phase a of four transmission lines. The transmission lines affected 
are those connected between buses, 22 to 24,22 to 23,22 to 38 and 21 to 22. Also, a 
three-phase load at bus 33 is tripped out. Transmission lines and load are fully 
reconnected at minute four. A second disturbance takes place at minute 15, when 
phase a of the loads at buses 52,53 and 54 becomes disconnected at the same time 
as the transmission line connecting buses 53 to 54, all power plants elements are fully 
reconnected after 3 minutes, i. e. minute 18 of the simulation. Figure 6.17 show the 
generating plants frequency responses and Figure 6.18 shows the nodal voltage 
magnitudes. Voltage variations in all nodes can be observed following 
disconnections/reconnections of loads and transmission lines. However, in this case 
study, all voltages are below 1.0 p. u. and voltage value of 0.94 is observed only for a 
fraction of a second. 
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It can be concluded that the dynamic power flow models of VSC-based FACTS, as 
proposed, developed and incorporated into the algorithm, and used to solve for large- 
scale power systems is an effective tool suitable for three-phase frame of reference 
studies. 
... ...... ... --------------------- ------------ -------------- ................................................. 
-------- -- 
-------------------- --------------------- ------------------------------------------- --------------------- 
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6.7 Summary 
This chapter focuses on the development of dynamic models of three-phase VSC-based 
FACTS controllers suitable for incorporation in the dynamic power flows algorithm 
developed in Chapter 5. It is assumed that the VSC-based FACTS controllers have a 
delay-free impact on the network control, hence the dynamic equations of the closed 
loop controls are not used. Instead, the steady-state models developed for the power 
flow solution are used. The justification for neglecting the converter control dynamics is 
twofold: first by the responses of these IGBT-based controllers is very fast, and 
secondary the dynamic issues in this research are confined to long-term dynamic 
assessment. Indeed the generator model used in this part of the research is only valid 
for the long-term dynamic assessment. 
The chapter presents a set of case studies where the three-phase dynamic power flow 
algorithm detailed in Chapter 5 has been coded in Visual C++ using the OOP 
philosophy. The new tool has been used to study a number of three-phase 
disturbances. The basic quality assurance tests performed have shown that the 
program works correctly for both balanced and unbalanced conditions. 
The New England test system was used in order to illustrate the dynamic performance 
of FACTS models performance in power systems undergoing voltage steps in response 
to system changes. It was observed that, as expected, the magnitude of the voltage 
step affected not only the new steady-state point of operation, but also the transient 
recovery process. 
When the various VSC-based solutions are compared, the AC shunt-connected 
controllers, i. e. the STATCOM and the HVDC-VSC have a certain advantage over the 
AG series-connected controllers, i. e. the SSSC, since the shunt converters act 
immediately in the right direction by boosting the voltage during first swing, enabling 
larger power transfers. Series compensation, however, can reduce power oscillations 
during the back swings, acting more effectively during this period. 
The three-phase dynamic power flow algorithm for analysis of large-scale systems with 
VSC-based FACTS controllers has been tested using the IEEE 7-generator, 57-buses 
test system. The software has good flexibility enabling any number of events to be 
analysed. Moreover, the software has been tested with larger power systems. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Conclusions 
Flexible AC transmission systems which utilizes voltage source converters represent the 
main research concern in this dissertation. The goal has been to develop models of 
VSC-based FACTS controllers and to study their interaction with the electrical power 
network using its natural frame of reference termed the phase domain. VSC-based 
FACTS controllers are used to provide dynamic voltage support, power system 
stabilization, and enhanced power controllability and quality in transmission and 
distribution networks. 
The research work is divided in to three main parts, namely: FACTS equipment 
characteristics, steady-state modelling and simulation, and dynamic modelling and 
simulation. 
For the purposes of steady-state modelling and simulation of FACTS controllers the 
most relevant characteristics of the FACTS equipment were singled out. Flexible 
mathematical models have been derived in the form of nodal admittance matrices that 
use the frame of reference of the phases. 
This was followed by the development of steady-state mathematical models of the most 
common elements found in conventional electric power systems. All power plant 
component models have been formulated in the frame of reference of the phases and 
interfaced with the models of FACTS components. 
Two related but distinct power flow algorithms have been used: the Newton-Raphson 
method in polar co-ordinates and the Newton-Raphson method in rectangular co- 
ordinates. Both algorithms solve the non-linear power flow equations by iteration to a 
specified tight tolerance. In polar co-ordinates, the magnitudes and phase angles of 
nodal voltage and injected voltages of FACTS components are used as state variables; 
whereas in rectangular co-ordinates the real and imaginary parts of nodal voltages and 
injected FACTS voltages are the ones used as state variables. The results show that 
the Newton-Raphson power flow method retains its convergence characteristics in both 
cases. The object oriented programming philosophy used to implement the power flow 
algorithms should facilitate the inclusion of any new power systems component or 
FACTS controller that may became available in future. 
In the second main area of research, the dynamic model of generating plants was 
addressed. For the purpose of this research namely, three-phase dynamic power flows, 
mathematical models of the synchronous generator with automatic voltage regulator, 
speed governor and turbine have been developed. A set of ordinary differential 
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equations describing the component was obtained for each generating plant 
component. In each case, the differential equations of each component were converted 
to algebraic form using the trapezoidal rule. The differential-algebraic model of the 
power system has been coded in software to carry out time domain studies of power 
systems with combined dynamic and static elements. An implicit trapezoidal integration 
method with Newton iteration has been selected to solve, simultaneously, the differential 
and static system equations. The models and the solution method have proven capable 
of performing adequately for the purpose of power system long-term dynamic 
assessment. Several network disturbances in both balanced and unbalanced conditions 
have been studied using the developed algorithm. 
In a second phase of the research on dynamic modelling, dynamic models of VSC- 
FACTS controllers were developed. A set of differential equations that depict the basic 
control capabilities of FACTS controllers were obtained. However, due the very small 
time constants of the IGBT used in the VSCs, an instantaneous speed of response was 
assumed for all VSC-based FACTS controllers, and the steady-state models have been 
used to assess dynamic power flows. A balanced and an unbalanced three-phase load 
disturbance has been used to assess the effect of VSC-based FACTS controllers on the 
network. 
During the course of this research, a comprehensive and integrated software 
environment has been developed for power flows and dynamic power flow analysis of 
large-scale power systems in the phase domain. The software which integrates VSC- 
based FACTS controllers and power plant components models allows the simulation of 
large-scale power systems with VSC-based FACTS controllers in the phase domain. 
Using the newly developed software comprehensive simulations have been carried out 
in order to assess both the steady-state and the dynamic behaviour of the models 
developed. The software developed in the present research work should find application 
in related applications areas such as systems planning and optimal design of power 
systems with provision to include VSC-based FACTS controllers. 
7.2 Future Work 
The operational complexity of large-scale electric power systems increase as power 
systems continue to expand due to interconnection of otherwise independent power 
systems. They have become so interdependent that unscheduled events in one area 
can propagate and have a significant impact on other areas that would appear, at first 
glance, to be relatively remote from the source of the initial event. This has been shown 
to be the case by the series of blackouts that occurred around the world in 2004. It has 
emerged that new tools are needed for the study and planning of the very large-scale 
systems which are now in operation. Alongside ever-expanding power systems a new 
generation of power electronics based controllers are emerging, which need to be 
studied in closer detail. The present work has made progress in modelling the power 
system in its natural frame of operation with VSC-based controllers. However, it Is clear 
that a lot more work needs to be done. 
Further research work relating to steady-state FACTS controllers would need to be 
modelled bearing in mind its power electronic topology, including PWM control and DC 
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voltage performance. Integration of the various current and emerging power electronic 
based controllers needs to be carried out. Modelling of embedded generation 
technologies should see incorporation into the power system analysis software 
produced as part of this research, including wind farm and other forms of small 
generating plants. A logical extension of the present research is the inclusion of 
algorithms to prioritise the control of nodal voltage when more than one controller is 
available. Algorithms to establish suitable coordination of reactive power sources to 
correct bus voltage violations and algorithms to enable appropriate selection of 
controllers and their location. One area that requires immediate attention in the present 
work is the implementation of a graphical interface for input/output data. 
Concerning dynamic power flows, it is clear that assumptions taken to simplify the 
models of power generating plant would need to be relaxed to be able to apply the 
software tool to short-term transient stability assessment. With more complex 
generating plant models, short-circuit fault analysis should be implanted with'ease 
owing to the modularity and re-usability offered by the OOP methodology. 
Implementation of a fault analysis module should make it possible to study different 
types of faults outside of the framework of intricate transformations between the 
sequence and the phase frames of reference. Analysis of short-circuit faults along with 
power flow and transient stability are three of the more widely used tools in the analysis 
of electrical power systems. 
Because the main object of the present research is to show that the VSC-based FACTS 
behaviour in dynamic power flows illustrate that the FACTS steady-state models are 
good enough. However, full dynamic FACTS models, where the set of differential 
equations are included in the dynamic algorithm, need to be appled, to update the short- 
term transient stability assessment. 
The voltage dependency of the loads has an influence on voltage stability; loads are 
typically modelled as constant current, constant impedance or constant active and 
reactive powers depending on the characteristics of the load. In this work the loads are 
only modelled as constant power loads. It is important to model the load characteristics 
more accurately in future work. 
Future work is seen to be unlimited from the point of view of the power electronics and 
the development of new technologies to modernise the actual electric power system. 
With the great many advances in computing speed and storage capacity, there is no 
compelling reasons why FACTS and network models should not be modelled in the 
more flexible and comprehensive frame of reference afforded by the phases. 
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APPENDIX 1: MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION OF 
ACTIVE AND REACTIVE POWER EQUATIONS 
This appendix shows the mathematical process used to derivate the three-phase 
expressions of active and reactive power in both polar co-ordinates and rectangular co- 
ordinates used in the present research. 
1.1 Conventional Power Plant Components 
1.1.1 Polar co-ordinates 
In polar co-ordinates the complex power equation written in (3.3), Section 3.2 represent 
the complex power injected into the bus k by a three-phase transmission line connected 
between bus k and m. It is a function of the bus voltages and the transmission line 
admittance matrix: 
sp 
-V k = Pkp +i Qk'o ý- k'o 
Ykpi Vi P 
I-k. m 
The bus voltages are expressed as a function of the voltage magnitude and phase 
angle. Hence, the voltage at node k is 
vlo [v cT aZok z" Ok Vkb Z Ok Vkc 
' 
bc 
The transmission line admittances matrix is expressed in complex form as: 
yaa b y YZ Z 
km , I Zb 
b G: +jB: G +JB " 
GZ: + JB;: 
0 Ykm yýa b 
km 
Ykbm Ykbmo ba ba bb 
m +JB;: 
Gbb +JB . 
Gkb. ' +jB be Gk k km 
r ycb k: 1'. YZ G:: + JB: GL6: + jBc6 G;: +jB;: km 
Nodal voltages (1.2) can be writen as a diagonal matrix to compute the complex power 
so that this diagonal matrix and equation (1.3) are substituted into (1.1). The complex 
Power at bus k becomes 
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Finally the three-phase complex power becomes: 
S, a k a aa* % Yk. Vka* + ay b* b* + K :, Vk4 ay K A: 
Vkc* Vka 1 mk: * a* + Vm Vka YA: 
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It is clear now that the complex power for one phase, say phase a, can be write as: 
b* b* ay yýa*Va* a b* b* + Va 66 sa 
mv kk YV k km kpn 
y : -' 
= V7 Yýa Vka + Vka YZ Vkd +K Vkc + Vka + vý k,? 7n mmm 
Expanding equation (1.7) with the nodal voltages expressed in terms of a function of 
voltage magnitude and phase angle and admittances in complex form yields: 
Sk' 
= V'e J "k jk 
(G aa 
-jB;: 
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k? n 
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then 
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Applying the Euler identity in equation (1.9) 
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Separating real and imaginary parts, leads to the active and reactive power respectively, 
for the active power the expression becomes 
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A simplest expression for the active power at bus k phase a can be write as: 
(1.11) 
p a=V a VJ[GZIcos(O, "-0,1)+B, '. 'sin(O, "-0,1)] kk (1.12) 
iZ 
i. k. m j-a, b, c 
Similar expressions can be obtained for phases b and c. A generalized expression for 
the three-phases at bus k can be write as: 
p 10 = V, 0 P-0,1) + Bkl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where jo refer to the phases a, b and c 
For the reactive power: 
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And the generalized expressions for the reactive power injected into the phases of the 
bus k are: 
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As expected, the expressions for calculating the active and reactive powers injected into 
bus m are of the same form as (1.13) and (1.15), with the subscript m replacing k and 
vice versa: 
Z7 vj IJ cos (O. P - 0,1) + BJJ sin 
(0.0 
- 0, 
')] Pp=V. P 1 
ýi-m. 
k J-a. b c 
[G., 
Vi [G. Pj sin (0., ' - 0, 
J )- BPi cos 
(0.1 
- Oj 
)]j Q'o ý V'o ki- ay'b 
Active and reactive power expressions for all power plant components can be obtained 
in order to in the same manner as the above process build up the three-phase power 
system. 
1.1.2 Rectangular co-ordinates 
In order to illustrate the process to obtain the active and reactive power injected into bus 
k in the rectangular co-ordinates frame of reference equation (1.7) is used. Substituting 
nodal voltage and admittance elements in its rectangular from it becomes: 
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a= (ei a Yk +jfka)(G: -jB: 
)(e7 -jf kk 
+ (eia + jfk'? GLb -j BLb)(eb -jf 
b 
kk 
+ 
(eka 
+ Jfka (GZ - jB: 
) (ec 
- jf c kk 
+ (ei _ a) a +jfka)(G;: -jB;: 
)(e. ' 
'n k 
jfm 
b ,a+ ifka (GZb. -j 
Bjb (e. b _m + (ek 
+ 
(eka 
+ ifka (G;: - jBZ 
(e. c - jf. c 
then 
Ska 
= [ek(G: ek«-Bký aa '7+B: eka)]+j[fk"(G;: ek*-B: f, *)-e*(G"a +B ea fka f, 7 
(Gk, 
ý 
fý 
kkk km 
fki' 
Lb b Lb b ibfb b ab b Lbb Znbb +[e, ia(GZb. e -B, A+ Bj ek +i 
[fka (G 
e- Bk' k e. 
a (G bfk' +B ekh k 
fki + fka (G k k. 
+[eka(G: ek'-B, b«, 
', f, 
k')+fk'7(G: 
fk'+B;: eZ)]+j[fka(G;: e; -B;: fk')-eka(Gk'fj, '+B ei')] kkZ 
+[e'(GZe. a-BZf. a)+fka(G: f'+B: e. ")]+j[fk«(G: e. «-BZf. «)- a(G f. +B: e a k ei 
bb bf. b + BLb k' 
(G b e, -Bb f, a 
(G b f. ' +Bbe +[ eia 
(QLb 
eb-B: f. " + fjk' 
(GZ 
e. b)]+j fi bk :äe:,: m 
)]+J[fj a aem" - BZ f. 
) 
- et' 
(G;: f. ' + Bkm e' .)] +[e' 
(Gb em' - Bi, fm) +f' 
(Gk' 
k t' k. f. ' + BZ ein' 
(1.19) 
Separating real and imaginary parts leads to expressions for active and reactive power 
respectively, for the active power, the expression becomes 
Pk' =[ek(G: e, t'-B: fk")+fjk"(GAý, fk* +BZe, 
)] 
+ [e" (GZbekb - BLb fkb fj a( GZ. fkb + B; ýb e, ', ' kk 
+[ek* (GZek' - BZ fk) + fk" 
(GZ fk' + B: e') k 
+[ek' (G;: e' - B: f. 
) + fk" (G: fm' + BZ e. * m 
+[ek« (GZbe b- BZbf. b)+fk(G bf. b+B be b m Z: m +[ei"(G;: emc -BZfm)+fka(Ga'fmm +B acei'n km km c 
A simple expression for the active power at bus k phase a can be write as: 
(1.20) 
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a 
e' (GLl e, ' - BLJ fi) + 
fkaZ ',, Y. f, J+ BZJ. eJ k 
-, 
2: (Gk 
I=k, m J-a, b, c i-k, m j-a, b, c 
(1.21) 
Similar expressions can be obtained for phases b and c. A generalized expression for 
the three-phases at bus k can be write as, 
PP =ei 1 (G, 01 e, 1 -B Pj jp GAP,. J fi j+ Bk". J eJ k01 km km 
fi )+fk 
i-k. m j-a. b, c i=k, m j-a. b, c 
where p refer to the phases a, b and c 
For the reactive power the below expression is obtained, 
Qk' = 
[fk' (G: e, 't - B: fk)-ek(G: fk' + BZ: ek) 
+ 
[fka (GZ. e6 - 
Býb 6) - ek' 
( GLb b +Bbek6 k 
fk A 
a(G c+B c)] + fka (G,: ek" - BZ: 
fkc)-ek fjk zek 
a + fj' (G: e. ' - B: f. ) - ei 
(Gký, f,. " + B;: e., k 
+ fka ( GZb. e 4' - 
BZb. f. b eka ( GLb f. b + BLb eb. m 
+[ aca '+B: e,. )] A 
(G: 
e. - B: f. 
) 
- ek 
(G: f. 
(1.22) 
(1.23) 
And the generalized expressions for the reactive power injected into the phases of bus k 
are: 
,02: 2: ( GtP. J f, J+B, 0. J ejJ 
) p1 (Gk". i eJ - B, 0 i fi k (1.24) io 
j)-e 
[f 
i-k, m j-a, b, c i-k, m j-a, b, c 
As expected, the expressions for calculating the active and reactive powers injected into 
bus m are of the same form as (1.22) and (1.24), with the subscript m replacing k and 
vice versa: 
.0 P=e, 1. m 
(GmkJeil 
- '0 j 2 nik 
p Bnjkj fi J+ fmp 1( ZJ+B, ', l e, 1 
X 
ik 
Gmk 
J=k, m j -a, b, c i. k. m j-a, b. c 
Qmo f. " Gl kJeiJ 
l' Z 
kjfij)-e. '0 _B 
1 P ( Gmpkj fi J+ Bm kj il 
Imk. m  j-a, b, c . i-k, m j-a. b. c 
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1.2 FACTS devices power equations 
1.2.1 Polar co-ordinates 
To illustrate the analytical process applied to VSC devices in order to derive its complex 
power equations the STATCOM is selected. Based on Figure 3.4, nodal power 
equations were derived in Section 3.3 for the STATCOM and at its connecting bus, say 
k, 
S,, 'R 
= EPR 
r,, 
R = Eý Ir[ 
(H 
- 
(VkP) (1.27) 
vR YR vR 
lr=El (E,, p (1.28) 
,t 'o 
k 
pr Sk, o = Ek -v-R 
Vkp 
PR 
where the nodal voltages and source voltages are expressed in terms of a function with 
voltage magnitude and phase angle: 
abT (1.29) k V' Vka / Ok Vkb "-'ý 0; Vkc Ok 
E, PR [Va 3va 
15vb 
cT "' 
Ij 
"05v 
VR "ý R 
VvbR 
R 
VvcR" 
R 
and the admittance matrix in complex form: 
yaa 00 
vR 
ybb YvPR 0 
vR 
0 
i 00 YvCRC 
Nodal voltages (1.24) can be expressed as a diagonal matrix to compute the complex 
power, so that diagonal matrix and equation (1.27) are substituted into (1.28), the 
complex power at bus k becomes 
sa va 00 ya k Vk4a vR 
00E,, 
R k 
YR 00 
Sb0 yýb 0bb &10E k0 Vkb 0 VR 
Vkb +0 YvbR 
'R 
0 YvCR 
Lc 
'o 
.1 
vc4Jdc 
L. 
Skc 
_j L00k0c_ 
Vkc 00 YVCR 
-J LEVR 
then 
Sý Vayýa 0aa k- 0v10E, ' k YR 
Vka YvaR 0R 
Vb 
k 
yN yýb 0b+ Vib b sk 
YR kv0b0 
ER 0 
vR k 
Sc0c cv0v ECR k0 Vkc Yv'Rc k- 
0k YVCRC 
- 
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Finally the three-phase complex power becomes: 
a- -Vayýa*Vý*- -Vay a*- 
vj 
Sk 
k vR kk 'v; * 
ER 
! ý, b bb* V 
k, -I 
bb* Eb, (1.33) Vkb YvDR kb + Vkb Y, R 
cc* Evcj Skc v Vkc YvcRc * kc* Vkc YvR ; R* 
i cc 
It is clear now that the complex power for one phase, says a is expressed as: 
So - Vf ya a** + Va yaa* Ea, k "R k vR kk vR 
Expanding equation (1.32) with the nodal voltage, source voltage and admittances 
yields: 
V0 ,ej ý' (G, R' -JB, R)V'e-jok* k 
eJok 
't 
- 
(1.35) 
+ Vk' ' (G, 
R' - jB, R) 
V, 
R e-J 
"- 
then 
S., = Va V,, eXO, -0; a aa 
' ') (G, a 
-jB, ' kkk--RR 
a 
Xq 
-JýR) (G: 
Ra -jB, 
" + VkER e 
vR 
a 
Applying the Euler identity in equation (1.34) 
Sa =VkaVk' (G: 
R' -jB,, Ra)[cos(Ok' -Oka)+ jsin(Ok' -Ok)] k 
+ VkEaR(G, 
R' -jB, Ra)[cos(Ok' -8, 
'R)+js in (Ok' -8, 
'R')] 
Sa aa 
_jVaVaBaa 'R k=V. 'V, 'G kkR kk vR 
'a sin 
(Oka 
- 
5, a COS 
(ok 
- 5vR)+BR R)] 
+ vka VvaR 
[G: 
R 
J Vk' VvR[G, Rsin 
(Ok' 
- t5, R) + B, R' a 
+k 
PR 
COS 
(0"' 
- (5v 
, 5eparating real and imaginary parts leads to expression for the active and reactive 
power respectively. For the active power the expression for the active power injected at 
bus k phase a can be write as: 
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V, a 
2a[ 
Ga" c os 
(Ok' 
- 5, a asin 
(0, ' - 8, *R ,RR+B, R 
Pkc' 
k)G, R' - 
Vk 
vaR R 
.V 
Similar expressions can be obtained for phases b and c. A generalized expression for 
the three-phases at bus k can be write as: 
2 
Gv OP - VPvp 'o )+BrRsin 
(Ok' (1.40) Pkp Vk'o PRA k vR[Gv 
'-, 6, pý Pp COS 
(ok 
R 
For the reactive power: 
-a Va aa COS 
(014a a 9 la _ t5vR 
Qka Vka) BR + Vka 
vR[G, 
6a )+B (1.41) Rasin 
(ok 'a 
R yj k- 
8vR 
V, k VR 
And the generalized expressions for the reactive power injected into the phases of bus k 
are: 
2 
Q'k pp +V -0 VPR 
[ 
G, "" sin 
(Of 
- c3, 
P, COS 
(ok' 'o Vk'o 
vR k+ BOl 
As expected, the expressions to compute the active and reactive powers injected into 
the STATCOM are of the same form as (1-38) and (1.40), with the subscript vR replacing 
k and vice versa: 
2 
rjp'o -VPVP 
[Gj' 
c os 
(9, PR -OkP)+B, ýR'Sin(8, PR -ok, *)] 
PvRp VVRP 
A vR k 
Q, OR - 
(V, 
R BPRI + 
VRI Vkl 
[GPRPsin (SvPR 
- 
Of) + BIRI cos (9, IR-Ok")] 
Active and reactive power expression in polar coordinates for SSSC, UPFC and HVDC- 
VSC controllers in the three-phase frame of reference are obtained in a same manner 
as the above process. 
1.2.2 Rectangular co-ordinates 
Rectangular co-ordinate analysis employs nodal voltage and source voltages expressed 
in their real and imaginary parts rather than in voltage magnitudes and phase angles as 
state variables: 
Vp [eia + jf' eb k j, ek k]T k+ jfkl +Jf 
E,, 'R eaR +Jf, R ebR + If, 
', 
e' + C]T 
vR 
JfR 
(1.45) 
(1.46) 
Expanding equation (1.32) with the nodal voltage, source voltage and admittances 
yields, 
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Sa 
kk -jBR = 
(e'+ jfk)(GR' ')(ek -ifA 
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_jfa A -(eka +j 
fk' GaRa 
-j BaR)(eR 'R 
then 
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(GvaRae a _Baa a _fa(G: 
afa aea 
YR v VR kv vR vR 
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ae, -R -BIv-e 
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-R R 
f%R )kR 
'R R 
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(147) 
(1.48) 
Yk 
= e' 
[ (G, 
Rek' - 
B: 
Rfk) - 
(G, 
Re, R - 
B, 
j 
aej, ', "R *'e, ', 
k Rf, R 
+ fk" [(G: 
Rfk+B: R 
)-(G fq+B: R 
:ae a [(Gaa 'afk) - 
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Re,, R- B, RafaR)] + ek"[- 
(GR fk+B, R' ")+(G, RfaR + B, R e, "R) 
+iI fk' e4l - B, 'JR k 
(1.49) 
Separating real and imaginary parts leads to expressions that can be computed for the 
active and reactive powers respectively. For the active power, the expression becomes 
Paaa aa aa =ei[(G, a',, e -Bm 
4 (GaRae, -,, R kkR-B, R' 
f, ')] 
aa aa a aa aa + BR" ei 
(Ga; + Baj e, '-R + fka G, ' fk" f%R R 
(1.50) 
Similar expressions can be obtained for phases b and c. A generalized expression for 
the three-phases at bus k can be write as: 
Ro = e, * G 
Pp 
ef - B, "Ro 
fko GPP eP - B,, OP f,, o kk vR RRR R)] 
+ fk'o GPRI fkP + BPRP eP GPRI fRo + Bý. ' e, ', k 
For the reactive power: 
r(G, 
Re - B, "R' 
fk' (Ga'R"e,, ',, PR Qk =f akR 
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(G, 
Rfka + B, Rek) + 
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And the generalized expressions for the reactive power injected into the phases of the 
bus k are: 
Qk' = fkl 
[(GPPekP 
- BPRPfkP 
(GfRPePR 
- BPRPf, -i YR Z)] 
+ ef pj + B, 1 'e + B, 1 + 
(GfRp fvR PPP 
R vR)] 
P fj 'OR k 
[-(GvR 
kp 
0 
(1.53) 
As expected, the expressions for calculating the active and reactive powers injected into 
the STATCOM are of the same form as (1.51) and (1.53), with the subscript VR replacing 
k and vice versa: 
PpX 0) = ej, P e, PR 'OR 
vR YR 
[(GvpR 
_BY 
Pfi 
+p0 fvR 
[(GvpRp 
fvR + BJRP evPR 
Qv R= fv'9 
GJRP ePR- Bvl '0 p Ppfp RR YR) 
' [-(Q + B, ý Pe. P 
+ evR PR 
vPR R 
ýpf pý 
-(G, ORPek -B3VAo)] 'o 
(GPRO fkp + B, ', " eP Rk 
GPRO eo - BPRIP 
Ap 
k 
+( GvPRP Ap + BvPRP ekp 
Active and reactive power expression in polar coordinates for SSSC, UPFC and HVDC- 
VSC controllers in the three-phase frame of reference are obtained in a same manner 
as the above process. 
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Data are given in per unit on a 100 MW and 400 KV base values of active power and 
voltage respectively. 
11.1 Five-bus System Test 
Transmission lines 
Bus code Impedance Line Charging 
north south 0.02 + jO. 06 0.0 + jO. 06 
north lake 0.08 + jO. 24 0.0 + jo. 05 
south lake 0.06 + jO. 18 0.0 + jO. 04 
south main 0.06 + jO. 1 8 0.0 + jO. 04 
south elm 0.04 + jO. 12 0.0 + jO. 03 
lake main 0.01 +jO. 03 0.0 + jO. 02 
main elm 0.08 + jO. 24 0.0 + jO. 05 
Generation 
Bus MW WAR MVAR limits Voltage code min max magnitude 
north* -- --1.06 
south 40 0 -300 300 1.00 
Loads 
Bus 
code MW WAR 
south 40 0 
lake 45 15 
main 40 5 
elm 60 10 
11.2 New England Reduced System Test 
Transmission lines 
Bus code Impedance Line Charging from to 
120.0035 +j 0.0411 0.0 +j 0.6987 
1 39 0.0010 +j 0.0250 0.0 +j 0.7500 
230.0013 +j 0.0151 0.0 +j 0.2572 
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2 25 0.0070 +j 0.0086 0.0 +j 0.1460 
3 4 0.0013 +j 0.0213 0.0 +j 0.2214 
3 18 0.0011 +j 0.0133 0.0 +j 0.2138 
4 5 0.0008 +j 0.0128 0.0 +j 0.1342 
4 14 0.0008 +j 0.0129 0.0 +j 0.1382 
5 6 0.0002 +j 0.0026 0.0 +j 0.0434 
5 8 0.0008 +j 0.0112 0.0 +j 0.1476 
6 7 0.0006 +j 0.0092 0.0 +j 0.1130 
6 11 0.0007 +j 0.0082 0.0 +j 0.1389 
7 8 0.0004 +j 0.0046 0.0 +j 0.0780 
8 9 0.0023 +j 0.0363 0.0 +j 0.3804 
9 39 0,0010 +j 0.0250 0.0 +j 1.200 
10 11 0.0004 +j 0.0043 0.0 +j 0.0729 
10 13 0.0004 +j 0.0043 0.0 +j 0.0729 
13 14 0.0009 +j 0.0101 0.0 +j 0.1725 
14 15 0.0018 +j 0.0217 0.0 +j 0.3660 
15 16 0.0009 +j 0.0094 0.0 +j 0.1710 
16 17 0.0007 +j 0.0089 0.0 +j 0.1342 
16 19 0.0016 +j 0.0195 0.0 +j 0.3040 
16 21 0.0008 +j 0.0135 0.0 +j 0.2548 
16 24 0.0003 +j 0.0059 0.0 +j 0.0680 
17 18 0.0007 +j 0.0082 0.0 +j 0.1319 
17 27 0.0013 +j 0.0173 0.0 +j 0.3216 
21 22 0.0008 +j 0.0140 0.0 +j 0.2565 
22 23 0.0006 +j 0.0096 0.0 +j 0.1845 
23 24 0.0022 +j 0.0350 0.0 +j 0.3610 
25 26 0.0032 +j 0.0323 0.0 +j 0.5130 
26 27 0.0014 +j 0.0147 0.0 +j 0.2396 
26 28 0.0043 +j 0.0474 0.0 +j 0.7802 
26 29 0.0057 +j 0.0625 0.0 +j 1.0290 
28 29 0.0014 +j 0.0151 0.0 +j 0.2490 
Transformers 
Bus code Rs Xs Tv Uv from to 
2 30 0.0 0.0181 1.025 
6 31 0.0 0.025 1.07 
10 32 0.0 0.02 1.07 
12 11 0.0016 0.0435 1.006 
12 13 0.0016 0.0435 1.006 
19 20 0.0007 0.0138 1.06 
19 33 0.0007 0.0142 1.07 
20 34 0.0009 0.018 1.009 
22 35 0 0.0143 1.025 
23 36 0.0005 0.0272 1 
25 37 0.0006 0.0232 1.025 
29 38 0.0008 0.0156 1.025 
Generation 
Bus 
MW WAR MVAR limits Voltage code min max magnitude 
39* 1.0300 
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Data are given in per unit on a 100 MW and 400 KV base values of active power and 
voltage respectively. 
11.1 Five-bus System Test 
Transmission lines 
Bus code Impedance Line Charging 
north south 0.02 + jO. 06 0.0 + jO. 06 
north lake 0.08 + jO. 24 0.0 + jO. 05 
south lake 0.06 + jO. 18 0.0 + jO. 04 
south main 0.06 + jO. 18 0.0 + jO. 04 
south elm 0.04 + jO. 1 2 0.0 + jO. 03 
lake main 0.01 + jO. 03 0.0 + jO. 02 
main elm 0.08 + jO. 24 0.0 + jO. 05 
Generation 
Bus MW WAR WAR limits Voltage 
code min max magnitude 
north* - 1.06 
south 40 0 -300 300 1.00 
Loads 
Bus MW WAR code 
south 40 0 
lake 45 15 
main 40 5 
elm 60 10 
11.2 New England Reduced System Test 
Transmission lines 
Bus code Impedance Line Charging from to 
120.0035 +j 0.0411 0.0 +j 0.6987 
1 39 0.0010 +j 0.0250 0.0 +j 0.7500 
230.0013 +j 0.0151 0.0 +j 0.2572 
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30 250 0.0 -200 300 1.0475 
31 573.2 0.0 -300 300 0.9520 
32 650 0.0 -300 300 0.9831 
33 632 0.0 -200 300 0.9972 
34 508 0.0 -200 300 1.0123 
35 650 0.0 -250 350 1.0493 
36 560 0.0 -150 250 1.0635 
37 540 0.0 -250 350 1.0278 
38 830 0.0 -400 400 1.0265 
* Slack bus 
Loads 
Bus code mw WAR Bus code mw WAR 
3 322 2.4 23 247.5 84.6 
4 500 184 24 308.6 -92.2 
7 233 84 25 224 47.2 
8 522 176 26 139 17 
12 8.5 88 27 281 75.5 
15 320 153 28 206 27.6 
16 329.4 32.3 29 283.5 26.9 
is 158 30 31 9.2 4.6 
20 680 103 39 1104 250 
21 274 115 
11.3 IEEE 57 Buses System Test 
Transmission lines 
Bus code Impedance From to Line 
Charging 
1 2 0.0083 +j 0.028 0.0 +j 0.12.9 
2 3 0.0298 +j 0.085 0.0 +j 0.0818 
3 4 0.0112 +j 0.0366 0.0 +j 0.038 
4 5 0.0625 +j 0.132 0.0 +j 0.0258 
4 6 0.043 +j 0.148 0.0 +j 0.0348 
6 7 0.02 +j 0.102 0.0 +j 0.0276 
6 8 0.0339 +j 0.173 0.0 +j 0.047 
8 9 0.0099 +j 0.0505 0.0 +j 0.0548 
9 10 0.0369 +j 0.1679 0.0 +j 0.044 
9 11 0.0258 +j 0.0848 0.0 +j 0.0218 
9 12 0.0648 +j 0.295 0.0 +j 0.0772 
9 13 0.0481 +j 0.158 0.0 +j 0.0406 
13 14 0.0132 +j 0.0434 0.0 +j 0.011 
13 15 0.0269 +j 0.0869 0.0 +j 0.023 
1 15 0.0178 +j 0.091 0.0 +j 0.0988 
1 16 0.0454 +j 0.206 0.0 +j 0.0546 
1 17 0.0238 +j 0.108 0.0 +j 0.0286 
3 15 0.0162 +j 0.053 0.0 +j 0.0544 
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5 6 0.0302 +j 0.0641 0.0 +j 0.0124 
7 8 0.0139 +j 0.0712 0.0 +j 0.0194 
10 12 0.0277 +j 0.1262 0.0 +j 0.0328 
11 13 0.0223 +j 0.0732 0.0 +j 0.0188 
12 13 0.0178 +j 0.058 0.0 +j 0.0604 
12 16 0.018 +j 0.0813 0.0 +j 0.0216 
12 17 0.0397 +j 0.179 0.0 +j 0.0476 
14 15 0.0171 +j 0.0547 0.0 +j 0.0148 
18 19 0.461 +j 0.685 0.0 +j 0 
19 20 0.283 +j 0.434 0.0 +j 0 
21 22 0.0736 +j 0.117 0.0 +j 0 
22 23 Q. 0099 +j 0.0152 0.0 +j 0 
23 24 0.166 +j 0.256 0.0 +j 0.0084 
26 27 0.165 +j 0.254 0.0 +j 0 
27 28 0.0618 +j 0.0954 0.0 +j 0 
28 29 0.0418 +j 0.0587 0.0 +j 0 
25 30 0.135 +j 0.202 0.0 +j 0 
30 31 0.326 +j 0.497 0.0 +j 0 
31 32 0.507 +j 0.755 0.0 +j 0 
32 33 0.0392 +j 0.036 0.0 +j 0 
34 35 0.052 +j 0.078 0.0 +j 0.0032 
35 36 0.043 +j 0.0537 0.0 +j 0.0016 
36 37 0.029 +j 0.0366 0.0 +j 0 
37 38 0.0651 +j 0.1009 0.0 +j 0.002 
37 39 0.0239 +j 0.0379 0.0 +j 0 
36 40 0.03 +j 0.0466 0.0 +j 0 
22 38 0.0192 +j 0.0295 0.0 +j 0 
41 42 0.207 +j 0.352 0.0 +j 0 
38 44 0.0289 +j 0.0585 0.0 +j 0.002 
46 47 0.023 +j 0.068 0.0 +j 0.0032 
47 48 0.0182 +j 0.0233 0.0 +j 0 
48 49 0.0834 +j 0.129 0.0 +j 0.0048 
49 50 0.0801 +j 0.128 0.0 +j 0 
50 51 0.1386 +j 0.22 0.0 +j 0 
29 52 0.1442 +j 0.187 0.0 +j 0 
52 53 0.0762 +j 0.0984 0.0 +j 0 
53 54 0.1878 +j 0.232 0.0 +j 0 
54 55 0.1732 +j 0.2265 0.0 +j 0 
44 45 0.0624 +j 0.1242 0.0 +j 0.004 
56 41 0.553 +j 0.549 0.0 +j 0 
56 42 0.2125 +j 0.354 0.0 +j 0 
57 56 0.174 +j 0.26 0.0 +j 0 
38 49 0.115 +j 0.177 0.0 +j 0.006 
38 48 0.0312 +J 0.0482 0.0 +i 0 
Transformers 
Bus code Rs Xs TV from to 
4 18 0.555 0.97 1.0 
Bus code Rs Xs Tv from to 
41 
4 18 0.43 0.978 1.0 15 
21 20 0.7767 1.043 1.0 14 
24 25 1.182 1 1.0 10 
24 25 1.23 1 1.0 13 
24 26 0.0473 1.043 1.0 11 
43 
45 
46 
51 
49 
43 
0.412 
0.1042 
0.0735 
0.0712 
0.191 
0.153 
1.0 1.0 
0.955 1.0 
0.9 1.0 
0.93 1.0 
0.895 1.0 
0.958 1.0 
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7 29 0.0648 0.967 1.0 
34 32 0.953 0.975 1.0 
11 41 0.749 0.955 1.0 
Generation 
Bus MW WAR code 
40 56 1.195 0.958 1.0 
39 57 1.355 0.98 1.0 
9 55 0.1205 0.94 1.0 
WAR Voltage limits 
min max . magnitude 
1* 1.06 
2 0 0.0 -17 50 1.01 3 40 0.0 -10 60 0.985 
6 0 0.0 -8 25 0.98 
8 450 0.0 -140 200 1.005 
9 0 0.0 -3 9 0.98 12 310 0.0 -150 155 1.015 
* Slack bus 
Shunt compensation 
Bus code MW WAR 
18 0 0.1 
25 0 0.059 
53 0 0.063 
Loads 
Bus code MW WAR Bus code MW WAR 
1 55 17 20 2.3 1 
2 3 88 23 6.3 2.1 
3 41 21 25 6.3 3.2 
5 13 4 27 9.3 0.5 
6 75 2 28 4.6 2.3 
8 150 22 29 17 2.6 
9 121 26 30 3.6 1.8 
10 5 2 31 5.8 2.9 
12 377 24 32 1.6 0.8 
13 18 2.3 33 3.8 1.9 
14 10.5 5.3 35 6 3 
15 22 5 38 14 7 
16 43 3 41 6.3 3 
17 42 8 42 7.1 4.4 
18 27.2 9.8 43 2 1 
19 3.3 0.6 44 12 1.8 
Bus code MW WAR 
47 29.7 11.6 
49 18 8.5 
50 21 10.5 
51 18 5.3 
52 4.9 2.2 
53 20 10 
54 4.1 1.4 
55 6.8 3.4 
56 7.6 2.2 
57 6.7 2 
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APPENDIX III: JACOBIAN MATRIX ELEMENTS 
POLAR CO-ORDINATES 
111.1 Unified Power Flow Controller 
Consider the UPFC connected between buses k and m, for which the linearised 
equation for polar co-ordinates is shown in Equation (3.88). The Jacobian matrix 
elements are explicitly given below, with the help of a phase superscript p used to 
denote a, b and c, respectively. 
The Jacobian terms at sending node k are: 
apkp 
0p 
ÖOP 
Qkj - 
(Vk, 0 )2 BkPk, 0 
apk'o 
a Vkp 
Vkp = Pkp +( Vkp 
)2G 
kiok 
P 
X £3Qkp 20 Pio - 
(Vio)'Gkk 
Fok, 0 
aP %ý Qk 
p p 
a Vio 
Vkp = Qk - 
(Vk'O)' Bkokp 
apkp 
= Vk, V 1 [Gkl. " sin( Of - 0., ' 
) 
- Bk". 
P cos 
(OkP 
- 
0.1 )] 
a 0. p 
apkp 
pp V VkV. [Gk'Op C0s 
( 
Ok- 
, 
)+Bk' ,' sin 
( 
O Of - 0", a V. p . 
apkp 
0 Cl(5 
= V, 0 VR' [Gk" sin 
(Of 
- JJR BmP P cos 
(ok P 
R)] 
cR 
apkp 
p aV 
VcR = Vk" VPR 
[G, ". p cos 
(Of 
- 
öjR BP. P sin 
(O. P 
- 
PR 
cR 
apkp 
P a8 
= Vk' V, R' 
[G, 
R' sin 
(Of 
- 9, 
oR )- BPRPcos 
(Of 
-, 
6, PR 
vR 
apkp 
i--p 
V 
V, 'Ro = ViV, R[Gk'. 
' cos 
(0,1 
- 
9, oR) + BIP sin km 
P (Of 
-8R)] v 
i, R 
Qk, o aX 
a 0. p 
Vk" V. " [ Gl. P cos( Of - 0. P + Bof sin 
(Of 
- 0. P 
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200 
i7 v 
V' = V. " V' 
[GPP 
sin (Ok, ' k -0., 
)-BkP. P cos( Okp - 0. P 
(3Qkp 
p CI'5 
- 
[Gk p 'o'0 cos (Oko - Vio V, R '0' SjR ) + BkPo sin 
(0,10 
- gPR 
cR 
0 
doQk 
0 aV 
V, 
R = 
Vk'o VR P' sin 
(Of 0 [Gk -, 5c'R 
BkP. P cos 
(okP 
cR 
aQk ,0 
, po a8 
Vkp VR Pp Cos 
(Ok' 
- p t5, OR + B, osin 
(Okl 
- km 
JR)] 
vR 
£'Qk, o 
p d9v 
KPR = Vkp V, R 
p' S'n 
( ok '[Gk. 
- 
SJR Bkl Pp COS 
(ok 
- 
8, PR 
vR 
Where B,, = (BR+ BR); Gkk = (GýR + GR)andBk. = BRand Gk. =GR 
The Jacobian terms at receiving node m are obtained by changing subscript k to m and 
vice. However it should be notice that now B., = Bmk = BR and G.. = G. k = GR and 
derivatives respect to shunt voltage source are zero. 
From Equation (3.78) it should be notice that RO = PkO and its derivatives are equals. .k 
Finally P,,,, ', = P,,,, * + P,,, o derivatives correspondent to Pb-bo are show below. 
The Jacobian matrix elements of series converter are: 
40 
pio 
p 11 sin (i5coR (111.17) cR 'o 'o)] 'o B'O'OCOS 
(8cR 
- 
Ok VcRo Vklo[GA Ok 
b" 
p 
OVk*o 
0 d Pck 
p 0. ' ,0V. P 
[ G, 0,0 S'n (8cR 0 P)] pA 
ffi. 0 
VcpR 
km COS 
(8cR 
- 
0. 
p a PcRO 
P ý, 0 pVp ,0+ Bkw,. p4 ý CR io 
[ GA, v COS 
(5cR 
- 
ok S'n 
(d5cýR 
- 
ok p 
vP 
k 
ig 
PPR 
=- p '0 
)2BI, P 
cR R 
p 
a, 5, pR 
QcR - 
(VcpR 
,9P,. R- * 
jZ V0 )Z 
=p 
,R 
'o 0 PR 
VcR' V. ' [Gk,. 1 0)+Bk',. sin 
(, 5, *, - 
'o 
V 0,0 Cos 
(45c'OR 
- Ok v? 
n 
The Jacobian elements of shunt-connected inverter are: 
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p 0 PvR" p VPR Vk, ' FGPRP sin (, 5, 'R - Of B, 'Rp COS 
(5vR p 
-ok 
Ook lp 
p 
'o 
PvR 
P+ BPRo sin (i5v'ý -Of ,, R VkP 
[ Gvo,, o co s 
(, 5f, 
L6Vkp 
Vk'o V'o 
R 
Ok 
p 
L6 
PvR 
'op 'o 0 )'o B, " p 
QvR VvR R Ot5vR 'p 
0 PvPRP 
pPV0 )'o GYPRP 
p 
VvRo = PvPR vR 'R p 
'OvvR 
111.2 High-voltage Direct Current VSC-based 
Jacobian matrix elements for the HVDC-VSC model are given as: 
0 Pkp 
'o R, 
'R, 
- 
(Vo )2G ii Q 
'o Ook , k 
LýPkp Vkp = Pk'o +( Vkp)'G., R, - ýVkp 
'Opkp 
R, sin 
(Ok 
- Vkp VvRP I[ Gpp 11 1) -BR, 
COS 
(Ok P" C5, OR I 
46pkp p 01 KRI = -Vk'o Vvpl 
[GvR, Cos ( R Ok - 5, Rl + BR, sin (0' PP kR 
'o 46vvRI 
p 
460 o o a -- 
CTokp 
pp - (V' kk RI ' i ) Gv p 
'oQkp - 'o pp 
Vkp = Qk - 
(Vkp )2 BvR, 
Vkp 
19Qk, o 01 COS (ok - - 'p .0 Vkp VvR I 
[GvPR 
I 
SvPRI + BvPRP, sin 
(0k, 
t5vR, )] k vR .0 
'0'5vpRl 
0 
460 
-FV-, o 
vpl = -Vk'oVvPRI 
[GvPR'Olsin 
vR 
(ok 
15P p 45P vRI vRl)-BVRI 
COS 
(ok pi 
l VR 
p opvRl 
lp Xk 
= -VvRPIV 
0 sin 
(JPRj 
kp 
[G2 
I 
Of p ýp -BrRI COS 
(5vRI 
- 
Ok 
"p VRI 
- 
Vkp 
P GPO Cos Vkp VvR 
I 
Vk 
I 
vRI 
p (6vRl 
- 
Of + BvPRPI sin 
(8v'Rl 
- 
Of 
(111.23) 
(111.27) 
(111.28) 
(111.29) 
(11L30) 
(111.31) 
(111.32) 
(111.33) 
(111.34) 
(111.35) 
(111.36) 
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pp 2 
VRI p -Q PRI 
)B PRpl 
- 
(V 
Y v vRI p d5vRI 
p )2G 
P) 'opvRI p 'o 'o P. 0 
0 
V P + 
(V 
VRI V RI v RI vRl 
40K 
p 
RI 
0p )2 QvRI 
a P, pG V P P (111.39) 
vR, v RI vR I 'p -o8 vRI 
p OQVRI pp Cos 
(, 5vPRI Of + BvpRl sin (gv"R, -Ok' VvR kp 
[9vRI 
k 01V (111.40) 
p Mk 
"p QvRI 
Vp = _VP I -OkP 
BvIRI, Cos 
(gvR, Okp)] 
k vR 1 
Vkp[ Gv'Rll sin (gvR, 
'o L6vk 
p "QvRI p P'o PR 
) 2B 
RI 
V Q 
R 
V P (111.42) 
v v v I v RI p 
ýV 
vRl 
p 
)2 OPHVDC 
'op 
RI - 
(Vkp G Q (111.43) 
v k Xk 
'o )2 46PHVDC Po 
R, 
pG p=p p+ (V V (111.44) 
v k k k 
16Vkp 
OPHOVDC 
Po p 
c 
11 sin(oký vRI) 
p 45vpRl Vkp VvPR 
l[GvR P-S 
-BvPRPI C0S 
Oký (111.45) 
'0'5vpR 1 
'OPH'OVDC 5vp VvPR 
I 
Vkp VýR 
I 
[GfRI 
COS 
(01 
- 5vR, 
)+ BvR, sin 
(Ok 
R, (111.46) 
'o OvvRI 
p 
)2 'OPHVDC pp B 
'o 0 
V Q (111.47) 
vR2 vR 2 vR 2 p 045 vR 2 
RECTANGULAR Co-ordinates 
111.3 Unified Power Flows Controller 
The Jacobian matrix elements in equation (4.86) are given below 
apkIp 
=2 
(Ga, " + G, RO)ek" - 
(G, ", 'e, ' - B, R" 
f. ) 
aeP m (111.48) 
k 
G 1010 e 0. - BPR, ' feI- 
BPR' f, PR 
R :RR vR 
apk'o 
2 (GPR" + G; IRP 
) fk' (GPRzf +Be; R afk 
IP e, ' 
,R VR + B; OR 
(G, 
R 
'o + B.,, P- (G OP e. p Opf vR lp R VR ,RR : R) 
Pf 
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x loo ,0 
ae, t 
2 (BjRP + BPR, ) et, ' + (GýrPRP f. " +B 
PRP e 
P, 0 '0 1 , ope 
PpfvR JR + Bc 0R +BrR + 
(GcR ZR 
CR + (Q e 
0 
-ÖQ*, 
o 
= -2 (B Pp + B7R 
) fk, 0 - 
(G. 'RI e. ' - BJR' 
f. ' p 
ae cR 
, ec le - B7R fvpR GcoRX 'OR - BfRp fcpR GZ vR 
p 
apk'o 
= ' - 
(G, 'Roeko'+ B. "R" fkp (111.52) 
ae. 
a .0 pk 
= - 
(G 101 f, -0 - BIo k jv ef) (111.53) af. P 
apkp 
= 
pi + B,, Rl -(Glef 
P-0 fk'o 
cR k 
(111.54) 
apkp 
'eo) GcOR, * fk'o -BcR k PV (111.55) 
'o ' .0 fcR 
.0 apk 
= '00 
pi p "e'o +BR fJ -(GvR kRk) eel vR 
aw 4 
= ýOfj 'e) 
pi 
-(GvR kp -4 k afvR 
E .0 p k_ 
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"ek') 
-(GR 
fkp- BcR 
p Oe. 
L -Ole -0 + BcPRO 
fko) (GcR 
k (111.59) Of. p 
i Qk 
- - - -(GI P-BcORleio) k cR 
f (111.60) Fe 
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OR p cR 
'po Q- 
= 
cl ki- (GcR "el + BcPRof, 'o :Rkk 'fcpR 
00 'o 
= "f 
oek 
- 
(GPR 
kp - BPR 10 (111.62) ae, PR 
OQP k 
= o 
(G. PRPek + BvR Jp 'R Rk 
0 Pof 
' ap fvR 
apý 'o (GcOOR, 'Oe 0+B PR' Pf o 
ae, o . c m m 
The Jacobian terms of series converter are: 
19pp e . 1., R 
+BJ P fcR 2 p R io = 
(GrR 
zR aek 
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.0 apcR (Gc .0-B, 
P fcR 
R c. R afkp 
2R leo 
app cR 'O'of le +B. R f - 
pý P 
ae., ' 2- 
GcR JR 
zR cR 
app cR pi p ýpz PP ecPj GcR - B, ý af. P 'o 
R R) 
app 
'R 7 
ep + 
(GPPeP 
- Blfkl (G, ", ' e. ' - Bc'Rp 
f. ' 
p2 ýR cR k cR aecR 
p ap, R 
Tf -= -2GcPfcRo -Po, 'Oek*-B,, lff, -(G,,. O, 'fO-BPOe. P) _R kRR .0:, R R+ 
(GcR P) 
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The Jacobian terms of shunt co inverter are: 
(111.66) 
a0 p"" (GIo 
e, ' + BIRI fRO) VR o ae, 
a0 pv'R 
Po o- BP, RR 
(G,,, 
RI fl leo VR p afk 
0 ap, 'R 
= 2GIlel - 
(G loet' -B 'Rofko) R RR v , " 
ýe, o, 
,R 
0 apv'R 
=2 GORPf,, Ro - 
(G,,, ORO fko + BoRoek*) af, PR 
For voltage magnitude control: 
)2 
a(Ek 
2 ef 
aeklo 
afki' 
= 2fk, * 
(111.75) 
(111.76) 
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111.4 High-voltage Direct Current VSC-based 
The relevant Jacobian elements are given below: 
apk p 
p aekl 
2G, "lel GPR'Iel + B, 'RjfIR, VR A Rl 
apk P 
2G l', 'f, GJRPI fP Bf P ej kkRR, A 
L9fkp 
apio 
=-, 10 p PX PX GYRIei -BvRIfk'o (111.79) 
ael YRI 
apk'o 
P, 0 cp GIRI , 
fkp +BvRei 2 
p Lp 9fYRI 
0 
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aekl p - 
2B' e` + GJRP1 
fvPRI + B, 'Rje" vR1 k vR1 
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fIR, 
vR 1 
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,0 L9 Qk 
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R V 
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- GOP eP+ BJRPI fkP YR1 k 
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d9plýDC 
=2 GPRPý fRI GPRPý f RP B ' Rj e 'Rl afkp , , , , 
d9plýDC 
pp 00 
,ei- BIRI , 
fk'o = -GZ 10 ae'RI 
aplLc 
= -G R1 
fk'o +B pp 2 PX R e a (111.96) fp 
vR 1 
v v I k 
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=- GJRP2 e BvPRP2f., 1 
m DeP vR2 
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APPENDIX IV: IMPLICIT TRAPEZOIDAL 
INTEGRATION METHOD WITH NEWTOM 
ITERATION 
IVA Implicit Trapezoidal Integration Method with Newton Iteration 
An implicit trapezoidal integration method has been used in the three-phase dynamic power flow algorithm for large-scale power system with VSC-based FACTS controllers in the present research. The basic trapezoidal method is very 
well known, having been established as a useful method of integration before 
digital computers made hand calculation redundant. This method has gain 
recognition as being very powerful, having great advantages over other numerical 
methods. 
The implicit trapezoidal method is based on the algebratization of a function with 
the assumption that the function is linear during and integration time step. The 
trapezoidal method is derived from a single-step method, where the solution of a 
set of differential equations is rewritten in the algebraic form of, 
Will = Wi +h 
[f (till, Wj) +f (tj, wj)], 0: 5 j.: 5 N-1, 2 
Having cOmPuted t,, tj. 1, and wj, we need to determine w=wj,,, the solution to 
F(w) = w-w, +h 
Ef (tj+l 
3, wj) +f 
(tj, w, )] =0 2 
To approximate this solution, select (0), usually as w,, and generated (*) by W)+I Wý+I 
applying Newton-Raphson to (IV. 2), 
Wj(k) 
(k-1) 
.F 
(w, (k+T') 
4 +1 = Wý+j F'(wj(k+-, 1) 
(k-1) h 
Wj(k 
1) W; 
+1 -wi --[ 4 (k-1) +; 
W+ 2f 
(tjw, ) +f (tj+ 
J41 
h 
2y 
(tj+I, Wj+l 
Until 
lwj(k. ), 
- wj(k,. -, 
')l is within a prescribe small tolerance (i. e. le-12); normally only 
four or five iterations per step are required. 
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